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V<20C2-9ÿP7ÿ-20*ÿI9ÿ20ÿ6KO4ÿ
ÿOO4ÿB12=,;ÿV4ÿ1200ÿ*0ÿ2349ÿd`ÿe8P7QÿTÿ5ÿ77ÿd`7cÿaÿqbaQ9ÿÿB$o!"lÿ
RBWVo8ÿBjÿRB$BnRÿWmÿV!p!"W#Wl!V$#ÿBjWiÿOAI9ÿOAIUAÿMm12-.,;ÿB4ÿV?33*-ÿ*0ÿ234ÿ*+;49ÿ AN4ÿ
ÿO64ÿ 2-,*3ÿR4ÿ"2@,-9ÿ77ÿÿ`ÿdsbv7ÿ^79ÿÿV!pÿ$" ÿZnRB!V8ÿ$"ÿ$""n$#ÿ
1!%ÿWmÿR$VjÿKK9ÿ ÿMp4ÿB2-1Gÿ*+49ÿ ON4ÿ
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)**+,-*ÿ)ÿ.)/021)3ÿ)2/2.4ÿÿ$*ÿ3033ÿ4-ÿ50*2+**-5ÿ3)/-.ÿ01ÿ/6-ÿ221/-7/ÿ28ÿ221*209
-1/02+*ÿ24:-2/2.*9ÿ;0/6-ÿ82.,)/021ÿ28ÿ)ÿ221*20-1/02+*ÿ4-30-8ÿ0*ÿ/6-ÿ.-*+3/ÿ28ÿ
<*=262*2A270)3ÿ22150/02101>ÿ12/ÿ)33)=*ÿ01?23?01>ÿ)ÿ23-).ÿ)15ÿ32>02)3ÿ.)9
/021)3-4@ ÿÿ$222.501>3=9ÿ/6-ÿ01/-.1)30B)/021ÿ,25-3ÿ28ÿ22,<30)12-ÿ/6-2.=ÿ,2*/ÿ
)22+.)/-3=ÿ2)</+.-*ÿ/6-ÿ24:-2/2.C*ÿ503-,,)4ADÿ
E6-ÿFGAJHIÿ,25-3ÿ0*ÿ.22/-5ÿ01ÿ)ÿ12.,)/0?-ÿ)<<.2)26ÿ/2ÿ
4-6)?02.ÿ)15ÿ22,<30)12-4ÿÿK15-.ÿ/60*ÿ,25-39ÿ/.+-ÿ22,<30)12-ÿ222+.*ÿ36-1ÿ
)ÿ.+3-ÿ0*ÿ01/-.1)30B-5ÿ)15ÿ4-22,-*ÿ)ÿ<)./ÿ28ÿ)ÿ<-.*21C*ÿ,2.)3ÿ?)3+-*4AÿÿE60*ÿ
,25-3ÿ)15ÿ/6-ÿ2/6-A.N*ÿ).-ÿ12/ÿ,+/+)33=ÿ-723+*0?-Lÿ01ÿ8)2/9ÿ/60*ÿ,25-3ÿ,)=ÿ4-ÿ
<)./ÿ28ÿ)ÿ*-M+-12-4ÿÿO2.ÿ-7),<3-9ÿ36-1ÿ)1ÿ0150?05+)3ÿ*-38905-1/080-*ÿ30/6ÿ)ÿ
<)./02+3).ÿ>.2+<ÿ)15ÿ0/*ÿ12.,*ÿP05-1/0802)/021Q9ÿ/6-ÿ0150?05+)3ÿ5-.0?-*ÿ32./6ÿ
8.2,ÿ/6-*-ÿ12.,*ÿ36-1ÿ6-ÿ2.ÿ*6-ÿ01/-.1)30B6-*ÿ/6-ÿ>.2+<ÿ?)3+-*ÿ)*ÿ<)./ÿ28ÿ60*ÿ
2.ÿ6-.ÿ231ÿ12.,)/0?-ÿ*-/ÿP01/-.1)30B)/021Q4ÿÿE6-ÿ01/-.1)30B)/021ÿ,25-3ÿ,)=ÿ
4-ÿ221*05-.-5ÿ2</0,)3ÿ22,<30)12-9ÿ*012-ÿ/6-ÿ0150?05+)3ÿ0*ÿ*-389.->+3)/01>ÿ
4)*-5ÿ21ÿ<-.*21)3ÿ?)3+-*ÿ/6)/ÿ)30>1ÿ30/6ÿ2.>)10B)/021)3ÿ?)3+-*9ÿ)15ÿ0*ÿ12/ÿ01ÿ
1--5ÿ28ÿ-7/-6.1)3ÿ4-6)?02.)3ÿ0183+-12-*ÿP.-3).5ÿ2.ÿ<+10*6,-1/Qÿ/2ÿ)260-?-ÿ
22,<30)12-4ÿ
%6-1ÿ8)2-5ÿ30/6ÿ)ÿ508802+3/ÿ5-20*021R*+26ÿ)*ÿ<2302-ÿ28802-.*ÿ5-20501>ÿ
36-1ÿ/2ÿ+*-ÿ82.2-9ÿ22.<2.)/-ÿ-,<32=--*ÿ)>>.-**0?-3=ÿ*--S01>ÿ1-3ÿ*)3-*9ÿ)15ÿ
8-5-.)3ÿ20?03ÿ*-.?)1/*ÿ)*S-5ÿ/2ÿ-182.2-ÿ)ÿM+-*/021)43=ÿ3)38+3ÿ<2302=R)1ÿ01509
?05+)3ÿ,+*/ÿ5-205-ÿ;36-/6-.ÿ/2ÿ0>12.-ÿ6-.ÿ231ÿ:+5>,-1/ÿ)15ÿ24-=ÿ6-.ÿ*+<-9
.02.9ÿ2.ÿ/2ÿ5-8=ÿ)+/62.0/=ÿ)15ÿ823323ÿ6-.ÿ231ÿ221*20-12-4@6ÿÿ!1ÿ60-.).2602)3ÿ

ÿ
ÿA74ÿ"2),ÿ#+4-339ÿTHUÿVÿWXÿÿYGHÿZ[\ÿ]^_ÿÿ̀Gaÿ
ÿÿTa^ÿbGcÿV^H9ÿ ÿ"Ed4ÿe4ÿdKf4ÿEg4ÿ6J9ÿ66ÿP Q4ÿ
ÿAD4ÿTÿ^Gÿ12/-*ÿAJh7ÿ)15ÿ)222,<)1=01>ÿ/-7/4ÿ
ÿAJ4ÿijd"ÿO!"#kÿgljEE9ÿ!"E"$#!m$E!j"ÿjOÿ"jfg8ÿ$ÿgjl!j#jn!l$#ÿEdjkÿjOÿfj$#ÿ
ljff!Ef"Eÿ70009ÿÿPNJQ4ÿ
ÿA4ÿo269ÿaGÿ12/-ÿA9ÿ)/ÿD ÿ14ALÿÿHÿgljEEÿaGÿ12/-ÿAJ9ÿ)/ÿh6ÿP5-*2.0401>ÿ)15ÿ5-8-159
01>ÿ/6-ÿ/6-2.=ÿ28ÿ12.,ÿ01/-.1)30B)/021QLÿf)./01ÿ#4ÿd288,)19ÿpGHÿYGHI\ÿVGGÿqrGÿ
ÿ]Gr9ÿÿ ÿ$ 1$"lgÿ!"ÿs!f"E$#ÿgjl!$#ÿgkldj#jnkÿ79ÿ7ÿPNJJQÿP;0"2.,*ÿ
-?-1/+)33=ÿ4-22,-ÿ<)./ÿ28ÿ0/6-ÿ0150?05+)3C*ÿ01/-.1)3ÿ,2/0?-ÿ*=*/-,ÿ)15ÿ>+05-ÿ60*ÿ4-6)?02.ÿ-?-1ÿ01ÿ/6-ÿ
)4*-12-ÿ28ÿ-7/-.1)3ÿ)+/62.0/=4@Q4ÿ
ÿAN4ÿd288,)19ÿaGÿ12/-ÿA9ÿ)/ÿ N4ÿ
ÿ64ÿTÿE2,ÿ4ÿE=3-.ÿtÿg/-?-1ÿ#4ÿu3)5-.9ÿqrÿvGaÿw__cÿpH\ÿ`GGHÿxyÿ
THÿYyÿÿVaGUÿzrUG9ÿJÿgj"$#!Ekÿtÿgjl4ÿgkldj#4ÿ14ÿA6N9ÿA7NÿP AQ4ÿ
ÿ64ÿTÿ{ÿ)/ÿA7A4ÿ
ÿ64ÿu).4).)ÿ4ÿ$.,)22*/9ÿWG_IHÿVHGÿÿ̀Hÿp9ÿJÿnj4ÿ%$gd4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ
67A9ÿ7 ÿP 6Q4ÿ
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2)*+,-.+/-2,09ÿ-,1-2-13+30ÿ4)+56ÿ7+)1ÿ872-860ÿ6-/76)ÿ9:ÿ65;7+0-.-,*ÿ/76ÿ;2<
/6,/-+3ÿ=)2,*433,600ÿ24ÿ/76ÿ+8/ÿ>)+/-2,+3ÿ872-86?9ÿ2)ÿ9:ÿ@30/-4:-,*ÿ2961-6,86ÿ-6,Aÿ
/6)50ÿ24ÿ/76-)ÿ293-*+/-2,ÿ+0ÿ+ÿ0392)1-,+/6ÿ/2ÿ/76ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,ÿ>-16,/-4-8+/-2,?466ÿ
B)*+,-.+/-2,0ÿ;3+:ÿ+ÿ0-*,-4-8+,/ÿ)236ÿ-,ÿ07+;-,*ÿ-,1-2-13+3ÿ967+2-2)4ÿÿ
$3/723*7ÿ/762)-0/0ÿ7+26ÿ32,*ÿ963-6261ÿ/7+/ÿ+8/2)0ÿ)63:ÿ2,ÿ+ÿ0/)-8/ÿ)+/-2,+3ÿ
872-86ÿ52163ÿ24ÿ825;3-+,869ÿ5216),ÿ)606+)87ÿ03**60/0ÿ/7+/ÿ-,1-2-13+30ÿ96<
7+26ÿ-,ÿ+882)1+,86ÿ=-/7ÿ/7667ÿ293-*+/-2,0ÿ+,1ÿ)6C3-)656,/0ÿ/7+/ÿ+//+87ÿ/2ÿ/76-)ÿ
)2360ÿ=-/7-,ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,04ÿÿ$0ÿ2,6ÿ)606+)876)ÿ,2/609ÿDE76)6ÿ-0ÿ*)2=-,*ÿ65<
;-)-8+3ÿ62-16,86ÿ/7+/ÿ-,0/-/3/-2,+3ÿ833/3)6ÿ+,1ÿ160-*,ÿ7+26ÿ+ÿ0-*,-4-8+,/ÿ-5;+8/ÿ
2,ÿ/76ÿ3-F63-7221ÿ/7+/ÿ-,1-2-13+30ÿ=-33ÿ6,*+*6ÿ-,ÿ3,3+=433ÿ967+2-2)4G6HÿÿE76ÿ
2)*+,-.+/-2,I0ÿ;2=6)ÿ-0ÿ-,ÿ-/0ÿ+9-3-/:ÿ/2ÿD)6164-,6ÿ/76ÿ+8/2)I0ÿ4)+56ÿ24ÿ)646)6,86ÿ
+3/2*6/76)Gÿ+,1ÿ07+;6ÿ7-0ÿ2)ÿ76)ÿ82,138/ÿ+882)1-,*3:46JÿÿB)*+,-.+/-2,0ÿ3-F6ÿ
*226),56,/0ÿ+,1ÿ;23-86ÿ16;+)/56,/0ÿ8+,ÿ64468/-263:ÿ52/-2+/6ÿ-,1-2-13+30ÿ
9+061ÿ2,ÿ/76ÿ-,1-2-13+30Iÿ-16,/-4-8+/-2,ÿ=-/7ÿ/76-)ÿ03962)1-,+/6ÿ)23609ÿ=7-87ÿ
-,833160ÿ+ÿ)6C3-)656,/ÿ/2ÿ825;3:ÿ=-/7ÿ03;6)-2)ÿ2)16)04ÿ
B)*+,-.+/-2,0ÿ8+,ÿ/+-32)ÿ;23-8-60K42)5+3ÿ+6,L1ÿ-,42)5+3K/2ÿ6,7+,86ÿ-,<
1-2-13+3ÿ825;3-+,86ÿ=-/7ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,+3ÿ,2)504ÿÿ$ÿF6:ÿ825;2,6,/ÿ24ÿ36*+3ÿ
+,1ÿ;23-/-8+3ÿ+3/72)-/:ÿ-0ÿ/7+/ÿD=76,ÿ+3/72)-/-60ÿ+)6ÿ2-6=617ÿ+0ÿ36*-/-5+/6ÿ/76:ÿ
+)6ÿ96//6)ÿ+936ÿ/2ÿ52/-2+/6ÿ;62;36ÿ/2ÿ825;3:ÿ=-/7ÿ/76ÿ3+=4G ÿÿ!,1-2-13+30ÿ=72ÿ
2-6=ÿ3+=0ÿ+,1ÿ;23-8-60ÿ+0ÿ36*-/-5+/6ÿ+)6ÿ52)6ÿ3-F63:ÿ/2ÿ296:ÿ968+306ÿ/76:ÿ+)6ÿ
ÿ
ÿ6A4ÿMNOÿÿPÿQREÿS4ÿT#U$"ÿVÿ14ÿ#ÿQ$U!#EB"9ÿS!UWÿBXÿBR !"S8ÿEB%$ ÿ$ÿ
WBS!$#ÿWYSQB#BZYÿBXÿ$[EQB!EYÿ$" ÿWB"W!R!#!EYÿ 9ÿLÿ>LL?4ÿ
ÿ664ÿ\ÿ14ÿ#66ÿQ+5-3/2,ÿVÿ]206;7ÿW+,16)09ÿ^_Pÿÿ^`ÿÿabcdPÿebfÿgÿ
a9ÿ6ÿW4ÿBZ4ÿRQ$14ÿÿ6L9ÿ6Lÿ>LL?OÿÿPÿ$)5+820/9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ69ÿ+/ÿ7Jh6Oÿ+2-1ÿ
#39+,ÿ6/ÿ+349ÿibPÿ^_Pÿÿjÿkcÿgÿlbb9ÿLÿU!SQ4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿA69ÿA7HhH7ÿ>LL?4ÿÿ
ÿ674ÿQ+5-3/2,ÿVÿW+,16)09ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ669ÿ+/ÿ6LOÿÿPÿ$)5+820/9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ69ÿ+/ÿ7 4ÿ
ÿ6H4ÿ#29639ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿA9ÿ+/ÿ 64ÿ
ÿ6J4ÿ$)5+820/9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ69ÿ+/ÿ7 ÿ>65;7+0-0ÿ25-//61?OÿÿPÿ-8F-,02,9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿA9ÿ+/ÿAh
6ÿ>6m;3+-,-,*ÿ/7+/ÿD/76ÿ0/)38/3)6ÿ24ÿ+,ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,ÿ+,1ÿ-/0ÿ-,0/-/3/-2,+3ÿ833/3)6ÿ=-33ÿ7+26ÿ1-0/-,8/ÿ-5<
;+8/0ÿ2,ÿ/76ÿ644-8+8:ÿ24ÿ/76ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,ÿ+,1ÿ/76ÿ3-F63-7221ÿ/7+/ÿ+8/2)0ÿ-,ÿ-/ÿ=-33ÿ82,42)5ÿ/2ÿ6m/6),+3ÿ
,2)50ÿ24ÿ967+2-2)G?4ÿÿX2)ÿ43)/76)ÿ+,+3:0-0ÿ24ÿ/76ÿ)236ÿ24ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,0ÿ-,ÿ07+;-,*ÿ-,1-2-13+3ÿ967+2-2)9ÿ
0669ÿ42)ÿ6m+5;369ÿU+):ÿ23*3+09ÿenbccÿÿkfoÿkjb_PcÿÿMPÿpfq
9ÿÿBZ$"!r$E!B"ÿEQBY8ÿXBUÿSQWEÿR$"$ ÿEBÿEQÿW"Eÿ$" ÿRYB" ÿL9ÿ ÿ
>B3-26)ÿ4ÿ%-33-+502,ÿ6149ÿLL?9ÿ=7-87ÿ1-0830060ÿ72=ÿ2)*+,-.+/-2,+3ÿ833/3)6ÿ07+;60ÿ/76ÿ160-)60ÿ24ÿ
/76ÿ-,1-2-13+3OÿBREÿ]$ST$##9ÿUB$#ÿU$rW8ÿEQÿ%B# ÿBXÿSBB$EÿU$"$ZWÿJ9ÿ h
ÿ>L ?Oÿ!RQB# ÿ"!R[Q9ÿUB$#ÿU$"ÿ$" ÿ!UUB$#ÿWBS!EY8ÿ$ÿWE[ Yÿ!"ÿEQ!SWÿ$" ÿ
B#!E!SWÿm-hm--ÿ>LA?Oÿ+,1ÿ#39+,9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ669ÿ+/ÿAHAhH74ÿ
ÿ64ÿ\ÿ$)5+820/9ÿ_bÿ,2/6ÿ69ÿ+/ÿ7L4ÿ
ÿ6L4ÿ\ÿNÿ+/ÿ6L69ÿ6LhLL9ÿ7 4ÿ
ÿ74ÿE25ÿ4ÿE:36)ÿVÿ]2,+/7+,ÿ]+8F02,9ÿs_PbÿtcfÿÿjÿpubÿgÿtcPÿkjboÿ
incÿef_Pvÿe_bvÿÿpccf9ÿ ÿWYSQB#4ÿ[R4ÿB#IYÿVÿ#4ÿJ9ÿJÿ> 6?4ÿ
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)2*ÿ+2,)-ÿ.2ÿ2/*ÿ20ÿ1ÿ0213ÿ20ÿ4/),.562)*ÿ023ÿ)2)72643,1)729ÿ8/*ÿ31*523ÿ1ÿ.2).2ÿ
*51*ÿ*529ÿ132ÿ72)0236,)-ÿ*52,3ÿ8251:,23ÿ*2ÿ1443243,1*2ÿ3/32.47ÿÿ$.ÿ*52ÿ)2;*ÿ
.27*,2)ÿ+262).*31*2.9ÿ*52ÿ72643,1)72ÿ62+23.ÿ132ÿ1443,71832ÿ,)ÿ1ÿ:13,2*9ÿ20ÿ
72)*2;7*.9ÿ,)73/+,)-ÿ423,72ÿ72)+/7*9ÿ7234231*2ÿ4317*,72.9ÿ1)+ÿ02+2313ÿ264329<
62)*74> ÿÿ#1*239ÿ*52.2ÿ43,)7,432.ÿ132ÿ1443,2+ÿ*2ÿ6,3,*139ÿ72).7,2)*,2/.ÿ28=27<
*23.4ÿ
?@ÿAÿBÿCÿADEFGHDEFÿ
J5,.ÿ./8.27*,2)ÿ+,.7/..2.ÿ*5322ÿ.24131*2ÿ1321.ÿ*51*ÿ51:2ÿ-,:2)ÿ3,.2ÿ*2ÿ17/*2ÿ
72643,1)72ÿ72)723).ÿ,)ÿ3272)*ÿ9213.4ÿÿ%52)ÿ32.,+2)*ÿJ3/64ÿ*1K2.ÿ17*,2)ÿ2)ÿ
73,62ÿ432:2)*,2)9ÿ7234231*2ÿ32-/31*,2)9ÿ1)+ÿ*52ÿ%1.5,)-*2)9ÿ 4L4ÿ8/321/<
731799ÿ*52ÿ,../2ÿ20ÿ282+,2)72ÿ,.ÿ/)1:2,+18324ÿÿ%52*523ÿ,*ÿ,.ÿM/2.*,2)1832ÿ423,72ÿ
4317*,72.9ÿ7234231*2ÿ73,629ÿ23ÿ*52ÿ3232ÿ20ÿ02+2313ÿ26432922.9ÿ,)ÿ2175ÿ1321ÿ*5232ÿ
132ÿ72)03,7*.ÿ82*N22)ÿ*52ÿ2*5,713ÿ1)+ÿ32-13ÿ3232.ÿ7260ÿ*52ÿ,)+,:,+/139ÿ1)+ÿ*52ÿ+2<
.,32+ÿ423,79ÿ20ÿ*52ÿ23-1),O1*,2)ÿ23ÿ-2:23)62)*4ÿÿJ52.2ÿ2;16432.ÿ,33/.*31*2ÿ
52Nÿ*52ÿ72643,1)72ÿ62+23.P,+2)*,0,71*,2)9ÿ72643,1)729ÿ1)+ÿ,)*23)13,O1<
*,2)P2:2331747ÿ1)+ÿ20027*,:239ÿ432+,7*ÿ,)+,:,+/13ÿ8251:,23ÿ1)+ÿ23-1),O1*,2)13ÿ
72643,1)724ÿÿJ52.2ÿ2;16432.ÿ13.2ÿ+262).*31*2ÿ*52ÿ/),:27Q3.13ÿ)1*/32ÿ20ÿ726<
43,1)72ÿ4328326.ÿ0172+ÿ89ÿ,)+,:,+/13.ÿ,)ÿ/)3231*2+ÿ0,23+.4ÿ
ÿ
ÿ74ÿBÿ@ÿ1*ÿRSRTUÿ",7232ÿ4ÿV11.ÿ2*ÿ1349ÿWXEFYÿZCC[ÿADEF\ÿ]^ÿ_DE[ÿCÿ
`[[Fÿaÿÿ][ÿ_ÿÿ̀FÿZ[Yb9ÿ7ÿL!c!"d#defÿgÿL!c4ÿhijJ4ÿ669ÿ667ÿ
k 7lUÿm133ÿ2823*.ÿgÿ1,7*23,1ÿV233,)-*2)9ÿZ[YFÿÿ̀[[Fÿa\ÿnÿopqÿCÿ^ÿ
r[[ÿÿ_ÿ_DEFÿC[ÿ`FY9ÿÿh4ÿd#!L!"e9ÿ!"J##!e"LÿgÿLdi"JÿJd!jcÿ
79ÿ Tÿk >lÿk0,)+,)-ÿ*51*9ÿ,)ÿ23-1),O1*,2)13ÿ=/.*,72ÿ.2**,)-.9ÿ,)+,:,+/13.ÿ132ÿ6232ÿ17724*,)-ÿ20ÿ*52,3ÿ
./823+,)1*2ÿ3232.ÿ1)+ÿ3,K239ÿ*2ÿ823,2:2ÿs7/3*/313ÿ)236.ÿ1)+ÿ3/32.ÿ.52/3+ÿ82ÿ02332N2+tlUÿh1.2)ÿj/).5,)2ÿ
gÿJ26ÿ4ÿJ93239ÿ]^ÿoFÿCÿ̀[[FÿaÿÿrYDÿÿB^EYÿ̀FÿBEE[ÿC[ÿ̀Fu
Y9ÿ>Rÿ#$%ÿgÿjdLvfÿ14ÿ7>9ÿ7>S76ÿk >lÿk2;4323,)-ÿ.*/+,2.ÿ43242.,)-ÿ*51*ÿ1ÿ.27,2*9v.ÿ:,2Nÿ20ÿ
32-,*,6179ÿ72)*3,8/*2.ÿ*2ÿ./4423*ÿ1)+ÿ282+,2)72ÿ023ÿ*52ÿ423,72ÿ02372l4ÿÿBÿY[FFÿw2)ÿw31+023+ÿ2*ÿ
1349ÿx^ÿÿy]^ÿrqzÿADEF{ÿ̀[[Fÿa|ÿ}[Eÿ_CÿÿZCC[ÿ~pÿÿ
`FÿZ[Yb9ÿ ÿi4ÿh4ÿdÿL!c!"d#defÿ ÿk 6l4ÿ
ÿ74ÿBÿC[ÿj27*,2)ÿ!!4w4ÿÿ
ÿ7>4ÿBÿC[ÿj27*,2)ÿ!!!4ÿÿ
ÿ764ÿBÿC[ÿj27*,2)ÿ!!4w4S>4ÿ
ÿ774ÿBÿC[ÿj27*,2).ÿ!!4w4S>4ÿ
ÿ7Q4ÿBÿC[ÿj27*,2).ÿ!!4w4S>4ÿ
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4ÿ23)*+ÿ,-*.)*+/ÿ
-,31ÿ)2ÿ3)/ÿ4,+/)5+2*19ÿ22-35ÿ6,784
ÿ3-/ÿ829+5ÿ.2ÿ8-:+ÿ;225ÿ22ÿ*-8<
7
@
4-);2ÿ4,28)/+/ÿ.2ÿ)2/.)33ÿ=3->ÿ-25ÿ2,5+,4? ÿÿ63+ÿ5+/),+ÿ.2ÿ,+57*+ÿ*,)8+9ÿ32><
+9+,9ÿ>)33ÿ*233)5+ÿ>).3ÿ.3+ÿ,+-3).1ÿ.3-.ÿ.,7/.ÿA+.>++2ÿ423)*+ÿ-25ÿ.3+ÿ47A73)*ÿ3-/ÿ
A++2ÿ/);2)B)*-2.31ÿ5-8-;+5ÿ)2ÿ8-21ÿ*28872).)+/ÿ-*,2//ÿ.3+ÿ2-.)224ÿÿ63)7/Cÿ
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40-40+ÿ,6ÿ6*=0/2*8ÿ,640/6.4,26.3ÿ.?/00=064847NÿÿM5080ÿ./0ÿ452*?54ÿ42ÿ,6-3*+0ÿ
ÿ
7.8,8ÿ,6ÿ3.-4ÿ26ÿ25,-5ÿ42ÿ+06Aÿ450ÿ.<<3,-.4,26OPÿQ5.330/ÿ14ÿQ-5308,6?0/9ÿ7NÿJ4+ÿ 69ÿNÿRN+ÿH,/4ÿ
GFCOÿR3,6+,6?ÿ62ÿ7.8,8ÿ,6ÿ3.-4ÿ32/ÿ450ÿ?210/6=064>8ÿ3,6+,6?ÿ23ÿ,68,6-0/,4AOPÿ"*/670/?ÿ14ÿJ/2053:09ÿ6Gÿ
J4+ÿ6N9ÿ6FS6ÿR+ÿH,/4ÿGFNOÿR/*3,6?ÿ45.4ÿ450/0ÿ2.8ÿ.ÿ8*33,-,064ÿ7.8,8ÿ,6ÿ3.-4ÿ42ÿD*84,3Aÿ+06A,6?ÿ450ÿ
.<<3,-.4,26O4ÿ
ÿ664ÿTUV9ÿC ÿJ4+ÿ.4ÿ NÿRE*24,6?ÿQ.6?0ÿ/ÿ14ÿQ0.=.689ÿ7FÿJ4+ÿ 69ÿ CÿRG45ÿH,/4ÿGF6OO4ÿ
ÿ674ÿQ=,45ÿ14ÿ#.,/+9ÿ6CÿJ4+ÿNF9ÿN ÿR 45H,/4ÿGFNOÿR-,4.4,268ÿ2=,440+OPÿÿUÿWXUYV9ÿ
7NÿJ4+ÿ.4ÿNÿR84.4,6?ÿ45.4ÿ.ÿ8*8<,-,26ÿ23ÿ450ÿ.<<3,-.64>8ÿ8,6-0/,4Aÿ,8ÿ624ÿ062*?5O4ÿ
ÿ6C4ÿWÿB23+840,6ÿ14ÿZ,++06+2/39ÿ7N7ÿJ4+ÿNNG9ÿN66ÿR84ÿH,/4ÿGFCO4ÿ
ÿ6F4ÿWÿ[6,40+ÿQ4.408ÿ14ÿ*/1,89ÿ6NÿJ4+ÿ7779ÿ7CNÿR+ÿH,/4ÿGCO4ÿÿ!4ÿ,8ÿ<0/=,88,730ÿ32/ÿ-268-,06@
4,2*8ÿ27D0-42/ÿ.<<3,-.648ÿ42ÿ27D0-4ÿ42ÿ450ÿ*80ÿ23ÿ32/-0ÿ32/ÿ2./4,=0ÿ<*/<28089ÿ7*4ÿ703,010ÿ,4ÿ,8ÿ2:.Aÿ,6ÿ.ÿ
3.2ÿ0632/-0=064ÿ8044,6?4ÿÿWÿ\ÿÿ!6ÿ]V^9ÿ450ÿ-2*/4ÿ.<</210+ÿ*/1,8>8ÿ27D0-42/ÿ84.4*89ÿ0106ÿ452*?5ÿ
50ÿ/03*80+ÿ42ÿ3,?54ÿ,6ÿ2./ÿ7*4ÿ2.8ÿ624ÿ25233Aÿ.?.,684ÿ450ÿ*80ÿ23ÿ32/-0ÿ42ÿ9/084/.,6ÿ.6ÿ,6+,1,+*.3ÿ3/2=ÿ
+2,6?ÿ2/26?4;ÿÿ_\ÿ
ÿ64ÿ I !ÿN 4C9ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿNG9ÿ.4ÿaÿB 4ÿ
ÿ6G4ÿ_\ÿ
ÿ74ÿ_\ÿÿJ2/ÿ.6ÿ,6@+0<45ÿ+,8-*88,26ÿ23ÿ450ÿ[4Q4ÿ</2-0+*/0ÿ32/ÿ-268-,064,2*8ÿ27D0-42/89ÿ800ÿZ.-:0A9ÿ
`Vÿ6240ÿ 79ÿ.4ÿN7SNCÿ.6+ÿ#./806ÿbÿK0889ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿ 79ÿ.4ÿCGC4ÿ
ÿ74ÿWÿ#./806ÿbÿK0889ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿ 79ÿ.4ÿC 4ÿ
ÿ74ÿWÿIKHKÿ0<2/49ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿG69ÿ.4ÿFSPÿ#*70339ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿN79ÿ.4ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ7N4ÿWÿIKHKÿ0<2/49ÿ`Vÿ6240ÿG69ÿ.4ÿFS4ÿÿ
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)ÿ*+,-.)/-.+ÿ,-01/ÿ/2ÿ2333ÿ42564-+5/-236ÿ278+4/-25476ÿÿ92,ÿ+:);<3+9ÿ/1+ÿ!5/+,5)=
/-25)3ÿ>2.+5)5/ÿ25ÿ>-.-3ÿ)5*ÿ23-/-4)3ÿ-01/6ÿ?!>>@ÿ<,2.-*+6ÿ/1)/ÿ-5*-.-*=
3)36ÿ2,ÿ42;;35-/-+6ÿ;)AÿB;)5-2+6/ÿ0/1+-,ÿ,+3-0-25ÿ2,ÿ7+3-+2ÿ-5ÿC2,61-<9ÿ27=
6+,.)54+9ÿ<,)4/-4+ÿ)5*ÿ/+)41-509Dÿ)5*ÿ/1)/ÿ/1+6+ÿ<,)4/-4+6ÿB;)Aÿ7+ÿ6378+4/ÿ253Aÿ
/2ÿ6341ÿ3-;-/)/-256ÿ)6ÿ),+ÿ<,+64,-7+*ÿ7Aÿ3)Cÿ)5*ÿ),+ÿ5+4+66),Aÿ/2ÿ<,2/+4/ÿ<373-4ÿ
6)2+/A797ÿ2,*+,9ÿ1+)3/19ÿ2,ÿ;2,)36ÿ2,ÿ/1+ÿ235*);+5/)3ÿ,-01/6ÿ)5*ÿ2,++*2;6ÿ22ÿ2/1=
+,64D ÿÿE1+ÿ,-01/6ÿ/2ÿ2,++*2;ÿ22ÿ/12301/9ÿ42564-+54+9ÿ)5*ÿ+:<,+66-25ÿ),+ÿ
2235*ÿ-5ÿ.),A-50ÿ*+0,++6ÿ-5ÿ/1+ÿF5-.+,6)3ÿ7I+43),)/-25ÿ22ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/697Hÿ/1+ÿ
3,2<+)5ÿ>25.+5/-25ÿ725ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69 ÿ>1),/+,ÿ22ÿ935*);+5/)3ÿ-071J/6ÿ22ÿ
/1+ÿ3,2<+)5ÿF5-259 ÿ/1+ÿ$;+,-4)5ÿ>25.+5/-2H5ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69 ÿ)5*ÿ
$2,-4)5ÿ>1),/+,ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ)5*ÿ+2<3+6Kÿ-01/64 ÿ
L+.+,)3ÿ-5/+,5)/-25)3ÿ)5*ÿ,+0-25)3ÿ2,0)5-M)/-256ÿ1).+ÿ+:<,+66+*ÿ63<<2,/ÿ
22,ÿ)ÿ,-01/ÿ/2ÿ42564-+5/-236ÿ278+4/-254ÿÿ92,ÿ+:);<3+9ÿ/1+ÿ22,;+,ÿF4"4ÿ>2;;-6=
6-25ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69ÿ/1+ÿ>2;;-//++ÿ22ÿN-5-6/+,69ÿ)5*ÿ/1+ÿ),3-);+5/),Aÿ
$66+;73AÿH22ÿ/1+ÿ>2354-3ÿ22ÿ3,2<+ÿ+)41ÿ+5*2,6+ÿ/1+ÿ,-01/ÿ22ÿ42564-+5/-236ÿ
278+4/2,64 ÿÿE1+ÿF4"4ÿL+4,+/),A=O+5+,)3ÿH-663+*ÿ)ÿ,+<2,/ÿ+5*2,6-50ÿ/1+ÿ,+62=
33/-25ÿ22ÿ/1+ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/6ÿ>2;;-66-254 ÿÿ:/+5*-50ÿ7+A25*ÿ/1+ÿ/,)*-/-25=
)33Aÿ,+4205-M+*ÿ42564-+5/-236ÿ278+4/2,6ÿC12ÿ,+236+ÿ42564,-</-25ÿ2,*+,69ÿ/1+ÿ
22,;+,ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/6ÿ>2;;-66-259ÿ/1+ÿ3,2<+)5ÿ),3-);+5/9ÿ)5*ÿ/1+ÿG3;)5ÿ
-01/6ÿ>2;;-//++ÿ<,243)-;+*ÿ/1)/ÿ/1+ÿ,-01/ÿ22ÿ42564-+5/-236ÿ278+4/-25ÿ)<<3-+6ÿ
/2ÿ/126+ÿ43,,+5/3Aÿ6+,.-50ÿ-5ÿ/1+ÿ),;+*ÿ22,4+64HPÿÿN2,+ÿ,+4+5/3A9ÿ/1-6ÿC)6ÿ-5=
/+,<,+/+*ÿ/2ÿ-5433*+ÿ.2335/++,ÿ623*-+,6Qÿ/1+ÿ>2;;-//++ÿ22ÿN-5-6/+,6ÿ22ÿ/1+ÿ
>2354-3ÿ22ÿ3,2<+ÿ6/)/+*ÿ/1)/ÿB<,22+66-25)3ÿ;+;7+,6ÿ22ÿ/1+ÿ),;+*ÿ22,4+6ÿ

ÿ
ÿ764ÿ>2;;4ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69ÿ+<4ÿ25ÿ/1+ÿ92,/A=E1-,*ÿL+66-259ÿF4"4ÿ 244ÿR>"46RJIRH9ÿ)/ÿ
SJÿ?JI@4ÿÿ92,ÿ23,/1+,ÿ*-64366-259ÿ6++ÿ#37+339ÿTUÿ52/+ÿP79ÿ)/ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ774ÿO4$4ÿ+64ÿ $ÿ?VV!@9ÿ!5/+,5)/-25)3ÿ>2.+5)5/ÿ25ÿ>-.-3ÿ)5*ÿ23-/-4)3ÿ-01/69ÿ),/4ÿ ?@S?P@ÿ
? +44ÿH9ÿJHH@4ÿ
ÿ7H4ÿO4$4ÿ+6ÿ I$ÿ?!!!@9ÿF5-.+,6)3ÿ+43),)/-25ÿ22ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69ÿ),/4ÿ ÿ? +44ÿ 9ÿJ6@4ÿ
ÿ7I4ÿ3,4ÿ>/4ÿG449ÿWUTÿXYÿÿZ[ÿ\]^9ÿ),/4ÿJÿ?"2.4ÿ69ÿJ7@4ÿ
ÿ74ÿ>1),/+,ÿ22ÿ935*);+5/)3ÿ-01/6ÿ22ÿ/1+ÿ3,2<+)5ÿF5-259ÿ),/4ÿ 9ÿ ÿ_4̀4ÿ?>ÿPH6@ÿ? +44ÿ 9ÿ
@4ÿ
ÿ7J4ÿ_,0)5-M)/-25ÿ22ÿ$;+,-4)5ÿL/)/+69ÿ$;+,-4)5ÿ>25.+5/-25ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ-01/69ÿ),/4ÿ 9ÿ"2.4ÿ 9ÿ
JHJ9ÿ_4$4L4E4L4ÿ"24ÿPH9ÿ 66ÿF4"4E4L4ÿ P4ÿ
ÿH4ÿ$2,-4)5ÿ>1),/+,ÿ25ÿG3;)5ÿ)5*ÿ+2<3+6Kÿ-01/69ÿ̀35+ÿI9ÿJ 9ÿ ÿ!4#4N4ÿ7J4ÿ
ÿH4ÿaÿ_G>Gÿ+<2,/9ÿTUÿ52/+ÿJ69ÿ)/ÿ7SH4ÿ
ÿH4ÿF4"4ÿ>2;;4ÿ25ÿG449ÿb^ÿcÿdÿXÿefÿÿghUÿaUY9ÿiÿ79ÿF4"4ÿ
244ÿR>"46RJJIRJJÿ?`)54ÿH9ÿJJI@4ÿ
ÿHP4ÿaÿ_G>Gÿ+<2,/9ÿTUÿ52/+ÿJ69ÿ)/ÿ7SH4ÿÿ
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)*2+3,ÿ-.ÿ/-3.ÿ02ÿ3./1.ÿ0*.ÿ/23.,ÿ4225.)ÿ422ÿ2./)26)ÿ24ÿ526)57.65.4896ÿ
!6ÿ 9ÿ0*.ÿ:4"4ÿ;+3/6ÿ7<*0)ÿ=233700..9ÿ>*75*ÿ21.2)..)ÿ0*.ÿ/??375/@
0726ÿ24ÿ0*.ÿ!==9ÿ42+6,ÿ0*/0ÿ/ÿ27<*0ÿ02ÿ526)57.6072+)9ÿ72-A.50726ÿ7)ÿ,.271.,ÿ
4223ÿ0*9.9ÿ27<*0ÿ02ÿ42..,23ÿ24ÿ526)57.65.ÿ/6,ÿ2.37<72699Bÿ7)ÿ/??375/-3.ÿ02ÿ/33ÿ
)0/0.)9 ÿ/6,ÿ7)ÿ37370.,ÿ02ÿ2-A.50726)ÿ02ÿ0*.ÿ+).ÿ24ÿ4225.4 ÿÿ$ÿ6+3-.2ÿ24ÿ)0/0.)ÿ
*/1.ÿ5269)7)0.603Cÿ2.A.50.,ÿ/6ÿ760.26/0726/3ÿ*+3/6ÿ27<*0ÿ02ÿ526)57.6072+)ÿ2-@
A.5072699Dÿ3./676<ÿ0*/0ÿ0*7)ÿ6223ÿ*/)ÿ2./5*.,ÿ/ÿ526).6)+)ÿ-+0ÿ620ÿ+671.2)/3ÿ
)+??2204 ÿÿE*.ÿ<.6.2/3ÿ02.6,ÿ24ÿ)+??220ÿ422ÿ4+33ÿB526)57.6072+)ÿ2-A.50726ÿ,2.)ÿ
620ÿ.F0.6,ÿ02ÿ).3.5071.ÿ526)57.6072+)ÿ2-A.507269 ÿ/)ÿ,7)5+)).,ÿ76ÿ322.ÿ,.0/73ÿ
-.32>4Bÿ
GHÿIJKÿLÿMNOÿ
!6ÿ52602/)0ÿ02ÿ4+33ÿ526)57.6072+)ÿ2-A.5022)Q0*2).ÿ0*/0ÿ2.4+).ÿ02ÿ47<*0ÿ76ÿ
/6Cÿ/2B3.,ÿ52643750Q).3.5071.ÿ526)57.6072+)ÿ2-A.5022)ÿ2??2).ÿ)?.57475ÿ526@
43750)4 ÿÿE*.).ÿ2-A.5022)ÿ2.A.50ÿR0*.ÿ+).ÿ24ÿ)?.57475ÿ3./)+2.)ÿ76ÿ<.6.2B/S3ÿ22ÿ76ÿ
)?.57475ÿ5725+3)0/65.)9ÿ22ÿ02ÿ0*.ÿ73?3.3.60/0726ÿ24ÿ5.20/76ÿ?23757.)98 ÿ3/T@
76<ÿ0*.3ÿ32)0ÿ/T76ÿ02ÿ0*.ÿ523?37/65.ÿ,73.33/)ÿ4/5.,ÿ-Cÿ57173ÿ).21/60)ÿ,7)@
5+)).,ÿ76ÿU.50726ÿ!!4ÿV40.6ÿ422ÿ626@2.37<72+)9ÿ3.</39ÿ?237075/39ÿ22ÿ322/3ÿ2./)26)9ÿ
).3.5071.ÿ2-A.5022)ÿ2.4+).ÿ02ÿ523?
3Cÿ2+0ÿ24ÿ/ÿ).6).ÿ0*/0ÿ0*.ÿ+6,.23C76<ÿ52643750ÿ
B
6
7)ÿ+63/>4+3ÿ/6,W22ÿ733.<7073/0.4 ÿÿ$)ÿ/6ÿ./23Cÿ.F/3?3.9ÿ0222?)ÿ76ÿ./23CÿX2.65*ÿ
.123+0726/2Cÿ%/2)ÿ>.2.ÿ.652+2/<.,ÿ02ÿ,7)2-.Cÿ22,.2)ÿ4223ÿ<.6.2/3)ÿ>70*ÿ
07.)ÿ02ÿ0*.ÿ/27)0252/5Cÿ>*2ÿ>.2.ÿ620ÿ5233700.,ÿ02ÿ0*.ÿ.123+0726Y)ÿ7,./3)4B7ÿÿ

ÿ
ÿ964ÿ=2+6573ÿ24ÿ+249ÿ.5233.6,/0726ÿ=ZW.5[ \6ÿ24ÿ0*.ÿ=233700..ÿ24ÿZ767)0.2)ÿ02ÿZ.3-.2ÿ
U0/0.)ÿ26ÿ;+3/6ÿ7<*0)ÿ24ÿZ.3-.2)ÿ24ÿ0*.ÿ$23.,ÿX225.)ÿ9ÿÿ]ÿ69ÿ[X.-ÿ69ÿ \4ÿ
ÿ974ÿV;=;ÿ.?2209ÿ^Oÿ620.ÿD69ÿ/0ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ994ÿ_Hÿ/0ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ9B4ÿ_Hÿ/0ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ94ÿ_Hÿ/0ÿBÿ646ÿ[37)076<ÿ0*.ÿ42332>76<ÿ)0/0.)ÿ0*/0ÿ?.2)7)0.603Cÿ2.A.50ÿ0*.ÿ27<*0ÿ02ÿ526)57.6072+)ÿ
2-A.507268ÿ̀/6<3/,.)*9ÿ̀20)>/6/9ÿ=*76/9ÿ<C?09ÿ2702./9ÿ!2/69ÿ!2/a9ÿ#.-/6269ÿZC/63/29ÿ>/6,/9ÿU76@
</?22.9ÿ0*.ÿU+,/69ÿUC27/9ÿE*/73/6,9ÿE/6b/67/9ÿ/6,ÿ17.06/3\4ÿ
ÿ9D4ÿIÿHÿ/0ÿB4ÿ
ÿBHÿIÿHÿ/0ÿ7cÿ#+-.339ÿ^Oÿ620.ÿS79ÿ/0ÿ6 cÿZ/A229ÿ^Oÿ620.ÿ 69ÿ/0ÿS7S4ÿ
ÿB4ÿIÿdOÿU.50726ÿ!!4̀4ÿ
ÿB4ÿIÿZ.,76/9ÿ^Oÿ620.ÿ 79ÿ/0ÿD4ÿ
ÿBS4ÿ_4ÿ
ÿB64ÿIÿHÿ/0ÿ ÿ[RV6.ÿ?2))7-3.ÿ<2/3ÿ24ÿ2-A.5022)ÿ7)ÿ02ÿ?2.1.60ÿ>*/0ÿ0*.Cÿ17.>ÿ/)ÿ322/33Cÿ>226<ÿ
37370/2Cÿ/5071707.)48\4ÿ
ÿB74ÿV)7.39ÿ^Oÿ620.ÿD9ÿ/0ÿ S6ÿ[57076<ÿeV;"ÿ$4ÿ#f""9ÿE;ÿ`$fV"EUÿVXÿE;ÿ:`#!=ÿ g
ÿ[D6\\4ÿ
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)*+ÿ2,-+./021ÿ234ÿ/2ÿ/*+ÿ3+50/063/+ÿ37/*280/9ÿ2:ÿ/*24+ÿ0447015ÿ/*+ÿ28;+844<=ÿ
>?+83/021ÿ+4+8/ÿ@/286ÿAB73:ÿ%38Cÿ638D+;ÿ/*+ÿ:084/ÿ/06+ÿ3ÿ6+6,+8ÿ2:ÿ/*+ÿ
333EF2371/++8ÿ:28.+ÿ4275*/ÿ.214.0+1/0274ÿ2,-+./28ÿ4/3/74ÿ;78015ÿ2384<<ÿÿG3?E
/301ÿH2331;3ÿI7+/E1375*1ÿ234ÿ3ÿ4+3+./0F+ÿ2,-+./289ÿ.3306015ÿ/*3/ÿ/*+ÿ238ÿ23<4ÿ
71332:73ÿ31;ÿ/*3/ÿ4*+ÿ2273;ÿ,+ÿF0233/015ÿ/*+ÿ3324ÿ2:ÿ238ÿ0:ÿ4*+ÿ?38/0.0?3/+;4 ÿÿ
)*+ÿG278/ÿ2:ÿ$??+334ÿ:28ÿ/*+ÿ$86+;ÿJ28.+4ÿ12/+;ÿ/*3</MÿG3?/301ÿI7+/E1375*1K4ÿ
2,-+./0214ÿ2+8+ÿ121E-74/0.03,3+ÿ?230/0.33ÿL7+4/02144 ÿÿ)*+ÿG278/ÿ2+1/ÿ21ÿ/2ÿ
*23;ÿ/*3/ÿ/*+ÿN42E.333+;ÿO"78+6,+85ÿ;+:+14+Kÿ3??30+4ÿ2139ÿ/2ÿ01;0F0;733ÿ3./4ÿ
.2660//+;ÿ01ÿ238/06+Pÿ0/ÿ;2+4ÿ12/ÿ3??39ÿ/2ÿ/*+ÿB2F+816+1/K4ÿ;+.04021ÿ/2ÿ235+ÿ
2384Q ÿ
J23322015ÿ/*+ÿ/+882804/ÿ3//3.D4ÿ2:ÿ@+?/+6,+8ÿ 9ÿ 9ÿ/*+ÿR10/+;ÿ@/3/+4ÿ
3371.*+;ÿ/*+ÿNB32,33ÿ%38ÿ21ÿ)+88280469Qÿ2*0.*ÿ01.37;+;ÿ2384ÿ01ÿ$:5*3104/31ÿ
31;9ÿ628+ÿ.21/82F+84033399ÿ!83L4 ÿI05*E?82:03+ÿ238ÿ8+404/+84ÿ,8275*/ÿ8+1+2+;ÿ
3//+1/021ÿ/2ÿ/*+ÿ3+533ÿ3060/4ÿ2:ÿ.214.0+1/0274ÿ2,-+./0214 ÿÿ)*+4+ÿ01.37;+ÿS+8E
+69ÿI0
1T6319ÿ/*+ÿ:084/ÿ!83Lÿ238ÿ8+404/+8ÿ:826ÿ/*+ÿR10/+;ÿ@/3/+4ÿ/2ÿ:3++ÿ/2ÿG31E
3;3PUÿ@+85+31/ÿV3//*04ÿG*0827W9ÿ2*2ÿ/+4/0:0+;ÿ,+:28+ÿG2158+44ÿ01ÿ 6ÿ/*3/ÿ
*+ÿ01/+1;+;ÿ/2ÿ;042,+9ÿ28;+84ÿ/2ÿ;+?329ÿ/2ÿ/*+ÿN033+533Qÿ238ÿ01ÿ!83LP ÿ31;ÿ
#0+7/+131/ÿ*8+1ÿ%3/3;39ÿ;04.744+;ÿ01ÿ628+ÿ;+/303ÿ,+3229ÿ2*2ÿ234ÿ;04E
.*385+;ÿ:826ÿ/*+ÿ$869ÿ20/*ÿ31ÿN2/*+8ÿ/*31ÿ*21283,3+Qÿ.*383./+80T3/021ÿ01ÿ
ÿ
ÿ<=4ÿXÿYÿÿÿ
ÿ<<4ÿ#384+1ÿZÿI+449ÿ[\ÿ12/+ÿ 79ÿ3/ÿ= Pÿÿ]ÿV78;275*9ÿ[\ÿ12/+ÿ=9ÿ3/ÿ=4ÿ
ÿ<4ÿR10/+;ÿ@/3/+4ÿF4ÿI7+/E1375*19ÿ6UÿV4S4ÿ 79ÿ 6ÿAG4$4$4J4ÿMM7C4ÿ
ÿ<M4ÿ^YÿA.0/015ÿJ334/ÿF4ÿG2*+19ÿUMÿR4@4ÿU9ÿM7ÿAM=Cÿ31;ÿ$15+ÿF4ÿ_74*9ÿ<7ÿJ4ÿ@7??4ÿ7M9ÿ7 ÿ14ÿ
A 44G4ÿMMCCPÿ\ÿ+33764ÿF4ÿ_74*9ÿ<7ÿJ4ÿ@7??4ÿ 69ÿ 7ÿA 44G4ÿMMCÿAN!:ÿ/*+ÿG2158+44ÿ
.*224+4ÿ12/ÿ/2ÿ.21:821/ÿ/*+ÿ8+40;+1/9ÿ0/ÿ04ÿ12/ÿ278ÿ/34Dÿ/2ÿ;2ÿ424QÿAL72/015ÿB23;23/+8ÿF4ÿG38/+89ÿ666ÿ
R4@4ÿMM=9ÿMM<`MÿAM<MCC4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿabcde9ÿ6UÿV4S4ÿ3/ÿ 64ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXÿ 310+3ÿ#4ÿ_96319ÿ^\fÿÿeÿg]]ÿh\ÿÿi\\\j9ÿ_>>k!"B@ÿAS739ÿ9ÿ <C9ÿ
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)Iÿ@)$ÿAJ+,4ÿ9ÿ 7C9ÿ*//?48ll2224/*+4/384.26l1+24l5/3l 7l l l628+E74E423;0+84E.273;E,+E
4+1/E,3.DE:28E.278/E638/033E21E;+4+8/021E.*385+44*/634ÿ
ÿ 64ÿk3801ÿv+0/F25+39ÿqXÿX]\ÿwuÿÿX\oÿÿx^]]d]ÿ^\fÿh\9yÿV! #ÿ$@)ÿ>"#!"ÿ
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!8ÿ3-+ÿ9283+:3ÿ20ÿ2,4+,/ÿ32ÿ4+5326ÿ.8ÿ/1552,3ÿ20ÿ2ÿ71+/3.282;36ÿ32<0
13ÿ928=
@
03.939ÿ82ÿ>4?4ÿ0+4+,23ÿ921,3ÿ-2/ÿ+*+,ÿ02184ÿ2ÿ>4?4ÿ<2,ÿ32ÿ;+ÿ1832<0134 ÿÿA2,+=
2*+,9ÿ/234.+,/ÿ/D+3+93.*+36ÿ2;B+93.8Cÿ32ÿ2ÿ5+,9+.*+4ÿ1832<013ÿ<2,ÿ-2*+ÿ3.333+ÿ3+=
C23ÿ,+921,/+4 ÿÿE-./ÿ./ÿ823ÿ./2323+4ÿ32ÿ>4?4ÿ5,293.9+9ÿ2/ÿ82ÿ.83+,823.2823ÿ32<ÿ
93+2,36ÿ,+92C8.F+/ÿ2ÿ,.C-3ÿ32ÿ/+3+93.*+ÿ928/9.+83.21/ÿ2;B+93.284 ÿÿE-+,+ÿ2,+ÿ
9,.G.823ÿ2/ÿ<+33ÿ2/ÿ923323+,23ÿ928/+71+89+/ÿ32ÿ4./2;+6.8Cÿ2,4+,/4)ÿÿ?2G+ÿ
928/9.+83.21/ÿ2;B+932,/9ÿ.0ÿ3-+.,ÿ/)323+/ÿ42ÿ823ÿ,+92C8.F+ÿ3-./ÿ2;B+93.28ÿ2/ÿ2ÿ
,.C-39ÿG26ÿ;+ÿ3,.+4ÿ284ÿ518./-+44 ÿÿH89+ÿ,+3+2/+49ÿ.3ÿG26ÿ;+ÿ4.00.9133ÿ32ÿ/+=
91,+ÿ9)+,32.8ÿB2;/ÿ2/ÿ2ÿ,+/133ÿ20ÿ3-+ÿI/+,.21/ÿ9,.G+Jÿ20ÿ928/9.+83.21/ÿ2;B+9=
3.284 ÿ
E-+,+ÿ-2*+ÿ;++8ÿ2ÿ0+<ÿ.8/3289+/K.8/100.9.+83ÿ.8ÿ5,293.9+ÿ2,ÿ299+53289+ÿ
32ÿ;+ÿ928/.4+,+4ÿ91/32G2,6ÿ.83+,823.2823ÿ32<K<-+,+ÿ/+3+93.*+ÿ2;B+93.28ÿ<2/ÿ
+842,/+44ÿÿE-./ÿ-2/ÿ2991,,+4ÿ2836ÿ<-+8ÿ3-+ÿ92803.93ÿ2,ÿ523.96ÿ.8*23*+4ÿ./ÿG28=
.0+/336ÿ1832<013K/19-ÿ2/ÿ252,3-+.49ÿC+829.4+9ÿ.33+)C23ÿ2991523.289ÿC,2//ÿ*.2=
323.28/ÿ20ÿ-1G28ÿ,.C-3/9ÿ2,ÿ1/+ÿ20ÿ9+,32.8ÿ<+2528/4 ÿÿ!8ÿ)D9ÿ3-+ÿ>"ÿL+8+,23ÿ
$//+G;36ÿ4+932,+4ÿ3-23ÿ?213-ÿ$0,.928/ÿ-24ÿ3-+ÿ,.C-3ÿ32ÿ2;B+93ÿ32ÿ32M.8Cÿ52,3ÿ
.8ÿ3-+ÿ+802,9+G+83ÿ20ÿ252,3-+.49ÿ284ÿ3-23ÿG+G;+,ÿ/323+/ÿ21C-3ÿ32ÿIC,283ÿ2/6=
ÿ
ÿ 74ÿN.GÿA1,5-69ÿOPQÿÿRPSÿTUUPÿVRÿWUÿÿXÿÿYPZ9ÿ#4$4ÿE!A?ÿ[?+534ÿ)9ÿ
)\9ÿ-3358]]2,3.93+/4323.G+/492G] )]/+5])]823.28]82=<23242=4./9-2,C+)4ÿÿ
ÿ @4ÿA1,421C-9ÿ^Pÿ823+ÿ@9ÿ23ÿ@4ÿ
ÿ D4ÿ_ÿÿ̀23ÿ64ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿA233-+<ÿ#.55G289ÿaRÿWSÿUÿbÿTcÿÿdePÿ_PfÿÿÿYg
PeÿhQÿWSR9ÿ ÿi$#4ÿ%4ÿ!"Ej#ÿ#4k4ÿl9ÿlDÿ[))\mÿ#1;+339ÿ^Pÿ823+ÿl79ÿ23ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ )4ÿ_ÿ#.55G289ÿ^Pÿ823+ÿ 9ÿ23ÿl)n64ÿ
ÿ)4ÿ_ÿÿ̀23ÿ6ÿ[823.8Cÿ3-23ÿI5+8233.+/ÿ,28C+ÿ0,2Gÿ.G5,./28G+83ÿ32ÿ925.323ÿ518./-G+83ÿ284ÿ4./=
-282,2;3+ÿ4./9-2,C+ÿ<-+,+ÿ28ÿ2;B+932,ÿ./ÿ2ÿG+G;+,ÿ20ÿ3-+ÿ2,G+4ÿ02,9+/J\4ÿ
ÿ)4ÿ_ÿE-3.GG+82/ÿ*4ÿL,++9+9ÿ$554ÿ"24ÿl6l@)])D9ÿ1,4ÿi34ÿo44ÿ[$5,4ÿ@9ÿ \ÿ[,13.8Cÿ.8ÿ02*2,ÿ
20ÿ28ÿ2553.9283ÿ<-2ÿ<2/ÿ928*.93+4ÿ20ÿ.8/1;2,4.823.28ÿ284ÿ3-+8ÿ5,+*+83+4ÿ0,2Gÿ/++M.8CÿC2*+,8G+83ÿ
/+,*.9+ÿ41+ÿ32ÿ3-23ÿ928*.93.28\4ÿÿ?.G.32,369ÿ?234.+,/ÿC,283+4ÿ928/9.+83.21/ÿ2;B+932,ÿ/3231/ÿ.8ÿ3-+ÿ>8.3+4ÿ
?323+/ÿ/3.33ÿG1/3ÿ-2*+ÿ3-+ÿ,.C-3ÿ32ÿ28ÿ24G.8./3,23.*+ÿ;22,4ÿ-+2,.8Cÿ32ÿ4+3+,G.8+ÿ3-+ÿ9-2,293+,.F23.28ÿ20ÿ
3-+.,ÿ/+,*.9+4ÿÿ>4?4ÿ jEÿHpÿEoÿ$Aq9ÿL>#$E!H"ÿ@l7= 9ÿ$iE!1ÿ >Eqÿ"#!?E ÿ
$ A!"!?E$E!1ÿ?$$E!H"?9ÿrÿn4ÿ[k18+ÿ@9ÿ @\ÿ[$ÿ?+534ÿ@9ÿ \4ÿÿ$863-.8Cÿ;+32<ÿ28ÿ-28=
2,2;3+ÿ9-2,293+,.F23.28ÿ928ÿ42G2C+ÿ+G5326G+83ÿ2552,318.3.+/ÿ284ÿ3.G.3ÿ2*2.32;3+ÿ;+8+0.3/4ÿÿY4ÿ23ÿrÿln
74ÿ
ÿ)4ÿ_ÿ$/;B+,8ÿ.4+ÿsÿi-2G2ÿA1;28C2=i-.5262ÿ[G+G;+,/ÿ20ÿ3-+ÿ?1;=i2GG.//.28\9ÿ?1;=i2G=
G.//.28ÿ28ÿ3-+ÿ,+*+83.28ÿ20ÿ./9,.G.823.28ÿ284ÿ5,23+93.28ÿ20ÿA.82,.3.+/9ÿi28/9.+83.21/ÿH;B+93.28ÿ32ÿ
A.3.32,6ÿ?+,*.9+9ÿrÿ)9ÿ>"ÿ294ÿ]i"46]?1;4])l]+*4ÿ[)7\ÿ[IH;B+93.28ÿ32ÿG.3.32,6ÿ/+,*.9+ÿG26ÿ
23/2ÿ;+ÿ52,3.239ÿ,+323+4ÿ32ÿ3-+ÿ51,52/+/ÿ20ÿ2,ÿG+28/ÿ1/+4ÿ.8ÿ2,G+4ÿ293.284J\4ÿ
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3)*ÿ2+ÿ,-./ÿ0+-1,20ÿ02ÿ-1203/+ÿ40-0/5ÿ.2+ÿ032,/ÿ.3//216ÿ42)03ÿ$.+27-ÿ-,ÿ289/7:
02+,4;<ÿÿ42*23-+3=9ÿ,23>2/+,ÿ2.0/1ÿ.3//ÿ72;61.3270,ÿ-1>ÿ,//?ÿ+/.)6//ÿ,0-0),ÿ21ÿ2+>/+ÿ
02ÿ-@22>ÿ-ÿ,A/72.27ÿA2327=ÿ2+ÿA+-7027/4 ÿÿ$772+>216ÿ02ÿ03/ÿB..27/ÿ2.ÿ03/ÿC4"4ÿ
D263ÿE2**2,,221/+ÿ.2+ÿ/.)6//,9ÿA/+,21,ÿ./-+216ÿA/+,/7)0221ÿ-0ÿ32*/ÿ.2+ÿ
289/70216ÿ02ÿ-ÿ,A/72.27ÿ721.3270ÿ*-=ÿ@-32>3=ÿ,//?ÿ+/.)6//ÿ,0-0),ÿ-8+2->4;7ÿÿF32,ÿ
A+20/70221ÿ-AA32/,ÿ213=ÿG3/1ÿ03/ÿ)1>/+3=216ÿ-+*/>ÿ721.3270ÿ2,ÿ721>/*1/>ÿ8;=Iÿ
03/ÿ210/+1-0221-3ÿ72**)120=ÿ-,ÿH7210+-+=ÿ02ÿ8-,27ÿ+)3/,ÿ2.ÿ3)*-1ÿ721>)7045 ÿÿ
/3=216ÿ21ÿ032,ÿ-)032+20=9ÿ03/ÿ-+32-*/10-+=ÿ$,,/*83=ÿ2.ÿ03/ÿE2)1723ÿ2.ÿ):
+2A/ÿ2../+/>ÿ02ÿA+20/70ÿ>/,/+0/+,ÿ+/.),216ÿ02ÿ0-?/ÿA-+0ÿ21ÿ03/ÿ721.3270ÿ21ÿ03/ÿ
.2+*/+ÿJ)62,3-@2-ÿ21ÿ03/ÿ;;,4;Kÿ
L2,0ÿ328/+-3ÿ>/*27+-72/,ÿH-77/A0ÿ03-0ÿ/@/1ÿ@23)10//+,ÿ*-=ÿ>/@/32Aÿ28:
9/70221,ÿ02ÿG-+ÿ>)+216ÿ03/2+ÿ,/+@27/ÿ-1>ÿA/+*20ÿ-AA327-0221,ÿ.2+ÿ)12@/+,-;3ÿ721:
,72/1022),ÿ289/70221ÿ,0-0),9ÿ-3032)63ÿ21ÿA+-7027/ÿ032,ÿ2,ÿ3-+>ÿ02ÿ-732/@/45 ÿÿM2+ÿ
/N-*A3/9ÿ$),0+-32-ÿ3-,ÿ-ÿ+2630ÿ2.ÿ,;/;3/702@/ÿ721,72/1022),ÿ289/70221ÿ.2+ÿ721:
,7+2A0,9ÿ8)0ÿ120ÿ@23)10//+ÿ,23>2/+,4 ÿÿF3/ÿC120/>ÿO216>2*ÿ-1>ÿP/+*-1=ÿ>2ÿ
120ÿ3<-@/ÿ-ÿ.2+*-3ÿ*/73-12,*ÿ.2+ÿ+/72612Q216ÿ,/3/702@/ÿ721,72/1022),ÿ289/7:
02+,4 ÿÿD2G/@/+9ÿ03/=ÿ>2ÿ-332Gÿ,23>2/+,ÿ02ÿ+/.),/ÿ02ÿA-+0272A-0/ÿ21ÿ,A/72.27ÿ
2A/+-0221,ÿ8-,/>ÿ21ÿ-+027)3-83/ÿ*2+-3R3/6-3ÿ6+2)1>,4< ÿÿB1ÿ-ÿ7-,/:8=:7-,/ÿ8-:
,2,9ÿ,/3/702@/ÿ289/702+,ÿ-+/ÿ/203/+ÿ+/0-21/>ÿ-1>ÿ2../+/>ÿ-30/+1-02@/ÿ,/+@27</ÿ2A:
0221,ÿ120ÿ+/3-0/>ÿ02ÿ03/ÿ289/70221-83/ÿ2A/+-02219ÿ2+ÿ03/=ÿ-+/ÿ>2,73-+6/>4 ÿÿ!1ÿ
!,+-/39ÿ9)>6/,ÿ+/9/70ÿ,/3/702@/ÿ721,72/1022),ÿ289/70221ÿ2)0ÿ2.ÿ./-+ÿ03-0ÿ20ÿG2)3>ÿ
ÿ
ÿ;<4ÿBDEDÿ/A2+09ÿSTÿ120/ÿ;69ÿ-0ÿK<UK64ÿ
ÿ;64ÿBMM!EÿBMÿFDÿC4"4ÿD!PDÿEBLLVÿMBÿMCP49ÿD$" WBBOÿB"ÿBE C4ÿ$" ÿ
E!F!$ÿMBÿ FL!"!"PÿMCPÿ4F$FC4ÿC" ÿFDÿ ;7ÿEB"1"F!B"ÿ$" ÿFDÿ ;IKÿ
BFBEB#ÿ#$F!"PÿFBÿFDÿ4F$FC4ÿBMÿMCP49ÿXÿK9ÿC4"4ÿ274ÿDER!R6R16R14ÿY;K;Zÿ
03/+/21-.0/+ÿC"DEÿD-1>822?[ÿÿ#)8/339ÿSTÿ120/ÿ<79ÿ-0ÿ6 4ÿÿ
ÿ;74ÿ\ÿC"DEÿD-1>822?9ÿSTÿ120/ÿ;69ÿ-0ÿXÿK4ÿÿ
ÿ;I4ÿ]^[ÿ#)8/339ÿSTÿ120/ÿ<79ÿ-0ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ;K4ÿ/,23)0221ÿ 6ÿ21ÿ/,/+0/+,ÿ-1>ÿ+-.0ÿ/,2,0/+,ÿ.+2*ÿ03/ÿ/A)8327,ÿ2.ÿ03/ÿM2+*/+ÿJ)62,3-:
@2-9ÿC4ÿ$#4ÿ BE4ÿK ÿY_)3=ÿ9ÿ;;6Z4ÿ
ÿ;4ÿ$1>+/-ÿ331/+ÿ/0ÿ-349ÿ`aÿbTÿÿbacSaÿdÿ\ceÿfÿgh9ÿÿ
%D"ÿ4B# !4ÿ4$Jÿ"B8ÿ4#EF!1ÿEB"4E!"F!BC4ÿBW_EF!B"ÿ!"ÿFDÿLB "ÿL!#!F$J9ÿSTÿ
120/ÿ 79ÿ-0ÿ<;ÿYA+2@2>2169ÿ-,ÿ3/->216ÿ/N-*A3/,9ÿ03/ÿC120/>ÿ40-0/,9ÿC120/>ÿO216>2*9ÿP/+*-1=9ÿ$),:
0+-32-9ÿ-1>ÿ!,+-/3Z4ÿ
ÿ;;4ÿ]^ÿ
ÿ< 4ÿ]^ÿ
ÿ< 4ÿ]^ÿ
ÿ< 4ÿ]^ÿ
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)*+,-./*,ÿ*01/2*03ÿ2,3)-/14ÿ54ÿ-,+)3/*6ÿ1-227ÿ-,0+/*,22ÿ3,8,32499ÿ
!*ÿ22.,ÿ3/-3).210*3,29ÿ02ÿ+/23)22,+9ÿ6/*ÿ1:,ÿ*,;1ÿ2)52,31/2*9ÿ1:,-,ÿ/2ÿ0ÿ+)14ÿ
12ÿ+/225,4ÿ.0*/<,2134ÿ)*30=<)3ÿ2-+,-24 ÿÿ>:,-,ÿ/2ÿ*2ÿ32--,272*+/*6ÿ+9)174ÿ/*ÿ
1:,ÿ?ÿÿ@@AB1:,ÿ30=ÿ628,-*/*6ÿ1:,ÿ/*/1/01/2*ÿ2<ÿ0-.,+ÿ32*<3/314 ÿÿ!*ÿ
21:,-ÿ=2-+29ÿ,8,*ÿ=:,-,ÿ0ÿ*01/2*C2ÿ+,3/2/2*ÿ12ÿ62ÿ12ÿ=0-ÿ8/2301,2ÿ/*1,-*01/2*03ÿ
30=9ÿ1:,-,ÿ/2ÿ*2ÿ-,326*/D,+ÿ3,603ÿ7-21,31/2*ÿ<2-ÿ223+/,-2ÿ=:2ÿ2,3,31/8,34ÿ25E,31ÿ
12ÿ70-1/3/701/*6ÿ/*ÿ1:01ÿ32*<3/3149FÿÿG,*/2-ÿ2<</3,-2ÿ0*+ÿ792J3/34H.0I,-29ÿ2*ÿ1:,ÿ
21:,-ÿ:0*+9ÿ.04ÿ5,ÿ:,3+ÿ-,272*2/53,ÿ<2-ÿ066-,22/8,ÿ=0-4 ÿ
>:,ÿE)-/27-)+,*3,ÿ2<ÿ1:,ÿ7221H%2-3+ÿ%0-ÿ!!ÿ")-,.5)-6ÿ!*1,-*01/2*03ÿ
K/3/10-4ÿ>-/5)*0329ÿ32*8,*,+ÿ12ÿ7-22,3)1,ÿ3,0+/*6ÿ"0D/ÿ=0-ÿ3-/./*0329ÿ330-/H
</,2ÿ1:,ÿ+/21/*31/2*ÿ5,1=,,*ÿ0ÿ223+/,-C2ÿ-,272*2/5/3/1/9,2ÿ<2-ÿ0312ÿ32../11,+ÿ+)-H
/*6ÿ=0-9ÿ0*+ÿ1:22,ÿ/*ÿ2)772-1ÿ2<ÿ066-,22/8,ÿ=0-4 ÿÿ$2ÿ2*,ÿE)+6,ÿ*21,+9ÿ
LG2.,=:,-,ÿ5,1=,,*ÿ1:,ÿ+/31012-ÿ0*+ÿ2)7-,.,ÿ32..0*+,-ÿ2<ÿ1:,ÿ./3/10-4ÿ
<2-3,2ÿ2<ÿ1:,ÿ*01/2*ÿ0*+ÿ1:,ÿ32..2*ÿ223+/,-ÿ/2ÿ1:,ÿ52)*+0-4ÿ5,1=,,*ÿ1:,ÿ3-/.H
/*03ÿ0*+ÿ1:,ÿ,;3)2053,ÿ70-19/3N/701/2*ÿ/*ÿ1:,ÿ=06/*6ÿ2<ÿ0*ÿ066-,22/8,ÿ=0-ÿ54ÿ0*ÿ
/*+/8/+)03ÿ,*606,+ÿ/*ÿ/14M ÿÿ>:,ÿ>-/5)*03ÿ-,326*/D,+ÿ1:01ÿ223+/,-2ÿ0-,ÿ*21ÿ
-,O)/-,+ÿ54ÿ30=ÿ12ÿ+/225,4ÿ2-+,-2ÿ12ÿ70-1/3/701,ÿ/*ÿ)*30=<)3ÿ32*<3/312ÿ5,30)2,ÿ
2)3:ÿ0ÿ2910*+0-+ÿ=2)3+ÿ32*1-0+/31ÿL253/601/2*2ÿ=:/3:ÿ/*+/8/+)032ÿ2=,ÿ12ÿ1:,/-ÿ
2101,24M ÿÿ>:,ÿ30=9ÿ/*ÿ1:/2ÿ302,9ÿ-,O)/-,2ÿ25,+/,*3,ÿ12ÿ1:,ÿ2-+,-2ÿ2<ÿ1:,ÿ2101,4ÿ
G/./30-349ÿ1:,ÿP4G4ÿ$-.4ÿQ/,3+ÿK0*)03ÿ2*ÿ1:,ÿ#0=ÿ2<ÿ#0*+ÿ%0-<0-,ÿ7-2H
8/+,28ÿL$31:2)6:ÿ1:/2ÿ.0*)03ÿ-,326*/D,2ÿ1:,ÿ3-/./*03ÿ-,272*2/5/3/14ÿ2<ÿ/*+/H
8/+)032ÿ<2-ÿ03-/.,2ÿ060/*21ÿ7,03,9ÿ3-/.,2ÿ060/*21ÿ:).0*/149ÿ0*+ÿ=0-ÿ3-/.,29ÿ
.,.5,-2ÿ2<ÿ1:,ÿ0-.,+ÿ<2-3,2ÿ=/33ÿ9*2-.0334ÿ5,ÿ32*3,-*,+ÿ2*34ÿ=/1:ÿ1:22,ÿ2<H
<,*2,2ÿ32*21/1)1/*6ÿR=0-ÿ3-/.,24CM ÿÿ>:/2ÿ702206,ÿ+,.2*21-01,2ÿ1:01ÿ32=,-ÿH
3,8,3ÿ223+/,-2ÿ0*+ÿ2<</3,-2ÿ=/33ÿ*21ÿ5,ÿ:,3+ÿ0332)*1053,ÿ<2-ÿ70-1/3/701/*6ÿ/*ÿ
ÿ
ÿ994ÿS4ÿ01ÿ64ÿ
ÿ964ÿTÿUVÿ*21,2ÿ97W7ÿ0*+ÿ0332.70*4/*6ÿ1,;14ÿ
ÿ974ÿTÿ#)5,339ÿXVÿ*21,ÿ979ÿ01ÿ6 YÿK)-+2)6:9ÿXVÿ*21,ÿF9ÿ01ÿNÿZ0-1/3)301/*6ÿ1:,ÿ+/<<,-,*3,ÿ
5,1=,,*ÿ25E,31/*6ÿ129ÿ2*ÿ2*,ÿ:0*+9ÿ1:,ÿ3,603/14ÿ2<ÿ=0-ÿ0*+9ÿ2*ÿ1:,ÿ21:,-9ÿ1:,ÿ628,-*/*6ÿ32*+)31ÿ/*ÿ=0-[4ÿ
ÿ9F4ÿTÿ#)5,339ÿXVÿ*21,ÿ979ÿ01ÿ6 YÿK)-+2)6:9ÿXVÿ*21,ÿF9ÿ01ÿN4ÿ
ÿ9J4ÿTÿUVÿ*21,ÿ97ÿ0*+ÿ0332.70*4/*6ÿ1,;14ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿTÿ\!ÿ>!$#Gÿ]Qÿ%$ÿ^!K!"$#Gÿ_Q]ÿ>`ÿ"P"_aÿK!#!>$bÿ>!_P"$#GÿP" ÿ
^]">]#ÿ^]P"^!#ÿ] ÿ"]4ÿ 9ÿ01ÿ6FÿZN6N[ÿ0:,-,/*0<1,-ÿ"P"_aÿK!#!>$bÿ>!_P"$#G4ÿ
ÿ9N4ÿScYÿÿ@ÿK)-+2)6:9ÿXVÿ*21,ÿF9ÿ01ÿNÿ*4F94ÿ
ÿ9 4ÿ"P"_aÿK!#!>$bÿ>!_P"$#G9ÿXVÿ*21,ÿ9 9ÿ01ÿ6NYÿK)-+2)6:9ÿXVÿ*21,ÿF9ÿ01ÿ
4ÿ
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4.371301ÿ520ÿ./+ÿ46B+0,20ÿ201+04ÿ1+5+74+ÿ.2ÿ230ÿ?0,;+44ÿÿ!7ÿ./3.ÿ?34+9ÿA333+<ÿ
523322+1ÿ201+04ÿ371ÿ3+1ÿ/,4ÿ.022B4ÿ.2ÿ./+ÿ-,333C+ÿ25ÿD<ÿ#3,ÿ371ÿ4336C/.+0+1ÿ
,772?+7.ÿ;+79ÿ22;+79ÿ371ÿ?/,310+74=76ÿÿ>/+ÿD<ÿ#3,ÿD3443?0+ÿ1+;274.03.+4ÿ
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ÿ
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$*+,ÿ-./30ÿ123;<423ÿ23ÿ56/ÿ#27ÿ28ÿ#230ÿ%2*82*/ÿ925.98,ÿ56/ÿ+23.8/953,ÿ43:
327843ÿ952302*04 ÿÿ!9*2/3=9ÿ5*.23ÿ28ÿ$0238ÿ.>6+2339ÿ23ÿ2*>6.5/>5ÿ28ÿ56/ÿ"2;?<.ÿ
@232>24959ÿA*2B.0/9ÿ23ÿ/2*3,ÿ/C2+A3/ÿ28ÿD4*.9A*40/3>/ÿ49.3Eÿ56.9ÿ952302*04 ÿÿ
#25/*9ÿ.3ÿ92+/ÿ1./532+:/*2ÿ>29/99ÿ56/ÿ2*0/*/0ÿ2>59ÿ7/*/ÿA2*5.>432*3,ÿ/E*/:
E.249;<9ÿ;230ÿ56/ÿD4*,ÿ729ÿ325ÿ/B/3ÿE.B/3ÿ56/ÿ94A/*.2*ÿ2*0/*9ÿ0/8/39/ÿ.395*4>:
5.234 ÿÿ!3ÿ56/ÿ+20/*3ÿF4G4ÿ2AA3.>25.239ÿ56/*/ÿ.9ÿ32ÿ045,ÿ52ÿ0.92H/,ÿ43327843ÿ
2*0/*99ÿ/C>/A5ÿ5629/ÿ5625ÿ2*/ÿ+23.8/953,ÿ433278434;<6ÿÿB/3ÿ56/39ÿ.8ÿ2ÿ9230./*ÿ.9ÿ
>62*E/0ÿ7.56ÿ0.92H/,.3Eÿ2ÿ327843ÿ94A/*.2*ÿ2*0/*9ÿ56/3ÿ56/ÿ+.3.52*,ÿD;4<70E/ÿ7.33ÿ
+2I/ÿ2ÿA*/3.+.32*,ÿ0/5/*+.325.23ÿ28ÿ76/56/*ÿ56/ÿ2*0/*ÿ729ÿ3278434 ÿ
$9ÿ56/9/ÿ/C2+A3/9ÿ6.E63.E659ÿ230ÿ29ÿ*/9/2*>6ÿ0/+2395*25/99ÿ56/ÿA433ÿ52:
3Eÿ.30.B.04239ÿ5625ÿ
72*0ÿ2H/,.3Eÿ94A/*.2*ÿ2*0/*9ÿ.9ÿ95*23E9ÿA2*5.>432*3,ÿ2;+2
.0/35.8,ÿ7.56ÿ2ÿ94H2*0.325/ÿ*23/ÿ7.56.3ÿ23ÿ2*E23.?25.234<<ÿÿJ6.9ÿ.9ÿA*2H3/+25.>ÿ
76/3ÿ>*.+.323ÿ2>5.239ÿ2*/ÿD495.8./09ÿ3.I/ÿ5629/ÿ25ÿ"4*/+H4*Eÿ230ÿ56/ÿK233/,ÿ
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76/3ÿ5629/ÿ2*0/*9ÿ>2+/ÿ8*2+ÿ56/ÿ*/9.0/35L29ÿ/B.0/3>/0ÿH,ÿG233,ÿM25/9ÿ25ÿ
56/ÿ/A2*5+/35ÿ28ÿN495.>/ÿ230ÿ56/ÿ82*/.E3ÿ230ÿ>.B.3ÿ9/*B.>/ÿ288.>/*9ÿ25ÿ56/ÿ/:
A2*5+/35ÿ28ÿG525/4;<Oÿ
4*.3Eÿ56/ÿ/2*3,ÿ,/2*9ÿ28ÿ56/ÿP32H23ÿ%2*ÿ23ÿJ/**2*9ÿ9/3.2*ÿ288.>.239ÿ.3ÿ
ÿ
ÿ;<4ÿQÿRÿ25ÿSOÿTUG4>6ÿ2*0/*9ÿ2*/ÿ.33/E23ÿ23ÿ56/.*ÿ82>/9ÿ325ÿ233,ÿ.3ÿA2*5.>432*ÿ>.*>4+9523>/94ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ
J6/ÿ327ÿ28ÿ2*+/0ÿ>2383.>5ÿ43/V4.B2>233,ÿA*26.H.59ÿ94>6ÿ2>59ÿ430/*ÿ233ÿ>.*>4+9523>/94WXYÿÿZÿ-!# ÿ
1$"F$#ÿO: 9ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ; 9ÿ]ÿ7 T>XÿT3.95.3Eÿ56/ÿE*2B/ÿH*/2>6/9ÿ28ÿU7.3843ÿ09.>ÿI.33.3E9ÿ52*54*/ÿ2*ÿ
.364+23ÿ5*/25+/359ÿ.3>340.3EÿH.232E.>23ÿ/CA/*.+/3599ÿ7.38433,ÿ09.>ÿ>249.3EÿE*/25ÿ9488/*.3Eÿ2*ÿ9/*.249ÿ
.3D4*,ÿ52ÿH20,ÿ2*ÿ6/23569ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ230ÿ/C5/39.B/ÿ0/95*4>5.23ÿ230ÿ2AA*2A*.25.23ÿ28ÿA*2A/*5,9ÿ325ÿD495.8./0ÿH,ÿ
+.3.52*,ÿ3/>/99.5,ÿ230ÿ>2**./0ÿ245ÿ433278433,ÿ230ÿ7235233,WX4ÿ
ÿ;<4ÿ$552*3/,:P/34ÿ28ÿ56/ÿP2B=5ÿ28ÿ!9*4ÿB4ÿ.>6+2339ÿ;<ÿ!4#44ÿO79ÿOOÿTG4A*/+/ÿK54ÿ28ÿ!9*4ÿS<X4ÿÿ
J202,9ÿ.3ÿ!9*2/39ÿ56/ÿ233,ÿ/C>/A5.23ÿ52ÿ56/ÿ*/V4.*/+/35ÿ52ÿ2H/,ÿ2*0/*9ÿ.9ÿ2*5.>3/ÿ 6ÿ28ÿ56/ÿ1.3.52*,ÿ
N495.>/ÿ$>5ÿ28ÿS779ÿ76.>6ÿ233279ÿ0.92H/0./3>/ÿ52ÿ2*0/*9ÿ76/3ÿU.5ÿ.9ÿ>3/2*ÿ230ÿ2HB.249ÿ5625ÿ56/ÿ2*0/*ÿ
E.B/3ÿ52ÿ056/+ÿ729ÿ.33/E234Wÿÿ!9*2/3.ÿ1.3.52*,ÿN495.>/ÿ$>5ÿ28ÿS77ÿ2*54ÿ 6YÿÿZÿ@202*ÿ$B.*2+9ÿ
\ÿ^ÿ_ÿ̀abÿcZZÿcdZ[dbÿÿe\Zÿ^ÿfÿgh\9ÿSÿN4#4ÿ
GiK=Mÿ9ÿ;j6ÿ34;SÿT0/8.3.3Eÿ2ÿ>3/2*3,ÿ230ÿ2HB.2493,ÿ.33/E23ÿ>2++230ÿ29ÿ23/ÿ5625ÿ.9ÿU325ÿ82*+239ÿ
6.00/3ÿ2*ÿ6238ÿ6.00/3ÿ.33/E23.5,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ23ÿ.33/E23.5,ÿ5625ÿ95.3E9ÿ56/ÿ/,/ÿ230ÿ/3*2E/9ÿ56/ÿ6/2*59ÿ.8ÿ56/ÿ/,/ÿ.9ÿ
325ÿH3.30ÿ230ÿ56/ÿ6/2*5ÿ.9ÿ325ÿ2H549/ÿ2*ÿ>2**4A5/0WX4ÿ
ÿ;<;4ÿQbÿRkR9ÿF3.5/0ÿG525/9ÿB4ÿP*.88/39ÿ;SÿK4144ÿ7<9ÿ7SÿTS<X4ÿ
ÿ;<64ÿQÿ4K4149ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ;7O9ÿ25ÿS<T0XYÿÿZÿ14*024E69ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ<9ÿ25ÿ74ÿ
ÿ;<74ÿQÿF3.5/0ÿG525/9ÿB4ÿ"/79ÿ77ÿ14N4ÿS79ÿ 7ÿTK4$4$4-4ÿ XYÿÿZÿ4K4149ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ;7O9ÿ
25ÿ T/XYÿ14*024E69ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ<9ÿ25ÿ74ÿ
ÿ;<<4ÿQÿ$*+2>2959ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ69ÿ25ÿ7SÿT9525.3Eÿ5625ÿ56/ÿ+.3.52*,ÿ230ÿA23.>/ÿ0/A2*5+/359ÿ2*/ÿ/8:
8/>5.B/ÿ25ÿ.395.33.3Eÿ2ÿ9/39/ÿ.3ÿ94H2*0.325/9ÿ5625ÿU2H/0./3>/ÿ52ÿ24562*.5,ÿ.9ÿ2H3.E252*,WXYÿÿZÿ
l#1$"ÿmÿ@$1!#Ji"9ÿ[\ÿÿ325/ÿÿ6;9ÿ25ÿ;6j7ÿT0.9>499.3Eÿ627ÿ+.3.52*,ÿ327ÿ.9ÿ2ÿ6./*2*>6,ÿ7.56ÿU2ÿ
323Eÿ5*20.5.23ÿ28ÿ*/E4325.23ÿ28ÿ2H/0./3>/ÿ52ÿ2*0/*9WXYÿ@2+.3523ÿmÿG230/*99ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ669ÿ25ÿO4ÿ
ÿ;<O4ÿQÿG6/2*ÿ/5ÿ2349ÿ[\ÿ325/ÿ<74ÿ
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14ÿ CÿV 7WÿV.-,:4,,-/2ÿ7ÿ95+/28+/2/ÿ:733+.ÿG4/:-@-3ÿ2B+.-+/:+Hÿ<5+*+ÿ9*20+,0,ÿ-/@23@+ÿG+ID
0*+8+ÿ37<D;2332<-/2Hÿ-/,0+7.ÿ2;ÿ37<DB*+7_-/2W4ÿ
ÿ=E4ÿKÿNYZZÿ13+//ÿQ4387,Aÿ[ÿ?25/ÿ̀229ÿabZZNÿÿa]ZÿaYZÿcÿbÿdZYeÿfÿ
gZÿabÿfXXYbÿÿbÿhYÿÿiYYY9ÿ76ÿSP#$ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ 7ÿV EWÿV7*24-/2ÿ0570ÿ4/-D
;2*8+.ÿ37<A+*,ÿ<52ÿ2;;+*ÿ7.@-:+ÿ:2/0*7*Aÿ02ÿ05+-*ÿ:-@-3-7/ÿ:24/0+*97*0,ÿ-/ÿ05+ÿI+:40-@+ÿ3*7/:5ÿ
05*+70+/ÿ02ÿ49+/.ÿ05+ÿ:-@-3-7/U8-3-07*Aÿ*+370-2/,5-9W4ÿÿ340ÿ05-,ÿ7*248+/0ÿ57,ÿB++/ÿ<-.+3Aÿ*+j+:0+.4ÿÿKLÿ
MNM9ÿ1+2;;*+AÿP2*/ÿ[ÿ*-:ÿF73B20ÿ?+/,+/9ÿibÿkZZÿlZÿcÿkmYÿ]YÿbÿdZYeÿgbno
NÿbÿgZbXÿlmÿbÿfYpÿqYLÿbÿkYLÿÿaNY9ÿ66ÿrRSQ4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ77=9ÿ
77>U7ÿV EWÿV7*24-/2ÿ0570ÿ:-@-3-7/ÿ:2/0*23ÿ2@+*ÿ05+ÿ8-3-07*Aÿ-,ÿ/20ÿ3-8-0+.ÿ02ÿ05+ÿI+:40-@+ÿ3*7/:59ÿ
7/.ÿ0570ÿ05+ÿP2/,0-040-2/ÿ*+s4-*+,ÿ8-3-07*Aÿ32A730Aÿ02ÿ05+ÿ#+2-,370-@+ÿ7/.ÿI+:40-@+ÿ3*7/:5+,Wtÿ-:_D
-/,2/9ÿXYÿ/20+ÿ=9ÿ70ÿ=ÿV.-,:4,,-/2ÿ05+ÿ*23+ÿ2;ÿ2*27/-J70-2/73ÿ,0*4:04*+ÿ2/ÿ?$1ÿ37<A+*,6ÿ+;;+:0-@+D
/+,,ÿ7/.ÿ7*24-/2ÿ0570ÿ;2,0+*-/2ÿ2*+70+*ÿ:2893-7/:+ÿ<-05ÿ-/0+*/70-2/73ÿ3+273ÿ*43+,ÿ-,ÿG7ÿ8700+*ÿ2;ÿ,4B03Aÿ
-/;34+/:-/2ÿ2*27/-J70-2/73ÿ,0*4:04*+,ÿ7/.ÿ:4304*73ÿ/2*8,HWtÿ1-:02*ÿr7/,+/9ÿ\YNÿbÿgZÿcÿ
dZYÿumYÿÿbÿhYÿÿiYYYeÿfÿgXÿÿbÿkY]ÿaYÿÿa]ZodZYÿgZ9ÿ
7ÿQ4ÿFv4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ>E9ÿ>CU ÿV CWÿV:*-0-:733Aÿ7/73AJ-/2ÿQ4387,Aÿ7/.ÿ̀226,ÿ7*0-:3+ÿ7/.ÿ.-,72*++-/2ÿ
;*28ÿ7ÿ3+273ÿ7/.ÿ9*7:0-:73ÿ9+*,9+:0-@+WtÿO-:57+3ÿ#4ÿw*78+*ÿ[ÿO-:57+3ÿ"4ÿQ:58-009ÿumYÿÿxYo
nyÿibNbÿÿzNÿf]ÿÿa]ZodZYÿgZ9ÿ77ÿSP#$ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ6E9ÿ6CU ÿ
V WÿV*+,92/.-/2ÿ02ÿQ4387,Aÿ7/.ÿ̀229ÿ7/.ÿ7*24-/2ÿ0570ÿ05+*+ÿ-,ÿ/20ÿ7ÿ:*-,-,ÿ-/ÿ:-@-3U8-3-07*Aÿ*+370-2/,ÿ
7/.ÿ0570ÿj4.2+ÿ7.@2:70+,ÿ7*+ÿ82,0ÿs473-;-+.ÿ7/.ÿ+@+/ÿ/+:+,,7*Aÿ02ÿ9*2@-.+ÿ3+273ÿ7.@-:+ÿ.4*-/2ÿ:28B70ÿ
29+*70-2/,WtÿO-:57+3ÿ$4ÿ"+<02/9ÿdYÿdZYÿ{eÿibÿgZÿ|ÿgZ]ÿcÿdZYÿumo
Y9ÿ ÿR1ÿ%!##!$OQÿS4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿEE9ÿEEU>ÿV EWÿV9*2@-.-/2ÿ+I:+33+/0ÿ.+07-3ÿ2/ÿ05+ÿ2*-2-/,ÿ
2;ÿ05+ÿ37<ÿ2;ÿ<7*ÿ7/.ÿ05+ÿ/++.ÿ;2*ÿ8-3-07*Aÿ37<A+*,ÿ-/ÿ05+ÿ:2/0+I0ÿ2;ÿ05+ÿ:2893+I9ÿ3+273-J+.ÿ/704*+ÿ2;ÿ
82.+*/ÿ:2/;3-:0W4ÿ
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*+,+-.ÿ+/,+ÿ01ÿ22.-2ÿ+2ÿ.-3-,+ÿ+-22220*+ÿ+/2-,+<*=<9ÿ/-ÿ4253.ÿ22.-2ÿ+/-ÿ5*-ÿ23ÿ+22+52-ÿ
6-4749ÿ4,+-282,2.0179ÿ,1.ÿ+,27-+ÿ:0;030,1*4 ÿÿ>22-ÿ2-:-1+3?9ÿ/-ÿ:3,0@-.ÿ+/,+ÿ
+22+52-ÿ422A*9ÿ85+ÿ+/,+ÿ/-ÿ4253.ÿ.-3-2ÿ+2ÿ/0*ÿB-:2-+,2?ÿ23ÿ-3-1*-ÿ21ÿ4/-+/-2ÿ
+2ÿ5+030C-ÿ+/0*ÿ+,:+0:4<=6ÿÿ!3ÿ70;-1ÿ+/-ÿ22.-2ÿ+2ÿ+22+52-ÿ22ÿ+,27-+ÿ:0;030,1*9ÿ/24ÿ
4033ÿ*-1022ÿ@030+,2?ÿ3-,.-2*ÿ2-*D21.EÿÿF/-ÿ.5+?ÿ+2ÿ.0*28-?ÿ*5:/ÿ22.-2*ÿ0*ÿ:3-,29ÿ
G5*+ÿ,*ÿ0+ÿ4,*ÿ2;-2ÿ,ÿ.-:,.-ÿ,72ÿ322ÿ+/-ÿ*-1022ÿH5.7-ÿ$.;2:,+-*ÿ23ÿ-,:/ÿ*-2;0:-9ÿ
4/2I4/03-ÿ12+ÿ25+207/+ÿ.0*28-?017ÿ22.-2*I:/2*-ÿ+2ÿ,./-2-ÿ+2ÿ+/-ÿ3,4*ÿ23ÿ
,2@-.ÿ:21330:+4<=7ÿ
J+/-2ÿ4-33KA1241ÿ:,*-*ÿ23ÿ.0*28-.0-1:-ÿ01;23;-ÿ+/-ÿ-;-2K7224017ÿ30-3.ÿ
23ÿ:?8-2ÿ-*D021,7-4ÿÿ!1ÿ <9ÿ322ÿ-L,@D3-9ÿ20;,+-ÿM02*+ÿN3,**ÿN/-3*-,ÿ>,1K
1017ÿ4,*ÿ*-1+-1:-.ÿ+2ÿ+/02+?K30;-ÿ?-,2*ÿ01ÿD20*21ÿ322ÿ3-,A017ÿ/51.2-.*ÿ23ÿ+/25K
*,1.*ÿ23ÿ:3,**030-.ÿ.2:5@-1+*ÿ+2ÿ<%0
A0#-,A*9ÿ2*+-1*083?ÿ25+ÿ23ÿ,ÿO32;-ÿ322ÿ
:251+2?Pÿ,1.ÿ@22,3ÿ.5+?ÿ+2ÿ2+/-2*4=Qÿÿ$ÿ*0@03,2ÿ*0+5,+021ÿ2::522-.ÿ01ÿ <I
,3+/257/ÿ12+ÿ*+20:+3?ÿ01ÿ+/-ÿ:21+-L+ÿ23ÿ@030+,2?ÿ.0*28-.0-1:-I4/-1ÿ.-3-1*-ÿ
:21+2,:+22ÿ.4,2.ÿB124.-<1==ÿ3-,A-.ÿ+-1*ÿ23ÿ+/25*,1.*ÿ23ÿ.2:5@-1+*ÿ322@ÿ+/-ÿ
",+021,3ÿB-:520+?ÿ$7-1:?4 ÿÿB124.-19ÿ30A-ÿ>,110179ÿ0*ÿ:21*0<.=-2-.ÿ8?ÿ@,1?ÿ
+2ÿ8-ÿ,ÿ4/0*+3-8324-2ÿ,:+017ÿ25+ÿ23ÿ:21*:0-1:-9ÿ12+ÿ,ÿ:20@01,34 ÿ
F/-ÿ/0*+22?ÿ23ÿ.0*28-.0-1:-ÿ01ÿ,2@-.ÿ:21330:+ÿ0*ÿ2-;-,3017ÿ01ÿ*-;-2,3ÿ4,?*4ÿÿ
F/-ÿ+/2--ÿ:,+-7220-*ÿ23ÿ:21*:0-1+025*ÿ28G-:+22*I35339ÿ*-3-:+0;-9ÿ,1.ÿ*D-:030:K
,:+ÿ28G-:+22*I.-@21*+2,+-ÿ+/,+ÿ+/-ÿ+2-,+@-1+ÿ23ÿ*23.0-2*ÿ,1.ÿ:0+0C-1<*=ÿR2-35*017ÿ
+2ÿ307/+ÿ/,*ÿ-;23;-.ÿ2;-2ÿ+0@-ÿ,1.ÿ.-D-1.*ÿ5D21ÿ+/-ÿ*+,+-ÿ01+-2-*+4 ÿÿ%/03-ÿ

ÿ
ÿ<=<4ÿS-2-1*219ÿTUÿ12+-ÿ4ÿ
ÿ<=64ÿ ,;0.ÿ",A,@52,9ÿVUWTÿXÿYVUUZÿ[U\]ÿ^ÿ_Z`ÿ̀aUÿÿÿbcUÿVÿÿ
_ÿaÿXUU9ÿ%$Bd4ÿJBFÿ6H,14ÿ=9ÿ =99ÿ/++D*8ee44444,*/017+21D2*+4:2@eD230+0:*e+25@DKÿ
/23.*K@--+017K40+/K820+0*/KD20@-K@010*+-2K,@0.Kf5-*+021*K,825+K5*K3-,.-2*/0De =e e=e3-<7:.6ÿ
K-6R3K -QK,67<KR-:68<.R8,g*+22?4/+@3E5+@g+-2@h4-6R38--<84ÿ
ÿ<=74ÿXÿ>,G22ÿi-1-2,3ÿF/2@,*ÿH4ÿ2@079ÿVjÿVjUklUÿmjU`ÿnoÿ\UÿnUÿÿpWk
Ucÿÿmcÿ̀nq9ÿ ÿ>!#4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ7=9ÿ=r==ÿ6 69sÿÿ`ÿ-++?9ÿTUÿ12+-ÿ=9ÿ,+ÿQ6r
Q4ÿ
ÿ<=Q4ÿH530-ÿF,+-9ÿ^U`ÿtuÿXÿÿvwÿxUÿÿ[\n\ÿm9ÿ%$Bd4ÿJBFÿ6$574ÿ 9ÿ
<99ÿ/++D*8ee44444,*/017+21D2*+4:2@e4223.e1,+021,3K*-:520+?eG5.7-K+2K*-1+-1:-K82,.3-?K@,11017ÿ
K+2.,?e <e e e78-- 6KR.K -<K8=:K6=Q.8,:<6:.g*+22?4/+@3E5+@g+-2@h4,: RR3387Q4ÿ
ÿ<==4ÿ4-1ÿ>,:$*A0339ÿyqUÿXqÿt\ÿYtUZ̀ÿmÿaUÿzUÿ̀zU9ÿFdÿ
i{$ !$"ÿ6B-D+4ÿ<9ÿ Q99ÿ/++D*8ee4444+/-75,2.0,14:2@e5*K1-4*e Qe*-De<e-.4,2.K*124.-1K
4/?K8,2,:AK28,@,K*/253.K72,1+K@-K,KD,2.214ÿ
ÿ<=4ÿXÿoÿ6OB124.-1ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,2750-.ÿ+/,+ÿ+/-ÿ.0*:32*52-ÿ23ÿ+/-ÿ*:,3-ÿ23ÿ*52;-033,1:-ÿ8?ÿ{Bÿ,1.ÿS20+0*/ÿ
01+-3307-1:-ÿ,7-1:0-*ÿ4,*ÿ12+ÿ213?ÿ@22,33?ÿ207/+ÿ85+ÿ/,.ÿ3-3+ÿ:0+0C-1*ÿ8-++-2ÿ2334P94ÿ
ÿ<=R4ÿXÿ>-.01,9ÿTUÿ12+-ÿ 79ÿ,+ÿ=6r=7ÿ6O0F/-ÿ2;-220.017ÿ+2-1.ÿ01ÿ308-2,3ÿ.-@2:2,:0-*ÿ/,*ÿ
:3-,23?ÿ8--1ÿ+24,2.ÿ+/-ÿ2-:2710+021ÿ23ÿ:21*:0-1+025*ÿ28G-:+22*ÿ,1.ÿ+/-ÿD22;0*021ÿ23ÿ,3+-21,+0;-ÿ*-2;0:-ÿ
322ÿ+/2*-ÿ4/2ÿ2-35*-ÿ+2ÿD,2+0:0D,+-ÿ01ÿ+/-ÿ,2@-.ÿ322:-*4P9sÿÿ`ÿ#58-339ÿTUÿ12+-ÿ<79ÿ,+ÿ6 r ÿ
6.0*:5**017ÿ+/-ÿ/0*+22?ÿ23ÿ*-3-:+0;-ÿ:21*:0-1+025*ÿ28G-:+021ÿ,1.ÿ-LD3,01017ÿ+/,+ÿ+/-ÿ{10+-.ÿB+,+-*ÿ,1.ÿ
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*+33ÿ2,-./0212ÿ31.ÿ1./24567.8ÿ,9ÿ33:ÿ:60;ÿ2+**6/6.50ÿ<122*ÿ2*ÿ0;.ÿ/25=6/0625ÿ2*ÿ
0;.61ÿ,.36.*29ÿ2.3./06=.?ÿ2,-./0212ÿ31.ÿ22>.06>.2ÿ01.30.8ÿ32ÿ86232933ÿ358ÿ2*0.5ÿ
<+562;.8ÿ32ÿ/16>653324 ÿÿ@<./6*6/A3/0ÿ2,-./0212ÿ31.ÿ1.B+61.8ÿ02ÿ8622,.9ÿ:;.5ÿ
218.1.8ÿ02ÿ82ÿ22>.0;654ÿ0;30ÿ62ÿ>356*.203?9ÿ+533:*+39ÿ2+/;ÿ32ÿ0;.ÿ:31ÿ/16>.ÿ2*ÿ
:30.1,2318654ÿ358ÿ20;.1ÿ*21>2ÿ2*ÿ0210+1.4 ÿC306>30.399ÿ0;.ÿ=319654ÿ01.30>.50ÿ
62ÿ3ÿ=33+.2A,32.8ÿ8.0.1>6530625ÿ+<25ÿ:;.5ÿ0;?.ÿ2030.ÿ8..>2ÿ60ÿ3//.<03,3.ÿ02ÿ
/31=.ÿ2+0ÿ.D/.<06252ÿ02ÿ0;.ÿ1+3.ÿ2*ÿ2,.86.5/.4 ÿÿ$2ÿ25.ÿ/2>>.503021ÿ520.29ÿ
EF;.ÿ,3335/.ÿ,.0:..5ÿ0;.ÿ5..8ÿ2*ÿ3ÿ@030.ÿ02ÿ>3650365ÿ3ÿ*+5/0625654ÿ31>99ÿ358ÿ
0;.ÿ2,36430625ÿ02ÿ1.2<./0ÿ0;.ÿ6586=68+33G2ÿ*1..82>ÿ2*ÿ/252/6.5/.9ÿ62ÿ<+0ÿ02ÿ0;.ÿ
0.20ÿ:;.5ÿ*3/.8ÿ:60;ÿ6586=68?+3?32ÿ2,-./0654ÿ02ÿ>6360319ÿ2.1=6/.ÿ25ÿ0;.ÿ412+582ÿ
2*ÿ/252/6.5062+2ÿ2,-./06254H ÿÿF;.ÿ5.D0ÿ2./0625ÿ,+6382ÿ25ÿ0;.ÿ<1621ÿ35339262ÿ
2*ÿ,.;3=62133ÿ<+332ÿ25ÿ/2><3635/.ÿ358ÿ8.>2520130.2ÿ;2:ÿ0;.ÿ2030.ÿ21ÿ214356A
730625ÿ/35ÿ3/;6.=.ÿ41.30.1ÿ/2><3635/.4ÿ
!14ÿ!" !1!C$#ÿ!"F@F@ÿ$" ÿIJ$"!K$F!I"$#ÿLI"FI#ÿ
@2ÿ*31ÿ0;62ÿ3106/3.ÿ;32ÿ.203,362;.8ÿ0;.ÿ0;.21.06/33ÿ*13>.:21Nÿ2*ÿ/2><3635/.ÿ
0;.2199ÿ.D3>65.8ÿ1.3.=350ÿ82>.206/ÿ/2><3635/.ÿ<12,3.>29ÿ358ÿ353397.8ÿ525A
/2><3635/.ÿ65ÿ0;.ÿ/250.D0ÿ2*ÿ31>.8ÿ/25*36/0ÿ358ÿ/252/6.50?626+2ÿ2,-./02124ÿÿ%.ÿ
;3=.ÿ68.506*6.8ÿ0;.ÿ86**6/+309ÿ2*ÿ2,-./0654ÿ02ÿ2<./6*6/ÿ3/02 O<236/.ÿ1.*+2654ÿ
02ÿE202<ÿ358ÿ*162N9Hÿ/21<2130.ÿ,35Nÿ.><329..2ÿ1.*+2654ÿ02ÿ2=.12.33ÿ02ÿ/+202>A
.129ÿ358ÿ22386.12ÿ1.*+2654ÿ02ÿ2,.9ÿ+533:*+3ÿ218.12O358ÿ0;.ÿ1.32252ÿ*21ÿ2,A
-./0654ÿ02ÿ+58.139654ÿ<?2736/6.29ÿ32ÿ65ÿ0;.ÿ22386.1ÿ2,-./0654ÿ02ÿ0;.ÿ,3262ÿ2*ÿ3ÿ2<.A
/6*6/ÿ31>.8ÿ/25*36/04 ÿÿF;62ÿ2./0625ÿ42.2ÿ*+10;.1ÿ358ÿ.D3>65.2ÿ:;9ÿ
6586=68+332ÿ>39ÿ/;222.ÿ02ÿ8622,.9ÿ358ÿ0;.ÿ21435673062533ÿ358ÿ2030.ÿ650.1.202ÿ
ÿ
!213.3ÿ;3=.ÿ2016/0ÿ203583182ÿ*21ÿ1./24567654ÿ2.3./06=.ÿ/252/6.5062+2ÿ2,-./0625P4ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿQÿ#+,.339ÿRSÿ520.ÿ?79ÿ30ÿ6 T6ÿU520654ÿ0;30ÿ2.3./06=.ÿ2,-./0212ÿ31.ÿE>21.ÿ36N.39ÿ02ÿ,.ÿ
<.1/.6=.8ÿ32ÿ3ÿ<23606/33ÿ0;1.30Hÿ358ÿE<22.0ÿ3ÿ*31ÿ41.30.1ÿ/;333.54.Hÿ,./3+2.ÿE0;.ÿ,2318ÿ62ÿ*3/.8ÿ:60;ÿ
0;.ÿ032Nÿ2*ÿ8.3=654ÿ8..<.1ÿ6502ÿ0;.ÿ6586=68+33G2ÿ0;2+4;02ÿ358ÿ3/062529ÿ300.><0654ÿ02ÿ4132<ÿ:;30ÿ.D3/039ÿ
62ÿ0;62ÿ/25=6/0625ÿ0;30ÿ3332:2ÿ;6>ÿ02ÿ<6/Nÿ358ÿ/;222.ÿ:;.5ÿ02ÿ*64;0HPVÿÿWÿX.1.>9ÿY1./;.1ÿZÿ
Y1.5835ÿ@>60;9ÿ[\Sÿ]^ÿ_Sÿÿ̀9ÿFaÿ"$F!I"ÿUI/04ÿb9ÿ cP9ÿ;00<28dd:::40;.5306254/2>ÿ
d3106/3.d.;1.5A:30383A*1..A3320ÿUB+.20625654ÿ:;.0;.1ÿ%30383G2ÿ/258+/0ÿ:32ÿ86232933ÿ02ÿ;62ÿ/2+5019P4ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿQÿI26.3eÿRSÿ520.ÿc9ÿ30ÿcf64ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿQÿ#+,.339ÿRSÿ520.ÿ?79ÿ30ÿ6 4ÿ
ÿ??4ÿghÿ
ÿ?64ÿQÿRSÿ@./0625ÿ!!!4L4ÿ
ÿ?74ÿQÿRSÿ@./0625ÿ!!4Y4ÿ
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*+,23,-.ÿ*+ÿ/--0*+1ÿ22343*5+2-4ÿ
67ÿ89ÿ:9;<=ÿ>==ÿÿ?;=ÿ@AB=ÿ
!+.*,*.D53/ÿ.*/2E-Fÿ5DGH2I*GFÿJ2Iÿ5ÿ,5I*-GFÿ2JÿI-5/2+/4ÿÿK+ÿGH-ÿ2+-ÿH5+.9ÿ
423*2-ÿ511I-//*,-3Fÿ/--0*+1ÿG2ÿ4I-,-+Gÿ2I*3-ÿ5+.ÿE5+0-I/ÿJ*1HG*+1ÿG2ÿE22/Gÿ
4I2J*G/ÿ35
FÿE-ÿ22+J2I3*+1ÿGH-*IÿE-H5,*2IÿG2ÿGH-ÿ*+J2I353ÿ+2I3/ÿ2JÿGH-*Iÿ/22*53ÿ
L
M
1I2D4/4 ÿÿK+ÿGH-ÿ2GH-IÿH5+.9ÿ2*,*3ÿ/-I,5+G/ÿ2,-II*.*+1ÿ5ÿND-/G*2+5E3-ÿ423*2F9ÿ
2Iÿ/-3-2G*,-ÿ22+/2*-+G*2D/ÿ2EO-2G2I/ÿI-JD/*+1ÿG2ÿJ*1HGÿ*+ÿ5ÿ4DG5G*,-3FÿDL+R35PJD3ÿ
P5I9ÿH5,-ÿJ5*3-.ÿG2ÿ*+G-I+53*Q-ÿGH-ÿ,53D-/ÿ2Jÿ5ÿ45IG*2D35Iÿ/G5G-ÿ423*2F4 ÿÿSH*/ÿ
/D11-/G/ÿGH5Gÿ+2+22343*5+2-ÿ5I*/-/ÿJ2Iÿ5ÿ,5I*-GFÿ2JÿI-5/2+/4ÿÿSH-/-ÿ*+23D.-8ÿ
TUÿ.-G-II*+1ÿ5ÿ4-I2-*,-.ÿPI2+1JD3ÿ52G*2+9ÿTUÿ-V-I2L*/*+1ÿJI--.23ÿ2Jÿ22+W
/2*-+2-ÿ5+.X2Iÿ-V4I-//*2+9ÿ5+.ÿTLUÿ5,2*.*+1ÿ/-3JWH5I34 ÿÿLSH
-/-ÿOD/G*J*25G*2+/ÿ
5I-ÿ+2Gÿ3DGD533Fÿ-V23D/*,-ÿ5+.ÿ5I-ÿ2JG-+ÿ22343-3-+G5IF4Yÿÿ$+53FQ*+1ÿGH-/-ÿ
I-5/2+LY/ÿH-34/ÿ4352-ÿGH-ÿ,5I*2D/ÿGF4-/ÿ2Jÿ.*/2E-.*-+2-ÿ2+ÿ5ÿ22343*5+2-ÿ/4-2W
GID34 ÿ
SH-ÿ22343*5+2-ÿ4I2E3-3ÿ5Gÿ*//D-ÿ*+ÿ-V5343-L/Yÿ3*0-ÿ#*-DG-+5+Gÿ%5G5.5Z/ÿ
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ÿ6>64ÿVÿD20/39ÿULÿ32-/ÿe9ÿ4-ÿeQ>ÿWOX3B+2-080/5ÿ5022;/50/31/ÿ-2ÿ4ÿ2+,/*02*ÿ143ÿ;/ÿ14-42-*2,.01ÿ
82*ÿ-./ÿ248/-@ÿ28ÿ8/3326ÿ22350/*2ÿ03ÿ129;4-4ÿÿ!-ÿ143ÿ4322ÿ14+2/ÿ9022023ÿ8403+*/4=[4ÿ
ÿ6>74ÿVÿb$"X$#ÿSDÿdDXA`:b$A!$#9ÿX"!A ÿ`A$A`9ÿ4*-4ÿC69ÿhÿQÿW Q[ÿW2-4-03)ÿ-.4-ÿO433ÿ
5022*5/*2ÿ435ÿ3/)3/1-2ÿ-2ÿ-./ÿ,*/B+501/ÿ28ÿ)225ÿ2*5/*ÿ435ÿ50210,303/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ2.433ÿ;/ÿ-4?/3ÿ12)30P431/ÿ28ÿ
4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ435ÿ2.433ÿ;/ÿ,+302./5ÿ4-ÿ-./ÿ5021*/-023ÿ28ÿ0-./ÿ12+*-=[4ÿ
ÿ6>Q4ÿVÿ4*?/*ÿ74ÿ#/7@9ÿ6>ÿX4̀4ÿ>CC9ÿ>6CÿWe>6[4ÿÿ
ÿ6>>4ÿVÿD20/39ÿULÿ32-/ÿe9ÿ4-ÿe7QÿW4*)+03)ÿ-.4-ÿ-.02ÿO12+*4)/=ÿ94@ÿ0313+5/ÿ5022;/@03)ÿ+33468+3ÿ
2*5/*2[4ÿ
ÿ6>4ÿ#4*2/3ÿiÿa/229ÿULÿ32-/ÿ 79ÿ4-ÿ>CfÿJÿ#+;/339ÿULÿ32-/ÿC79ÿ4-ÿ6CÿW5021+2203)ÿ4ÿ
3+9;/*ÿ28ÿ841-2*2ÿ82*ÿ*/B/1-03)ÿ4ÿ*0).-ÿ-2ÿ2/3/1-07/ÿ123210/3-02+2ÿ2;B/1-023[4ÿÿÿ
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)2*+),-*.,2/+ÿ201-).22ÿ)33,49ÿ.5-ÿ,463).ÿ2*ÿ/*,.ÿ42233-7+24-ÿ+/88-+.7,+ÿ
2-33469:ÿÿ;*ÿ.5-ÿ2*-ÿ53*<9ÿ+24-ÿ328/-ÿ.53.ÿ63-8,.,4,=,*8ÿ)2*+),-*.,2/+ÿ201-).22+ÿ
/*->/,?2)333@ÿ,*)2-3+-+ÿ.5-,2ÿ*/40-2+4 ÿÿ;.5-2+ÿ382--ÿ302/.ÿ201-).22+ÿ
+62-3<,*8ÿA3,B-ÿ3ÿ<,+-3+-9Cÿ0/.ÿ,*+.-3<ÿ328/-ÿ.53.ÿ.5,+ÿ,+ÿ3ÿ822<ÿ2-3+2*ÿ.2ÿB--6ÿ
3?3,3303-ÿ+24-ÿ.@6-ÿ2Dÿ,*E+-2?,)-ÿ201-).6,2*7,*ÿ22<-2ÿ.2ÿ222.ÿ2/.ÿ<,++-*.-2+ÿ+2ÿ
.53.ÿ/*,.ÿ42233-ÿ,+ÿ4,*,4333@ÿ,463).-<4 ÿ
F.,339ÿ.5-2-ÿ,+ÿ822G,*8ÿ)2*)-2*ÿ302/.ÿ.5-ÿ)53*8,*8ÿ*3./2-ÿ2Dÿ324-<ÿ)2*E
D3,).ÿ63*<ÿ/*<-2ÿG53.ÿ),2)/4+.3*)-+ÿ.5-ÿ4,3,.32@ÿ43@ÿ0-ÿ/+-<ÿ,*ÿ.5-ÿ*-32ÿD/E
./2-4 ÿÿH5,+ÿ+/6622.+ÿ,*)2-3+-<ÿD3-I,0,3,.@ÿG,.5ÿ2-832<ÿ.2ÿ.52+-ÿG52ÿ53?-ÿ
42233ÿ3*<ÿ3-833ÿ201-).,2*+ÿ.2ÿ+6-),D,)ÿ)2*D3,).+4ÿÿ$))22<,*8ÿ.2ÿ2*-ÿ)244-*E
.3.229ÿAF2),339ÿ623,.,)339ÿ3*<ÿ.-)5*2328,)33ÿ)2*.-I.+ÿ.53.ÿ2*)-ÿ3-*.ÿ2-33.,?-3@ÿ
)3-32ÿ4-3*,6*J8ÿ.2ÿ.5-ÿ*2.,2*ÿ2Dÿ43*,D-+.ÿ,33-833,.@ÿ,*ÿG32ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ43@ÿ53?-ÿ3328-3@ÿ
<,++23?-<4C ÿF24-ÿ+/88-+.ÿ.5-ÿK*,.-<ÿF.3.-+ÿ,+ÿ-*838-<ÿ,*ÿ3ÿAD22-?-2ÿG32C7
G5-2-ÿ.5-ÿ02/*<32,-+ÿ2DÿG32ÿ3*<ÿ6-3)-ÿ32-ÿ03/22-<9ÿ3*<ÿ.5-ÿ4,3,.32@ÿ,+ÿ.3+B-<ÿ
0-@2*<ÿ,.+ÿ)22-ÿ)3630,3,.,-+466ÿÿ!*ÿ.5,+ÿ)2*.-I.9ÿ,.ÿ0-)24-+ÿ,*)2-3+,*83@ÿ<,DD,E
)/3.ÿ.2ÿ.23,*ÿ2/2ÿD22)-+ÿ.2ÿA<-?-326ÿ530,.+ÿ2Dÿ<-3,0-23.,2*ÿ3*<ÿ+B,33+ÿ2Dÿ<,+)-2*E
4-*.ÿ.53.ÿ3-3<ÿ2DD,)-2+ÿ.2ÿ<2ÿ.5-ÿ2,85.ÿ.5,*89ÿ*2.ÿD224ÿD-32ÿ2Dÿ622+-)/.,2*ÿ0/.ÿ
D224ÿ.5-,2ÿ<,+62+,.,2*ÿ.2ÿ0-53?-ÿ52*22303@9ÿ,4-49ÿ.2ÿ<,+633@ÿ.5-ÿ?,2./6-7+ÿ?33/-<ÿ
0@ÿ.5-,2ÿ622D-++,2*9ÿ?,2./-+ÿ,44,*-*.ÿ,*ÿ,.+ÿ)2*+),-*.,2/+ÿ623).,)-4C ÿ
H5/+9ÿ-?-*ÿ.52/85ÿ.5-ÿ201-).22ÿ53+ÿ3,..3-ÿ3-?-238-ÿ2?-2ÿ+.23.-8,)ÿ*3.,2*33ÿ
+-)/2,.@ÿ<-),+,2*E43B,*89ÿ.5-ÿ+.3.-ÿ+52/3<9ÿ*2*-.56-L3-++9ÿ63@ÿ3..-*.,2*ÿ.2ÿ.5-ÿ
42233ÿ3*<ÿ3-833ÿ)2*)-2*+ÿ2Dÿ.5-ÿ+-3-).,?-ÿ201-).224 ÿÿF6-),D,)333@9ÿ,Dÿ.5-ÿ+.3.-ÿ
+--B+ÿ82-3.-2ÿ)2463,3*)-ÿ3*<9ÿ26.,4333@9ÿ)244,.4-*.ÿD224ÿ,.+ÿ+-2?,)-ÿ4-4E
0-2+9ÿ.5-*ÿ,.ÿG,33ÿ-*+/2-6ÿ.953.ÿ.5-ÿ)2*D3,).+ÿ,.ÿ-*838-+ÿ,*ÿ32-ÿ)2*+,+.-*.ÿG,.5ÿ.5-ÿ
33G+ÿ2Dÿ324-<ÿ)2*D3,).4 ÿÿH5,+ÿ,+ÿ.5-ÿ+34-ÿ3663,)3.,2*ÿ2Dÿ.5-ÿ3-8,.,43)@ÿ62,*E
),63-ÿ.53.ÿ-*)2/238-+ÿ82-3.-2ÿ)244/*,.@ÿ)2463,3*)-ÿG,.5ÿ33Gÿ-*D22)-4-*.46 ÿÿ
ÿ
ÿ69:4ÿMÿN3)B-@9ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ 79ÿ3.ÿ6Q64ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿMÿN-<,*39ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ 79ÿ3.ÿ:Q::4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿMÿN3)B-@9ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ 79ÿ3.ÿ64ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿMÿ;+,-39ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ:9ÿ3.ÿ:9Q9:4ÿÿ
ÿ6J4ÿ;+,-39ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ:9ÿ3.ÿ:66Q674ÿ
ÿ664ÿMÿ;F$ÿR;;SF9ÿT;%ÿ1UHT!"VÿRW$Nÿ%$ÿ$" ÿHTÿN!#!H$UÿRW$Nÿ
1UHT!"V8ÿH$#FÿX;NÿHTÿ"H$V;"ÿY LZ[ÿ3,=30-.5ÿ#4ÿT,3343*9ÿ\ÿ]POÿÿ\^Pÿ
_`Pa9ÿ6JÿW$Fÿ%4ÿF4ÿb4ÿ!"Hc#ÿ#4ÿ7L79ÿ7LÿY Z4ÿ
ÿ674ÿ;+,-39ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ:9ÿ3.ÿ J4ÿ
ÿ6L4ÿMÿV2-822@ÿX2+.-29ÿM^dÿ]ÿef9ÿ6LÿF;W!HUÿJ:9ÿJ:ÿY :Z4ÿ
ÿ694ÿMÿgÿ3.ÿJ:4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿMÿR23<D22<ÿ-.ÿ3349ÿOPÿ*2.-ÿ979ÿ3.ÿ96ÿY<-+)2,0,*8ÿ52Gÿ3-8,.,43)@ÿ,*ÿ3/.522,.,-+ÿ)2,*),<-+ÿ
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$**3+,-.ÿ/0,1ÿ*122344ÿ04ÿ5333ÿ04ÿ21.0-,607,2-03ÿ0-8ÿ.2931-:3-703ÿ08;313-23ÿ
72ÿ7;3ÿ305ÿ0**3034ÿ72ÿ-07,2-03ÿ903<34ÿ5;,33ÿ*129,8,-.ÿ0ÿ43-43ÿ2/ÿ*1,839ÿ33.,7,=
:02+9ÿ0-8ÿ:2103ÿ40/37+ÿ/21ÿ4238,314ÿ5;62ÿ?;093ÿ923<-733138ÿ72ÿ43193ÿ0-8ÿ92538ÿ
72ÿ*127327ÿ0-8ÿ83/3-8ÿ7;3ÿ>2-47,7<7,2-4 ÿ
4ÿ@;3ÿ//327,93-344ÿ2/ÿ34*2-434ÿ72ÿ"2-22:*3,0-23ÿ
@;3ÿ.2=72ÿ2*7,2-ÿ/21ÿ3-/212,-.ÿ22:*3,0-23ÿ433:4ÿ72ÿB3ÿ0ÿ107,2-03ÿ2;2,23ÿ
:283346?ÿÿ!-ÿ7;3ÿ:,3,701+ÿ22-73C79ÿ7;,4ÿ:2833ÿ*138,274ÿ7;07ÿ4238,314ÿ5,33ÿ2B3+ÿ
218314ÿ,/ÿ7;313ÿ,4ÿ0ÿ4712-.ÿ8,4,-23-7,939ÿ,-23<8,-.ÿ*12432<7,2-ÿ<-831ÿ7;3ÿD>EF9ÿ
21ÿ0ÿ33-6?.7;+9ÿ8,//,2<37ÿ08:,-,47107,93ÿ*122344ÿ72ÿ432<13ÿ22-42,3-7,2<4ÿ2BG32721ÿ
4707<44 ÿÿ@;3ÿ2<113-7ÿ0**1202;ÿ,4ÿ:30-7ÿ72ÿ83731ÿ27;31ÿ52<38=B3ÿ2BG3272149ÿ
0-8ÿ,7ÿ436?1934ÿ0ÿ1371,B<7,93ÿ/<-27,2-ÿ2/ÿ*<-,4;,-.ÿ710-4.1344,2-4ÿ/12:ÿ47073ÿ0<=
7;21,7+4 ÿÿH<7ÿ393-ÿ,/ÿ7;,4ÿ,4ÿ7;3ÿ*13/31138ÿ0**1202;ÿ/21ÿ7;3ÿ470739ÿ,7ÿ8234ÿ-27ÿ
433:ÿ72ÿ471,I3ÿ7;3ÿ0**12*1,073ÿB030-263?Jÿ2/ÿ7;3ÿ;,4721,203ÿ713-8ÿ2/ÿ134*327,-.ÿ13=
3,.,2<4=ÿ0-8ÿ:2103=B0438ÿ2BG327,2-44 ÿÿK21ÿL393-ÿ.3-<,-3ÿ:,3,701+ÿ2BG3272149ÿ
5;2ÿ:0+ÿB3ÿ27;315,43ÿ;2-210B33ÿ0-8ÿ32+03ÿ4238,314ÿ+37ÿ/333ÿ7;3+ÿ20--27ÿ,-ÿ
.228ÿ22-42,3-236ÿ?*6017,2,*073ÿ,-ÿ0ÿ*017,2<301ÿ5019ÿ;093ÿ-2ÿ83/3-43ÿ,-ÿ7;3ÿ:,3,701+ÿ
G<47,23ÿ4+473:4M ÿ
-/212,-.ÿ2//,231ÿ22:*3,0-23ÿ,-ÿ7;3ÿ305ÿ3-/2123:36-?77ÿ4377,-.ÿ,4ÿ0342ÿ83037ÿ
5,7;ÿ:2
47ÿ/13N<3-73+ÿ7;12<.;ÿ0ÿ107,2-03ÿ2;2,23ÿ:28334 ÿÿH<79ÿ04ÿ8,42<4438ÿ
6
?
O
0B2939 ÿ2,9,3ÿ0-8ÿ21,:,-03ÿ20434ÿ0.0,-47ÿ,-8,9,8<03ÿ*23,23ÿ:,422-8<27ÿ013ÿ

ÿ
5,7;ÿ.130731ÿ22::<-,7+ÿ33.03ÿ22:*3,0-23PQÿ@2:ÿ4ÿ@+331ÿRÿF3//13+ÿK0.0-9ÿSTUÿÿVWXY
Zÿ[\ÿÿ]W^ÿ_^Wÿ\ÿ]^ÿ̀T\ÿVXUÿÿa\XÿVUUb9ÿOÿcd!cÿe@$@ÿF4ÿ>!E4ÿ#4ÿ
J9ÿJ6fJ7ÿg Pÿg3C*30,-,-.ÿ7;07ÿ*32*33ÿL2B3+ÿ7;3ÿ305ÿB320<43ÿ7;3+ÿ9,35ÿ,7ÿ04ÿ33.,7,:073ÿ0-8ÿB3=
20<43ÿ,7ÿL3C*134434ÿ:2103ÿ0-8ÿ422,03ÿ-21:4ÿ7;07ÿ013ÿ5,833+ÿ;338MP4ÿÿ
ÿ6?4ÿhÿ@+331ÿRÿF02I42-9ÿWXÿ-273ÿ79ÿ07ÿ f 4ÿÿ
ÿ6?4ÿhÿ$1:022479ÿWXÿ-273ÿ69ÿ07ÿ7if ÿg3C*30,-,-.ÿ7;07ÿ,-8,9,8<03ÿ2BG327214ÿ013ÿ.3-31033+ÿ
0-03+638ÿ<4,-.ÿ0ÿ23044,203ÿ:2833ÿ2/ÿ107,2-03ÿ2;2,23P4ÿÿ
ÿ6?4ÿhÿ#,**:0-9ÿWXÿ-273ÿ 9ÿ07ÿJ?f64ÿ
ÿ6?4ÿhÿ$9,10:9ÿWXÿ-273ÿJO9ÿ07ÿ6iQÿE38,-09ÿWXÿ-273ÿ 79ÿ07ÿ?74ÿ
ÿ6?J4ÿhÿE02I3+9ÿWXÿ-273ÿ 79ÿ07ÿJfJQÿd4ÿ071,2Iÿe533-3+9ÿh^jÿVÿklY
Zÿa\ÿ]X^ÿmX^ÿn^Xjÿÿo^^T9ÿÿ#cp4ÿ#4$4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ J9ÿ 6ÿg?OPÿgLd,4721,2033+9ÿ
7;3ÿ1322.-,638ÿ.12<-8ÿ/21ÿ3C3:*7,2-ÿ/12:ÿ22:*<3421+ÿ:,3,701+ÿ4319,23ÿ,-ÿ7;,4ÿ22<-71+ÿ504ÿ7;07ÿ2/ÿ
133,.,2<4ÿB33,3/4MP4ÿÿ
ÿ6?64ÿE<182<.;9ÿWXÿ-273ÿO9ÿ07ÿ74ÿ
ÿ6?74ÿhÿ$1:022479ÿWXÿ-273ÿ69ÿ07ÿ7i4ÿ
ÿ6?O4ÿhÿWXÿ-2734ÿ?f 6ÿ0-8ÿ0222:*0-+,-.ÿ73C74ÿ
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)*++2,ÿ-)ÿ./2019ÿ2-33-/435ÿ52ÿ,-)9ÿ*)2ÿ.15ÿ*ÿ6-)-646ÿ7*+ÿ32+ÿ/2603-*)5ÿ718*9:
-2+46;<ÿÿ=*)>ÿ8*91ÿ.4??1.512ÿ58*5ÿ-60*+5-*3ÿ245.-21ÿ*?1)/-1.9ÿ.4/8ÿ*.ÿ*)ÿ26:
742.6*)ÿ2+ÿ/-5-@1)ÿ+19-1,ÿ0*)139ÿ,2432ÿ6+;1.2391ÿ581ÿ/2)33-/5.ÿ23ÿ-)51+1.5ÿ-)81+:
1)5ÿ-)ÿ6*)>ÿ-)51+)*3ÿ*33*-+.ÿ210*+561)5.4 ÿÿA8-.ÿ,2432ÿ31*2ÿ52ÿ62+1ÿ582+24?8ÿ
-)91.5-?*5-2).ÿ*)2ÿ581ÿ*7-3-5>ÿ65;2;ÿ0-1+/1ÿ581ÿB/221ÿ23ÿ.-31)/1Cÿ233-/1+.ÿ6-?85ÿ
16032>ÿ52ÿ0+251/5ÿ581-+ÿ011+.4 ÿÿD45ÿ26742.6*)ÿ*)2ÿ/-5-@1)ÿ+19-1,ÿ0*)13.9ÿ
,8-/8ÿ*+1ÿ)2,ÿ0+19*31)5ÿ-)ÿ*ÿ3*+?1ÿ6*E2+-5>ÿ23ÿ023-/1ÿ210*+561)5.ÿ-)ÿ6*E2+ÿ
F4G4ÿ/-5-1.9ÿ8*91ÿ)25ÿ7117)ÿ,133ÿ+1/1-912ÿ7>ÿ023-/1ÿ.4.0-/-24.ÿ23ÿ581-+ÿ625-91.ÿ
*)2ÿ2-./-03-)*+>ÿ-)51)54 ÿÿ$22-5-2)*33>9ÿ71/*4.1ÿ581.1ÿ+19-1,ÿ0*)13.ÿ2351)ÿ
322Hÿ-)52ÿ.01/-3-/ÿ-).5*)/1.ÿ23ÿ6-./2)724/59ÿ581>ÿ3*-3ÿ52ÿ*22+1..ÿ.>.516-/9ÿ2+:
?*)-@*5-2)*3ÿ-..41.ÿ-)ÿ)112ÿ23ÿ+132+64 ÿÿ*581+ÿ58*)ÿ0+26251ÿB81*358>ÿ2+?*):
-@*5-2)*3ÿ)2+6.9Cÿ-)51+)*3ÿ*)2ÿ1I51+)*3ÿ+19-1,ÿ61/8*)-.6.ÿ/2).-.51)53>ÿ322Hÿ
*5ÿ023-/1ÿ6-./2)24/5ÿ3+26ÿ*ÿ04)-5-91ÿ01+.01/5-9147 ÿÿA81>ÿ8*91ÿ71IJ01+-1)/12ÿ
3-6-512ÿ.4//1..ÿ71/*4.1ÿ581>ÿ22ÿ)25ÿ5*H1ÿ*ÿ+132+6*5-91ÿ*00+2*/84 ÿ
1/*33ÿ58*5ÿ-)ÿ581ÿ/2+02+*51ÿ/2)51I59ÿ8-?8ÿ0+23-31ÿ*//24)5-)?ÿ*)2ÿ-)91.5-)?ÿ
./*)2*3.ÿ+17.463512ÿ-)ÿ581ÿ1)*/561)5ÿ23ÿ581ÿG*+7*)1.:KI31>ÿ$/5ÿ*)2ÿ581ÿ222:
L+*)Hÿ$/5747 ÿÿA81.1ÿ,1+1ÿ-)51)212ÿ52ÿ0+191)5ÿ*??+1..-919ÿ4)158-/*3ÿ/2+02+*51ÿ
0+*/5-/1.4 ÿÿG5-339ÿ581.1ÿ1I51+)*3ÿ+1?43*52+>ÿ61/8*)-.6.ÿ,1+1ÿ-).433-/-1)5ÿ52ÿ
0+191)5ÿ581ÿ%133.ÿL*+?2ÿ./*)2*39ÿ,81+1ÿ16032>11.ÿ04.812ÿ52ÿ/+1*51ÿ291+ÿ5,2ÿ
6-33-2)ÿ3*H1ÿ*//24)5.ÿ-)ÿ2+21+ÿ52ÿ722.5ÿ0+23-5.47Mÿ
!)51+)*3ÿ291+.-?85ÿ8*.ÿ711)ÿ615ÿ,-58ÿ6-I12ÿ+19-1,.ÿ*.ÿ,13347<ÿÿ=2.5ÿ02:
3-/1ÿ210*+561)5.ÿ-)/2+02+*51ÿ.261ÿ32+6ÿ23ÿ-)51+)*3ÿ+19-1,ÿ23ÿ023-/1ÿ6-./2):
24/547 ÿ!)51+)*3ÿ*33*-+.ÿ210*+561)5.9ÿ82,191+9ÿ8*91ÿ)2ÿ1I51+)*3ÿ291+.-?859ÿ*)2ÿ
ÿ
ÿ6;<4ÿNÿ$+6*/2.59ÿOPÿ)251ÿ69ÿ*5ÿ6MM4ÿÿ
ÿ6;4ÿNÿGQK#"!RQÿSÿLTL9ÿ.40+*ÿ)251ÿJ9ÿ*5ÿ U6Vÿ$+6*/2.59ÿOPÿ)251ÿ69ÿ*5ÿ7J4ÿ
ÿ6;;4ÿNÿ$+6*/2.59ÿOPÿ)251ÿ69ÿ*5ÿ6764ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿNÿWÿ*5ÿ7JU64ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿNÿWÿ*5ÿ76ÿXB*+53>ÿ241ÿ52ÿ581-+ÿ-)/-21)5:.01/-3-/ÿ2+-?-).9ÿ6*)>ÿ/-9-3-*)ÿ+19-1,ÿ72*+2.ÿ3*-3ÿ
52ÿ5*H1ÿ581ÿ*22-5-2)*3ÿ.510.ÿ23ÿ*)*3>@-)?ÿ581ÿ023-/-1.ÿ58*5ÿ6*>ÿ8*91ÿ312ÿ52ÿ581ÿ-)/-21)5.9ÿ-21)5-3>-)?ÿ
0*551+).ÿ23ÿ.-6-3*+ÿ/2)24/59ÿ*)2ÿ*.H-)?ÿ,8*5ÿ/2432ÿ71ÿ22)1ÿ52ÿ0+191)5ÿ.4/8ÿ-)/-21)5.ÿ-)ÿ581ÿ3454+14CY4ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿNÿWÿ*5ÿ764ÿ
ÿ7J4ÿNÿWÿXBK)1ÿ23ÿ581ÿ0+-6*+>ÿ-6012-61)5.ÿ52ÿ581-+ÿ1331/5-91)1..ÿ-.ÿ58*5ÿ581.1ÿ61/8*)-.6.ÿ8*91ÿ
*ÿZ34)2*61)5*33>ÿ04)-5-91ÿ2+-1)5*5-2)9[ÿ+*581+ÿ58*)ÿ*ÿ+132+6*5-91ÿ2)14CÿX3225)251ÿ26-5512YY4ÿ
ÿ764ÿNÿOPÿ)251ÿ
.ÿ ;U ÿ*)2ÿ*//260*)>-)?ÿ51I54ÿ
ÿ774ÿNÿ\28)ÿR4ÿR2*51.ÿ!19ÿ]^ÿ_`ÿÿaPbÿcÿ^ÿNPdef`ÿg9ÿ ÿ\4ÿRK"4ÿG4ÿ
;9ÿ;ÿX <Y4ÿÿ
ÿ7M4ÿNÿOPÿ)251.ÿ U;ÿ*)2ÿ*//260*)>-)?ÿ51I54ÿ
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61*9/325326239WTÿd./2ÿd20049ÿ\ÿeÿÿZQÿ]ÿ\]^^_Qÿ\]ÿRfÿgQÿRhÿÿZÿ
]ÿZQ9ÿ?XÿIb"1D$?!b"ÿVJ.4ÿ 9ÿ 79ÿN8Nÿ$JW9ÿ1//,8ii/12-20;239./*204-2+i62=022<=/2=
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*+,7-ÿ:./021-2342/-ÿ2+42ÿ3/1,/12ÿ345-ÿ641ÿ-20/2,0/-ÿ7/1/342/ÿ3/--ÿ63,0,1438
,294 ÿÿ*+/ÿ3/4-21ÿ;23ÿ2+,-ÿ,-ÿ4ÿ</+4=,2343ÿ21/>5+/1ÿ-?<23.,142/-ÿ43/ÿ23/42/.ÿ
;4,339ÿ41.ÿ+4=/ÿ4ÿ=2,6/9ÿ2+/9ÿ=,/5ÿ23741,@42,2143ÿ462,21-ÿ4-ÿ3/7,2,042/9ÿ5+,6+ÿ
/162?347/-ÿ2=7/A3433ÿ6200,20/12ÿ22ÿ2+/ÿ23741,@42,21ÿ41.ÿ,12/3143,@42,21ÿ2;ÿ
-+43/.ÿ=43?/-4 ÿ
%+42ÿ42ÿ;,3-2ÿ-//0-ÿ3,B/ÿ4ÿ327,643ÿ62163?-,21ÿ5,2+ÿ3/743.ÿ22ÿC?1,-+0/12ÿ
41.ÿ620C3,416/ÿ2;2/1ÿ.2/-ÿ122ÿ5,2+-241.ÿ632-/3ÿ-63?2,194ÿÿD23ÿ/E40C3/9ÿ,1ÿ2+/ÿ
6212/E2ÿ2;ÿ-/3/62,=/ÿ621-6,/12,2?-ÿ2<F/6223-9ÿ437?0/12-ÿ2+42ÿ2<F/6223-ÿ?1./38
0,1/ÿ722.ÿ23./3ÿ41.ÿ.,-6,C3,1/ÿ41.ÿ62?3.7ÿ.A/23,0/124339ÿ,0C462ÿ-2342/7,6ÿ2<8
F/62,=/-ÿ-,0C39ÿ.2ÿ122ÿ5,2+-241.ÿ-63?2,194 ÿÿD23ÿ21/ÿ2+,179ÿ-?77/-2,21-ÿ2+42ÿ
.,-2</.,/16/ÿ5,33ÿ-C3/4.ÿG3,B/ÿ4ÿ.,-/4-/Hÿ40271A7ÿ2+/ÿ2322C-ÿ41.ÿ,0C462ÿ3/4.,8
1/--ÿ43/ÿ122ÿ-?CC232/.ÿ<9ÿ/0C,3,643ÿ/=,./16/4 ÿÿ!1ÿ;4629ÿ2+/ÿ62123439ÿ049ÿ</ÿ
23?/47AAÿÿI2+1ÿ453-ÿ122/.ÿ2+42ÿ621-6,/12,2?-ÿ2<F/62,21ÿG12ÿ023/ÿ6+433/17/-ÿ
2+/ÿ-242/J-ÿ4?2+23,29ÿ2+41ÿ2+/ÿ6/3,<469ÿ2;ÿC3,/-2-ÿ6+433/17/-ÿ2+/ÿ-4162,29ÿ2;ÿ0438
3,47/4H7A6ÿÿD?32+/3023/9ÿ2+/3/ÿ,-ÿ12ÿ/=,./16/ÿ-?77/-2,17ÿ2+42ÿ2+/ÿ0,3,2439ÿ5,33ÿ
</ÿ?14<3/ÿ22ÿ;,33ÿ,2-ÿ<7,A373/2-ÿ,;ÿ2+/3/ÿ,-ÿ4ÿC/30,--,=/ÿ4CC3246+ÿ22ÿ-/3/62,=/ÿ6218
-6,/12,2?-ÿ2<F/62,214 ÿÿ$ÿI?-2ÿ%43ÿ2+/23,-29ÿK,6+4/3ÿ%43@/39ÿ;340/.ÿ2+/ÿ,--?/ÿ
<9ÿ-242,179ÿG*+/ÿ-242/ÿ641ÿ43549-ÿ;,1.ÿ22+/3ÿ-/3=412-4H7ALÿ
$32+2?7+ÿ3/3,7,2?-8ÿ41.ÿ023438<4-/.ÿ.,-2</.,/16/ÿ-/3=/-ÿ4-ÿ4ÿC22/12ÿ
-90<239ÿ2+/3/ÿ+47-Aÿ1M/=/3ÿ<//1ÿ-2ÿ0?6+ÿ4-ÿ22ÿ64?-/ÿ4ÿ3/43ÿ2+3/42ÿ22ÿ2+/ÿ3/4.,1/--ÿ
2;ÿ430/.ÿ;236/-4 ÿÿ=/1ÿ,1ÿ2+/ÿ6212/E2ÿ2;ÿ-23217ÿC?<3,6ÿ2CC2-,2,21ÿ22ÿ%233.ÿ
ÿ
C322/6282+/85+,-23/<325/3-85+28-4=/82?38-B,1-8<?28C4982+/8C3,6/86LA7ÿNG0%+,-23/<325/3-ÿ641ÿ43-2ÿ
-4=/ÿ620C41,/-ÿ41.ÿ23741,-42,21-ÿ0-,6ÿ-20/ÿ-/3,2?-ÿ64-+4HO4ÿ
ÿ7:4ÿPÿ041?/34ÿQ43<21434ÿ/2ÿ4349ÿRSÿTUÿÿVWWXWÿYZ[9ÿAÿ!"*J#ÿ14ÿ#4ÿ\ÿQ]"4ÿ
79ÿ:MÿN OÿN62163?.,17ÿ2+42ÿ023/ÿ3/1,/12ÿ345-ÿ3/.?6/ÿC322/-29ÿ-+,;2,17ÿ2+/ÿ-26,43ÿ1230ÿG22543.-ÿ
21/ÿ3/--ÿ-?CC232,=/ÿ2;ÿ=,234223-9Hÿ41.ÿ2+429ÿ,;ÿ2+,-ÿ-+,;2ÿG,-ÿ-?;;,6,/1239ÿ+,7+9Hÿ,2ÿ049ÿ3/.?6/ÿ=,2342,21-ÿ
2;ÿ2+/ÿ345O4ÿÿ
ÿ7A4ÿPÿ^34.;23.ÿ/2ÿ4349ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ79ÿ42ÿM7`MLÿNG%+/1ÿ6,2,@/1-ÿ3/6271,@/ÿ2+/ÿ3/7,2,0469ÿ2;ÿ41ÿ
,1-2,2?2,219ÿ2+/9ÿ</3,/=/ÿ2+42ÿ2+/ÿ,1-2,2?2,21ÿ+4-ÿ2+/ÿ3,7+2ÿ22ÿC3/-63,</ÿ41.ÿ/1;236/ÿ4CC32C3,42/ÿ</+4=,23ÿ
41.ÿ2+/9ÿ;//3ÿ4ÿ6233/-C21.,17ÿ.?29ÿ22ÿ<3,17ÿ2+/,3ÿ</+4=,23ÿ,1ÿ3,1/ÿ5,2+ÿ2+42ÿ5+,6+ÿ,-ÿ/EC/62/.4HO4ÿ
ÿ7A4ÿPÿaZÿ122/-ÿ7A`Lÿ41.ÿ46620C419,17ÿ2/E24ÿ
ÿ7A4ÿPbÿcXc9ÿ#43-/1ÿ\ÿd/--9ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ 79ÿ42ÿM ÿNC32=,.,17ÿ12ÿ-?CC232,17ÿ.424ÿ23ÿ/0C,3,643ÿ
/=,./16/OeÿK46B/99ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ 79ÿ42ÿ6ÿ14 LÿN6,2,17ÿ4ÿf2=/310/12ÿ$662?124<,3,29ÿ];;,6/ÿ3/C232ÿ
;,1.,17ÿG2+42ÿ</25//1ÿ ÿ41.ÿ Lÿ2+/3/ÿ5/3/ÿ2139ÿ67ÿ4CC3,642,21-ÿ-?<0,22/.ÿ;320ÿ4CC32E,042/39ÿ
4Aÿ0,33,21ÿ-/3=,6/0/0</3-ÿ,1ÿ2+/ÿ/12,3/ÿg4h4ÿ$30/.ÿD236/-HO4ÿ
ÿ7AA4ÿPÿK46B/99ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ 79ÿ42ÿ6eÿaZÿ122/-ÿ7AM86ÿ41.ÿ46620C419,17ÿ2/E24ÿ
ÿ7A64ÿ$%#h9ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ669ÿ42ÿAA74ÿ
ÿ7A74ÿPÿK46B/99ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ 79ÿ42ÿ64ÿ
ÿ7AL4ÿK!Qd$#ÿ%$#i9ÿ]^#!f$*!]"h8ÿhh$jhÿ]"ÿ !h]^ !"Q9ÿ%$9ÿ$" ÿQ!*!i"hd!ÿALÿ
N:MO4ÿ
ÿ7AM4ÿPÿK46B/99ÿ_Zÿ122/ÿ 79ÿ42ÿ6ÿN122,17ÿ2+/ÿ437?0/129ÿ,1ÿ;4=23ÿ2;ÿ621-6,/12,2?-ÿ2<F/62,219ÿ
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%*+ÿ!9ÿ,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ2340,12+.ÿ5*60ÿ27ÿ2-38ÿ4 9:ÿ2;ÿ*33ÿ50-ÿ+0<2/+06ÿ12ÿ
+0=/.10+ÿ;2+ÿ5/3/1*+8ÿ.0+>/,0479ÿÿ!-ÿ%2+36ÿ%*+ÿ!!799ÿ?42.1ÿ4 ?:ÿ2;ÿ*33ÿ50-ÿ+0@
<2/+06ÿ12ÿ+0=/.10+ÿA0+0ÿ,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ2340,12+.4 ÿÿBC/.ÿ7*110+-D+03*1/>038ÿ
;0Aÿ2340,12+.ÿ,257*+06ÿ12ÿ1C0ÿ-2530+ÿ2;ÿ6+*;100.ÿ*-6ÿ.0+>/,0ÿ50530+.D70+@
./.106ÿ1C+22=C221ÿ$50+/,*-ÿ,2-;3/,1.ÿ/-ÿ1C0ÿ1A0-1/01Cÿ*-6ÿ1A0-18@;/+.1ÿ,0-12@
+/0.9ÿA/1Cÿ*ÿ-21*330ÿ.7/E0ÿ62+/-=ÿ1/01-*5476ÿÿ!-ÿ1C0ÿ80*+ÿ/-,326/-=ÿF70+*1/2-ÿ
0.0+1ÿGC/036H0.0+1ÿG12+5D1C0ÿ;/+.1ÿ5*42+ÿI4G4ÿ,2-;3/,1ÿA/1Cÿ*-ÿ*33@>232-@
100+ÿ5/3/1*+8ÿ;2+,0D52+0ÿ*773/,*1/2-.ÿA0+0ÿ*77+2>06ÿ1C*-ÿ6/.*77+2>06476ÿÿ
J0F21ÿ2;ÿ6K9ÿ*773/,*1/2-.ÿ+0,0/>069ÿKÿA0+0ÿ*77+2>06ÿ*-6ÿ 9ÿA0+0ÿ6/.*7@
7+2>064L76ÿÿM+25ÿ ÿ1C+22=Cÿ N9ÿ62+/-=ÿ1C0ÿC0/=C1ÿ2;ÿ1C0ÿO323*3ÿ%*+ÿ2-ÿ
B0++2+9ÿ1C0ÿ*7+650
6ÿ.0+>/,0.ÿ7+2,0..06ÿ67ÿ*773/,*1/2-.ÿ;2+ÿ,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ23@
9
40,12+ÿ.1*12.4 ÿÿBC*1ÿ-2530+ÿ/.ÿ.1*1/.1/,*338ÿ/-./=-/;/,*-1ÿ,257*+06ÿ12ÿ1C0ÿ49ÿ
5/33/2-ÿ50530+.ÿ2;ÿ1C0ÿ*+506ÿ;2+,0.ÿ*1ÿ1C0ÿ1/504766ÿ
BC0+0ÿ/.ÿ72../338ÿ3/1130ÿ71627ÿ-2ÿ/57*,1ÿ2-ÿ0/1C0+ÿ1C0ÿ2-/1ÿ2+ÿ52+*30ÿAC0-ÿ
2340,12+.ÿ*+0ÿ*332A06ÿ12ÿ=2746N ÿÿP2A0>0+9ÿ1C0+0ÿ/.ÿ7210-1/*3ÿ,2-,0+-ÿAC0-ÿ23@
40,12+.ÿ*+0ÿ+0<2/+06ÿ12ÿ.1*84 ÿÿ$,,2+6/-=ÿ12ÿ2-0ÿ,2550-1*12+9ÿJ0G/-,0+0ÿ,2-@
ÿ
1C*1ÿJ2340,12+.ÿC*>0ÿ3/1130ÿ/57*,1ÿ2-ÿ5/3/1*+8ÿ270+*1/2-.ÿ30,*2.0ÿ1C0+0ÿ*+0ÿ.2ÿ;0Aÿ*773/,*-1.LQ4ÿ
ÿ794ÿR/,C*03ÿG4ÿ"0/30+=9ÿSÿTUV9ÿ!WB!F"$XÿFMÿ$R4ÿP!GB49ÿC1178HHAAA40-,8,32ÿ
706/*4,25H.2,/*3@.,/0-,0.@*-6@3*AH723/1/,*3@.,/0-,0@*-6@=2>0+-50-1H723/1/,*3@.,/0-,0@10+5.@*-6@
,2-,071.@6ÿY3*.1ÿ>/./106ÿF,14ÿ 9ÿ KQ4ÿ
ÿ79?4ÿZ4ÿ
ÿ764ÿ[ÿ\FP"9ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 79ÿ*1ÿ?9ÿY.1*1/-=ÿ1C*19ÿ/-ÿ?K9ÿ52+0ÿ,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ2340,1/2-ÿ0^057@
1/2-.ÿA0+0ÿ=+*-106ÿ1C*-ÿ/-6/>/62*3.ÿA0+0ÿ/-62,106ÿ/-ÿ12ÿ1C0ÿ5/3/1*+8Q4ÿ
ÿ764ÿ#*+.0-ÿ_ÿP0..9ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 79ÿ*1ÿK ÿ̀ÿaÿI4G4ÿOF1bBÿ$WWFI"B$c!#!BXÿFMM!W9ÿ
WF"GW!"B!FIGÿFcdWBFG8ÿ"IRcÿFMÿ$#!W$B!F"GÿR$!" ÿGR$##ÿ I!"OÿBPÿG!$"ÿ
OI#Mÿ%$ÿY"2>4ÿ?9ÿ??9Q4ÿ
ÿ764ÿ#*+.0-ÿ_ÿP0..9ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 79ÿ*1ÿK 4ÿ
ÿ7694ÿI4G4ÿOF1bBÿ$WWFI"B$c!#!BXÿFMM!W9ÿR!#!B$XÿGF""#8ÿ"IRcÿFMÿMFR$##Xÿ
FB ÿ$#!W$B!F"GÿMFÿWF"GW!"B!FIGÿFcdWBFGÿ!GÿGR$##ÿ9ÿYG0714ÿ 9ÿ KQÿ0C0+0/-*;10+ÿ
O$FÿR!#!B$XÿGF""#ÿFBÿ̀R*,E089ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 79ÿ*1ÿ6ÿ-4 Nÿ̀d*50.9ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ7664ÿO$FÿR!#!B$XÿGF""#ÿFB9ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ7699ÿ*1ÿ9e6ÿYJ0BC/.ÿ-2530+ÿ/.ÿ.5*33ÿ+03*1/>0ÿ
12ÿ1C0ÿ$+506ÿM2+,0b.ÿ121*3ÿ;2+,0ÿ2;ÿ*77+2^/5*1038ÿ49ÿ5/33/2-ÿ.0+>/,050530+.4LQ4ÿ
ÿ7674ÿ[ÿF./039ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ?9ÿ*1ÿ ?NÿY23.0+>/-=ÿ1C*1ÿ1C0ÿ1+*6/1/2-*3/.1.bÿ*+=250-1ÿ1C*1ÿ*332A/-=ÿ
,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ2340,1/2-ÿJA2236ÿ-0,0..*+/38ÿ30*6ÿ12ÿ*ÿ3+0*E62A-ÿ2;ÿ=226ÿ2+60+ÿ*-6ÿ6/.,/73/-09ÿ*-6ÿ*ÿ
+0.231/-=ÿ7*+*60ÿ2;ÿC2++2+.Lÿ/.ÿ.0+/22.38ÿA0*E0-06ÿ38ÿ1C0ÿ;*,1ÿ1C*1ÿ/1ÿC*.ÿ-0>0+ÿC*770-06Q4ÿÿ
ÿ76N4ÿ[ÿR*,E089ÿ]Vÿ-210ÿ 79ÿ*1ÿ6ÿYJ0M2+,/-=ÿ*ÿ,2-.,/0-1/22.ÿ2340,12+ÿ12ÿ,2-1/-20ÿ70+;2+5/-=ÿ
5/3/1*+8ÿ.0+>/,0ÿ,*-ÿC*>0ÿ6/+0ÿ,2-.0<20-,0.ÿ-21ÿ2-38ÿ;2+ÿ1C0ÿ/-6/>/62*39ÿ321ÿ;2+ÿC/.ÿ0-1/+0ÿ5/3/1*+8ÿ
2-/14LQ4ÿ
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*+,-./,20*ÿ212-+/23*ÿ*-34,.5ÿ,.ÿ/6-ÿ7,3,/839ÿ0+203:ÿ:-538:-ÿ+2718/ÿ-;;-+/,4-<
.-**ÿ:03,.5ÿ7,3,/839ÿ2=-38/,2.*4>76?ÿÿ$::,/,2.83399ÿ/6-9ÿ+80*-ÿ/6-ÿ524-3.7-./ÿ
/6-ÿ6-8:8+6-ÿ2;ÿ:-42/,.5ÿ3-*203+-*ÿ/2ÿ8:7,.,*/38/,4-ÿ23ÿ-4-.ÿ+3,7,.83ÿ=32+-<
:03-*ÿ;23ÿ/62*-ÿ@62ÿ3-;0*-ÿ/2ÿ/38,.ÿ23ÿ;,56/476ÿ
A6
-ÿB.,/-:ÿC,.5:27ÿ68*ÿ/8D-.ÿ8ÿ.24-3ÿ8==328+6ÿ/2ÿ/6,*ÿ:,3-778ÿ;23ÿ:-+<
7
6
E
8:-*4 ÿÿ$72.5ÿ3,1-383ÿ:-72+38/,+ÿ*/8/-*9ÿ,/ÿ,*ÿ/6-ÿ+32*-*/ÿ/2ÿ3-+25.,F77,.5ÿ*-<
3-+/,4-ÿ+2.*+,-./,20*ÿ212-+/,2.ÿ;23ÿ4230./--3ÿ;23+-*9ÿ831-,/ÿ,.:,3-+/394 ÿÿA6-ÿ
G3,/,*6ÿ$379ÿ68*ÿ/@2ÿ=3,7839ÿ3-8*2.*ÿ;23ÿ/67,7*477ÿÿA6-ÿ;,3*/ÿ,*ÿ/2ÿ842,:ÿ5-//,.5ÿ
:38@.ÿ,./2ÿ3,/,58/,.5ÿ*27-2.-H*ÿ+2.*+,-.+- I8ÿ:,;;,+03/9ÿ3-*203+-<:38,.,.5ÿ
/8*D477JÿÿA6-ÿ*-+2.:ÿ,*ÿ/2ÿ*=78763-ÿ/6-ÿ524-3.7-./ÿ0.:0-ÿ-718338**7-./ÿ8.:K23ÿ
6837ÿ/2ÿ7,3,/839ÿ3-8:,.-**4 ÿÿ!;ÿ/6-ÿ*/8/-ÿ*--D*ÿ5737-78/-3ÿ+27=3,8.+-ÿ;327ÿ,/*ÿ
*23:,-3*ÿL23ÿ723-ÿ4230./--3*ÿ;23ÿ,/*ÿ7,3,/839ÿ;23+-M9 ÿ1-,.5ÿ*--.ÿ8*ÿ8+/,.5ÿ,.ÿ8ÿ
;8,3ÿ78..-3ÿ@203:ÿ6-3=ÿ,.+3-8*-ÿ/6-ÿ3-5,/,78+9ÿ2;ÿ/6-ÿ524-3.7-./H*ÿ8+/,2.*477Nÿÿ
O8,3ÿ/3-8/7-./ÿ;327ÿ/6-ÿ+,4,3ÿ=-3*=-+/,4-ÿ,.+30:-*ÿ8332@,.5ÿ83/-3.8/,4-ÿ;237*ÿ
2;ÿ*-34,+-9ÿ23ÿ8ÿ:,*+6835-ÿ;23ÿ*23:,-3*ÿ@62ÿ684-ÿ72383ÿ23ÿ3-583ÿ212-+/,2.*ÿ/2ÿ
*=-+,;,+ÿ+2.;3,+/*477?ÿ
A6-3-ÿ,*ÿ83*2ÿ.2ÿ-4,:-.+-ÿ;327ÿ8ÿ*/38/-5,+ÿ=-3*=-+/,4-ÿ/68/ÿ.2.+27=3,8.+-ÿ
68*ÿ*01*/8./,8339ÿ:-/-33-:ÿ7,3,/839ÿ8+/,4,/,-*I38@;03ÿ23ÿ2/6-3@,*-477ÿÿP23-2<
4-39ÿ/6-3-ÿ83-ÿ.2ÿ*,5.*ÿ/68/ÿ@6-.ÿ*23:,-3*ÿ:,*21-9ÿ0.38@;03ÿ23:-3*9ÿ/6-37-7Eÿ,*ÿ8ÿ
+233-38/,.5ÿ,.+3-8*-ÿ,.ÿ2/6-3ÿ*23:,-3*ÿ@,33,.5ÿ/2ÿ:,*21-9ÿ38@;03ÿ23:-3*4 ÿÿ!.ÿ
ÿ
ÿ76?4ÿQRÿ
ÿ764ÿQRÿ
ÿ76E4ÿSÿT4ÿU833ÿO,+8332//89ÿSVWÿXÿYZ[ÿS\ÿ]Vÿ^_ÿQ\`V\9ÿ
ÿ%a"ÿbc# !bÿb$dÿ"c8ÿb#UA!1ÿUc"bU!"A!cBbÿcGTUA!c"ÿ!"ÿAaÿPc "ÿP!#!A$d9ÿe
`_ÿ.2/-ÿ 79ÿ8/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ774ÿQ4ÿ8/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ774ÿQRÿ
ÿ774ÿQ4ÿ8/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ77J4ÿQRÿ8/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ7764ÿQRÿ8/ÿ64ÿ
ÿ7774ÿSÿC-4,.ÿC.2:-339ÿfgÿh_gÿi_\ÿXjÿkÿlmgÿSV_9ÿ%$ÿ!bÿGc!"nÿLT8.4ÿE9ÿ
?M9ÿ6//=*8KK@83,*123,.54+27K/6-<13,/,*6<8379<+8./<;,.:<-.2056<*23:,-3*4ÿ
ÿ77N4ÿSÿO,+8332//89ÿ`_ÿ.2/-ÿ76E9ÿ8/ÿEoEEÿLp0%-ÿ@8./ÿ/2ÿ5,4-ÿ*23:,-3*ÿ8.ÿ20/ÿ@6-.ÿ/6-9ÿ+8..2/ÿ
=83/,+,=8/-ÿ,.ÿ522:ÿ+2.*+,-.+-9ÿ.2/ÿ:,*+20385-ÿ/6-7ÿ;327ÿ*2ÿ:-+,:,.5ÿ23ÿ=0.,*6,.5ÿ/6-7ÿ,;ÿ/6-9ÿ
:24>M4ÿ
ÿ77?4ÿSÿ4ÿ
ÿ774ÿSÿP-:,.89ÿ`_ÿ.2/-ÿ 79ÿ8/ÿ oJ4ÿÿA6,*ÿ,*ÿ=83/,+038339ÿ/30-ÿ,.ÿ/6-ÿ!*38-3,ÿ-;-.*-ÿO23+-9ÿ
@6-3-ÿ/6-ÿ=013,+ÿ-.+20385-*ÿ*23:,-3*ÿ/2ÿ212-+/ÿ/2ÿ=83/,+,=8/,.5ÿ,.ÿ78.,;-*/39ÿ,33-583ÿ8+/,4,/,-*4ÿÿSÿ4ÿ
8/ÿJo64ÿ
ÿ77E4ÿSÿc*,-39ÿ`_ÿ.2/-ÿE9ÿ8/ÿ EN4ÿ
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*+,-ÿ-./ÿ200212-/ÿ21ÿ-34/475ÿÿ62372/31ÿ.+8/ÿ9//:9ÿ+:7ÿ2:ÿ-./ÿ+4-.23;17ÿ5/<0/32/:,/ÿ
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,<8.2+-ÿ2>L,/8.2<9ÿ87,0,ÿ:2+39ÿ>,ÿ-,),0*3ÿ.44,9.*8,3=7ÿG/P2D<.F*>3,ÿ>,<,;.8-47Gÿÿ
2.0-89ÿ.8ÿ*3.D<-ÿ-80*8,D./ÿ50.20.8.,-ÿ:.87ÿ<*8.2<*3ÿ)*3+,-4 ÿÿ$-ÿ9.-/+--,9ÿ*>2),9ÿ
ÿ
ÿ714ÿQÿRÿÿ
ÿ7@4ÿS4ÿ
ÿ7 4ÿQÿRÿ*8ÿ @ÿH60T8+9.,-ÿ2;ÿU4T4ÿ2;;./,0-ÿ/2<9+/8,9ÿ>=ÿ87,ÿ4.3.8*0=ÿ.8-,3;ÿ/2</3+9,ÿ87*8ÿ,87./*3ÿ
>,7*).20ÿ*<9ÿ8,/7<./*3ÿ/245,8,</,ÿ*0,ÿ7.D73=ÿ/200,3*8,99ÿ-24,8.4,-ÿ,),<ÿ.<,380./*>3,4?J4ÿ
ÿ7G4ÿQÿT+<<.,ÿV.3,-9ÿWXÿYÿSZ[\ÿ]\X[ÿ^Z[_ÿ`\aÿÿ]\ÿ
`\ÿXÿb\c9ÿN$14ÿdUT4ÿ14ÿHM*0/7ÿ79ÿ 1J9ÿ7885-8ee7>0420De 1ePe87,E42-8E.45208*<8E
3,*9,0-7.5E/245,8,</.,-E*//209.<DE82E3,*9,0-E*02+<9E87,E:2039ÿH62024ÿ*ÿ<,+02-/.,</,ÿ5,0-5,/8.),9ÿ
4*B.<Dÿ-+0,ÿ87*8ÿ5,253,ÿ;,,3ÿ-*;,ÿ2<ÿ*ÿ9,,5ÿ3,),3ÿ-72+39ÿ>,ÿ*ÿfÿL2>ÿ;20ÿ3,*9,0-4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿA7.-ÿ/245,8,</=ÿ
.-ÿ*33ÿ*>2+8ÿ>,7*).<Dÿ.<ÿ*ÿ:*=ÿ87*8ÿ.-ÿ/2<-.-8,<8ÿ:.87ÿ=2+0ÿ)*3+,-4?J4ÿ
ÿ7G4ÿSRÿ
ÿ7G4ÿQÿRÿH<28.<Dÿ87*8ÿ:7,<ÿ-+>209.<*8,-ÿ92ÿ<28ÿ;,,3ÿ-*;,9ÿ87,=ÿ632-,ÿ*//,--ÿ82ÿ87,ÿ-2/.*3ÿ,<D*D,E
4,<8ÿ-=-8,4ÿ2;ÿ87,ÿ3.4>./ÿ>0*.<ÿ*<9ÿ87,ÿ,3,/+8.),ÿ;+</8.2<ÿ2;ÿ87,ÿ50,;02<8*3ÿ/208,39ÿ.<7.>.8.<Dÿ/0,*8.)E
.8=ÿ*<9ÿ87,ÿ90.),ÿ;20ÿ,3/,33,</,?J4ÿ
ÿ7G4ÿQÿ#+>,339ÿ[\ÿ<28,ÿP79ÿ*8ÿ6PÿH<28.<Dÿ87,ÿ*0D+4,<8-ÿ2;ÿ-+55208ÿ;20ÿ0,/2D<.8.2<ÿ2;ÿ/2<-/.E
,<8.2+-ÿ2>L,/8.2<9ÿ.</3+9.<Dÿ687,ÿ.45208*</,ÿ2;ÿ3.4.8.<Dÿ87,ÿ9,4*<9-ÿ87*8ÿ/2<;3./8ÿ:.87ÿ87,ÿ.<9.).9+*3I-ÿ
/2<-/.,</,gÿ<28ÿ82ÿ/0,*8,ÿ>.88,0ÿ*<9ÿ*3.,<*8,9ÿ/.8.F,<-gÿ/2<-/.,<8.2+-ÿ2>L,/820-ÿ:2+39ÿ4*B,ÿ>*9ÿ-239.,0-ÿ
*<9ÿ9.-8+0>ÿ420*3,ÿ2;ÿ;20/,-gÿ.8ÿ.-ÿ420,ÿ,/2<24./*33=ÿ5029+/8.),ÿ82ÿ9.),08ÿ2>L,/820-ÿ82ÿ*38,0<*8.),ÿ-,0E
)./,ÿ87*<ÿ82ÿ53*/,ÿ87,4ÿ.<ÿ50.-2<gÿ87,ÿ,3.-8,</,ÿ2;ÿ/2<-/.,<8.2+-ÿ2>L,/820-ÿ-,0),-ÿ-2/.,8=ÿ>=ÿ0,4.<9.<Dÿ
2;ÿ87,ÿ.45208*</,ÿ2;ÿ7239.<Dÿ420*3ÿ*<9ÿ-2/.*3ÿ/2<)./8.2<-?J4ÿ
ÿ7GP4ÿQÿRgÿÿcÿ*0.-.ÿ)4ÿ*).9-2<9ÿ67ÿU4T4ÿP69ÿ67ÿHG@JÿH<28.<Dÿ87,ÿ67.-820./ÿ0,-5,/8ÿ.<ÿ87.-ÿ
"*8.2<ÿ;20ÿ)*3.9ÿ/2<-/.,<8.2+-ÿ2>L,/8.2<ÿ82ÿ4.3.8*0=ÿ-,0)./,?J4ÿ
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4ÿ6703+ÿ2/ÿ+,-ÿ827/13+02/ÿ28ÿ9-30:0274ÿ89--12;ÿ3/1ÿ0/<
1-=-/1-/+ÿ+,27:,+4>?6ÿÿ@,04ÿ04ÿ1-;2/4+93+-1ÿ6Aÿ0/B37402/ÿ28ÿB2/4B0-/+0274ÿ
26C-B+29ÿ-D-;=+02/4ÿ0/ÿ+,-ÿ-3930-4+ÿB72?7/4B90=+02/ÿ3354ÿ28ÿ+,-ÿ./02/9ÿ5,0B,ÿ,3E-ÿ
2/3Aÿ-D=3/1-1ÿ0/ÿ4B2=-ÿ2E-9ÿ+0;-4 ÿÿ*0@,-ÿ-D04+-/B-ÿ28ÿB2/4B0-/+0274ÿ26<
C-B+294ÿ4-9E-4ÿ42B0-+Aÿ6Aÿ9-;0/10/:ÿ0$;90B3/4ÿ28ÿ+,-ÿ0;=29+3/B-ÿ28ÿ,2310/:ÿ
04+92/:ÿ;2933ÿ3/1ÿ42B033ÿB2/E0B+02/44>7?Fÿ
2-B2/19ÿ3/1ÿ332/:ÿ40;0339ÿ30/-49ÿ333250/:ÿ4-3-B+0E-ÿ26C-B+02/ÿ30;0+4ÿ+,-ÿ
1-;3/14ÿ+,3+ÿB2/830B+ÿ50+,ÿ3/ÿ0/10E01733G4ÿB2/4B0-/B-47?HÿÿI29ÿ4=-B080Bÿ26C-B<
+2949ÿ+,04ÿ3E-9+4ÿ+,-ÿ=2+-/+033ÿ829ÿ;2933ÿ,39;J-7/?:3:0/:ÿ0/ÿB2/17B+ÿ+,-Aÿ1--;ÿ
+2ÿ6-ÿ;29333Aÿ288-/40E-ÿ29ÿ;3/08-4+3Aÿ7/3358734 ÿÿK29-ÿ692313A9ÿ333250/:ÿ829ÿ
10426-10-/B-ÿ0/ÿ+,04ÿB2/+-D+ÿ30;0+4ÿ+,-ÿ330-/3+02/ÿ28ÿB0+0L-/447??ÿÿ%,-/ÿ1044-/+<
-94ÿ39-ÿ9-M709-1ÿ+2ÿ:2ÿ+,927:,ÿ3/ÿ3917274ÿ=92B-44J5,-+,-9ÿ6Aÿ+9033ÿ29ÿ31;0/<
04+93+0E-ÿ3B+02/J+,-ÿ:2E-9/;-/+ÿ97/4ÿ+,-ÿ904Nÿ28ÿ;3N0F/:ÿ+,-;ÿ;39+A94ÿ3/1ÿ
:-/-93+0/:ÿ:9-3+-9ÿ2==240+02/ÿ+2ÿ+,-ÿ7/1-93A0/:ÿB2/830B+4 ÿÿ@,04ÿ534ÿB-9+30/3Aÿ
+,-ÿB34-ÿ50+,ÿ#0-7+-/3/+ÿ%3+3139ÿ5,2ÿ:39/-9-1ÿ3/ÿ367/13/B-ÿ28ÿ=7630Bÿ47=<
=29+4F ÿ
I0/333A9ÿ892;ÿ3ÿ=93B+0B33ÿ=-94=-B+0E-9ÿ+,-ÿ:2E-9/;-/+ÿ12-4ÿ/2+ÿ53/+ÿ423<
10-94ÿ0/ÿ+,-ÿ93/N4ÿ5,2ÿ39-ÿ/2+ÿ-E-/ÿ;39:0/333AÿB2;;0++-1ÿ+2ÿ+,-ÿ;04402/4F ÿÿ
O6C-B+294ÿ5,2ÿ39-ÿ829B-1ÿ+2ÿ80:,+ÿ5033ÿ30FN-P3Aÿ;3N-ÿ631ÿ42310-94ÿ3/1ÿ73+0;3+-3Aÿ
,79+ÿ7/0+ÿ3/1ÿ0/10E01733ÿ42310-9ÿ;2933-4 ÿÿ!+ÿ04ÿ/2+ÿ+,-09ÿ3B+4ÿ28ÿ10426-10-/B-ÿ
+,3+ÿ4=9-31ÿ3;2/:ÿ+,-ÿ+922=4Qÿ0+ÿ04ÿ+,-09ÿ+2D0Bÿ3++0+71-4ÿ5,-/ÿ+,-Aÿ39-ÿ829B-1ÿ+2ÿ
ÿ
ÿ7?64ÿK3BN-A9ÿRSÿ/2+-ÿ 79ÿ3+ÿ64ÿ
ÿ7?74ÿTUÿ3+ÿPQÿÿRSÿ/2+-ÿ ?V ÿ3/1ÿ3BB2;=3/A0/:ÿ+-D+4ÿ
ÿ7?F4ÿ#76-339ÿRSÿ/2+-ÿP79ÿ3+ÿ6P4ÿ
ÿ7?H4ÿTUQÿÿW."@!"X@O"9ÿRSÿ/2+-ÿP?P9ÿ3+ÿHÿY104B7440/:ÿ3ÿ42310-9G4ÿB,20B-ÿ6-+5--/ÿ,04ÿB2/<
4B0-/B-ÿ3/1ÿ+,-ÿ:221ÿ28ÿ+,-ÿ4+3+-ÿ3/1ÿE09+7-ÿ28ÿ26-10-/B-ÿ0/ÿ+,-ÿ;030+39AZ4ÿ
ÿ7?4ÿ[ÿK3BN-A9ÿRSÿ/2+-ÿ 79ÿ3+ÿ6ÿY*I29B0/:ÿ40/B-9-ÿB2/4B0-/+0274ÿ26C-B+294ÿ+2ÿ9-;30/ÿ0/ÿ+,-ÿ
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5554+,-:739103/4B2;d52931d HdC3/d6d093M4743ÿY+93BN0/:ÿ=7630Bÿ47==29+ÿ28ÿ#0-7+-/3/+ÿ%3+3139ÿ1-<
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ÿF 4ÿ[ÿUÿ
ÿF 4ÿ[ÿK3BN-A9ÿRSÿ/2+-ÿ 79ÿ3+ÿ6ÿY*0I29B0/:ÿ3ÿB2/4B0-/+0274ÿ26C-B+29ÿ+2ÿB2/+0/7-ÿ=-9829;0/:ÿ
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@AÿBCDÿEÿÿEFFFÿ
H9=.02I.-220:ÿ:3253)ÿ:+*0)ÿ429*ÿ*0*9=,ÿ)*;*32+20=ÿ/2442--*)ÿ4*4>*9:ÿ
-3.0ÿ+502:320=ÿ)2::*0-*9:4ÿÿ83*ÿ>*0*12-:ÿ21ÿ/2442-4*0-ÿ-2ÿ29=.02I.-220.3ÿ;.3<
5*:ÿ.9*ÿ/3*.98ÿ0294ÿ20-*90.32I.-220ÿ-3.-ÿ20/9*.:*:ÿ+232/*ÿ*11*/-2;*70*7::9ÿ/29+2<
9.-*ÿ+92)5/-2;2-,9ÿ/2;23ÿ:*9;2/*9ÿ.0)ÿ-3*ÿ9*.)20*::ÿ21ÿ-3*ÿ4232-.9,4 ÿÿJ5-ÿ326ÿ
/.0ÿ:5/3ÿ/2442-4*0-ÿ-2ÿ29=.02I.-220.3ÿ;.35*:ÿ.0)ÿ-3*ÿ953*ÿ21ÿ3.6ÿ>*ÿ9*.32I*)ÿ
63*0ÿ-3*9*ÿ.9*ÿ:2=0212/.0-ÿ>*3.;229.3ÿ+533:ÿ.6.,ÿ1924ÿ/24+32.0/*Kÿÿ83*ÿ>*<
3.;229.3ÿ:-5)2*:ÿ9*:*.9/3ÿ:5==*:-:ÿ-3.-ÿ20)2;2)5.3:ÿ.9*ÿ429*ÿ32L*3,ÿ-2ÿ2)*0-21,ÿ
62-3ÿ.0ÿ29=.02I.-220.3ÿ=925+ÿ.0)ÿ270M-*90.32I*ÿ-3*ÿ=925+ÿ0294:ÿ63*0ÿ-3*9*ÿ.9*ÿ
20)2/2.ÿ21ÿ1.290*::ÿ.0)ÿ3*=2-24./,4 ÿÿ83*:*ÿ20/35)*8ÿ+92-*/-*)ÿ)2::*0-ÿ4*/3<
.02:4:9ÿ.0ÿ2+-220ÿ129ÿ.3-*90.-2;*ÿ:*9;2/*9ÿ.0)ÿ.ÿ)*420:-9.>3*ÿ.++9.2:.3ÿ+92/*::ÿ
21ÿ29=.02I.-220.3ÿ/20)5/-47 ÿ
4ÿ 2::*0-ÿN*/3.02:4:ÿ
H9=.02I.-220.37ÿ*P4+32,**:ÿ.9*ÿ429*ÿ32L*3,ÿ-2ÿ/24+3,ÿ62-3ÿ+232/2*:ÿ-3*,ÿ
;2*6ÿ.:ÿ3*=2-24.-*4 7ÿÿ!0/35)*)ÿ20ÿ-3*ÿ+*9/*+-220ÿ21ÿ1.29ÿ-9*.-4*0-ÿ2:ÿ-3*ÿ2+<
+29-502-,ÿ-2ÿ>*ÿ3*.9)4 ÿÿ2::*0-ÿ4*/3.02:4:ÿ+92;2)*ÿ-32:ÿ2++29-502-,ÿ.0)9ÿ.:ÿ
.ÿ9*:53-9ÿ.9*ÿ732L*3,ÿ-2ÿ/20-92>5-*ÿ-2ÿ29=.02I.-220.3ÿ3*=2-24./,ÿ.0)ÿ20)2;2)5.3ÿ
/24+32.0/*4 ÿ
N232-.9,ÿ2112/*9:9ÿ.:ÿ2++2:*)ÿ-2ÿ-3*29ÿ/2;232.0ÿ/250-*9+.9-:9ÿ.9*ÿ02-ÿ.:ÿ
32L*3,ÿ-72ÿ:321-ÿ429.3ÿ9*:+20:2>232-,ÿ129ÿ-3*29ÿ./-220:ÿ-2ÿ-3*ÿ+*9:20ÿ=2;20=ÿ-3*ÿ
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ÿ
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ÿ774ÿ8,3*9ÿVÿJ3.)*99ÿWTÿ02-*ÿ69ÿ.-ÿX7X9ÿX7PYÿÿ$94./2:-ÿWTÿ02-*ÿ69ÿ.-ÿ7 4ÿÿ
ÿ7M4ÿRÿJ9.)129)ÿ*-ÿ.349ÿWTÿ02-*ÿ79ÿ.-ÿM7Yÿ8,3*99ÿWTÿ02-*ÿ7 9ÿ.-ÿX ZX4ÿÿ
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335*.3ÿ3/1ÿ42ÿ12ÿ-2ÿ5,462.4ÿ2<.,:2734,2/4= ÿÿ@.4ÿ625ÿ73/ÿ2+03/,A34,2/-ÿB,4;
,0342ÿ1,-2921,2/72ÿ4634ÿ,-ÿ9246ÿ,/42+/3338ÿ3/1ÿC.93,738ÿ1,-+.C4,:2Dÿ
E231,2+-9ÿ*2+ÿ2F3BC329ÿ73/ÿ3/1ÿB.-4ÿ92ÿ3932ÿ42ÿ46,/Gÿ*2+ÿ462B-23:2-9ÿ/24ÿ
2/38ÿ562/ÿ,4ÿ72B2-ÿ42ÿ,/02/.,48ÿ,/ÿ934432*,231ÿ4374,7-ÿ9.4ÿ33-2ÿ,/ÿ2:33>.364,/0ÿ462ÿ
32033H246,733ÿ/34.+2ÿ2*ÿ-.C2+,2+ÿ2+12+-I,/73.1,/0ÿ2+12+-ÿ42ÿ12C3284 ÿÿ!/ÿ46,-ÿ
-2/-29ÿ462/9ÿ462ÿ2**274,:2/2--ÿ2*ÿ462ÿ3+B21ÿ*2+72-ÿ5,33ÿ/24ÿ-.**2+ÿ,*>ÿ-72+:,72ÿ
B2B92+-ÿ3+2ÿ3**2+121ÿ0+2342+ÿ2CC2+4./,48ÿ42ÿ<.2-4,2/ÿ-.C2+,2+ÿ2+12+-4 ÿJ628ÿ
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325,/0ÿ29K2>74>2+-ÿ42ÿ92ÿ2,462+ÿ623+1ÿ2+ÿB2+2ÿ23-,38ÿ+2323-21ÿ*+2Bÿ462,+ÿ-2+:,72ÿ
293,034,2/-4 ÿ
!/42+/33ÿ1,--2/4ÿB2763/,-B-ÿ-62.31ÿ92ÿ462ÿ/34.+33ÿ*,+-4ÿ-42Cÿ42ÿ+2C2+4,/0ÿ
B,-72/1.74ÿ2+ÿ2FC+2--,/0ÿ1,-30+22B2/4ÿ5,46ÿ2+03/,A34,2/33ÿC23,784>Lÿ!/42+/33ÿ
3**3,+-9ÿ,/:2-4,0342+ÿ02/2+33-9ÿ3/1ÿ2462+ÿ+2C2+4,/0ÿ763//23-ÿ2F,-4ÿ,/ÿB3/8ÿ2+;
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03/,A34,2/ÿ42ÿ311+2--ÿ2BC32822ÿ72/72+/-4> ÿÿ$-ÿB2/4,2/21ÿ,/ÿE274,2/ÿ!!9ÿ462ÿ
M4E4ÿ>P2C3+4B2/4ÿ2*ÿE4342ÿ.4,3,A2-ÿ3ÿ./,<.2ÿ4223ÿG/25/ÿ3-ÿ462ÿN ,--2/4ÿO63/;
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42ÿ2FC+2--ÿ72/-4+.74,:2ÿ1,--2/4ÿ3/1ÿN3>342+/34,:2ÿ:,25-ÿ2/ÿ-.9-43/4,:2ÿ*2+2,0/ÿ
C23,78ÿ,--.2-=ÿ5,462.4ÿ*23+ÿ2*ÿC2/33484 ÿÿJ62ÿ,/42/4ÿ,-ÿ42ÿ-4,B.3342ÿ,//2:34,2/ÿ
3/1ÿ7+234,:>,48ÿ5,46,/ÿ462ÿ2C3+4B2/4ÿ3/19ÿ3,G2389ÿ33-2ÿ42ÿ+21.72ÿ/2034,:2ÿC.9;
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ÿ
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>203/VWÿYTÿ0232/ÿAA9ÿAA7ZAAÿU+,28.6.01ÿ27->+32/ÿ952,2ÿ,2/.10-3.20ÿ-06ÿ23.>.0-3.20ÿ./ÿ-ÿ0242//-,<ÿ
3-/3ÿ,2/2,3V4ÿ
ÿA74ÿRÿSTÿ0232/ÿ7AZ7ÿ-06ÿ-442>+-0<.01ÿ32734ÿÿ
ÿA7G4ÿRÿ[-35-9-<9ÿSTÿ0232ÿ7G4ÿ
ÿAA4ÿH45-,=9ÿSTÿ0232ÿ*9ÿ-3ÿB*4ÿÿ
ÿAA4ÿRÿSTÿ0232/ÿABZAÿ-06ÿ-442>+-0<.01ÿ32734ÿ
ÿAA4ÿRÿYTÿ0232/ÿAA*ZAAÿ-06ÿ-442>+-0<.01ÿ32734ÿÿ
ÿAA*4ÿRÿH329ÿH>.359ÿ\]ÿ^ÿ_ÿ`ÿaÿYÿbÿcdTefÿghhÿYTiÿbÿcdT9ÿ;[ÿ
X$#$"CÿUO434ÿB9ÿ AV9ÿ533+/8jj9994352F-3-042442>j529P4-0P.P123P2D3P2=P352P>.3.3-,<P**7B 4ÿ
ÿAA64ÿRÿkÿ
ÿAA74ÿRÿSTÿ0232/ÿA*GZ6*ÿ-06ÿ-442>+-0<.01ÿ3273ÿU62/4,.F.01ÿ352ÿ-332,0-3.82ÿ/2,8.42ÿ+,28./.209ÿ
95.45ÿ-3329/ÿ=2,ÿ020P42>F-3-03ÿ/2,8.42ÿ2,ÿ4.8.3.-0ÿ92,EV4ÿ
ÿAAA4ÿRÿH329ÿH>.359ÿcdTÿlÿmnmobTh9ÿ;[ÿX$#$"CÿU"284ÿG9ÿ AV9ÿ533+/8jj9994ÿ
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)*+,-+*.ÿ,/3/01+2/ÿ234/0125,ÿ61ÿ1-+,ÿ72+*1ÿ,/52/,ÿ3+113/ÿ8)*01+2*9ÿ21-/5ÿ1-6*ÿ
5/15+3)1+2*ÿ9259ÿ61ÿ1-/ÿ2/5:ÿ3/6,19ÿ1-/ÿ677/656*0/ÿ1-/5/28;4<<=ÿÿ$,ÿ>+,0),,/>ÿ
6322/9ÿ7)*+,-+*.ÿ,23>+/5,ÿ?-2ÿ5/8),/ÿ12ÿ,)77251ÿ0/516+*ÿ02*83+<0<1,ÿ-6,ÿ3+113/ÿ>/@
1/55/*1ÿ/88/01ÿ2*ÿ21-/5,ÿ6*>ÿ+,ÿ6ÿ,+.*+8+06*1ÿ>56+*ÿ2*ÿ5/,2)50/,4 ÿÿA-/5/ÿ+,ÿ63,2ÿ
3+113/ÿ/2+>/*0/ÿ12ÿ,)../,1ÿ1-61ÿ6332?+*.ÿ,/3/01+2/ÿ2<<3C4/0125,ÿ?+33ÿ-62/ÿ6ÿ>/15+@
B/*163ÿ+B7601ÿ2*ÿB2563/ÿ25ÿB+,,+2*ÿ/88/01+2/*/,,4 ÿÿ!1ÿ+,ÿ)*3+D/3:ÿ1-61ÿ6ÿ*2*@
02B73+6*1ÿ,23>+/5ÿ?+33ÿ3/<=ÿ6*ÿ/88/01+2/ÿ8+.-1/59ÿ6*>9ÿ/2/*ÿ?25,/9ÿ,-/ÿ02)3>ÿ601ÿ
2)1ÿ+*ÿ6*ÿ)*36?8)3ÿ?6:4 ÿÿE)51-/59ÿ+*ÿD//7+*.ÿ?+1-ÿ1-/ÿF4G4ÿ156>+1+2*ÿ28ÿ5/@
,7/01+*.ÿ1-/ÿ+*>+2+>)63ÿ5/3+.+2),ÿ6*>ÿB2563ÿ3/3+/8,ÿ28ÿ02*,0+/*1+2),ÿ234/0125,9ÿ
1-/5/ÿ+,ÿ6ÿ-+,125+063ÿ65.)B/*1ÿ12ÿ3/ÿB6>/ÿ825ÿ5/<,=7/01+*.ÿ1-/ÿ+*1/5*63ÿ263)/,ÿ28ÿ
1-/ÿ8/?ÿ,/3/01+2/ÿ234/0125,ÿ?-2ÿ02B/ÿ825?65>4 ÿ
"2*/1-/3/,,9ÿ+1ÿ-65>3:ÿ,//B,ÿ4),1ÿ12ÿ6332?ÿ,2B/2*/ÿ12ÿ2+51)633:ÿ271ÿ2)1ÿ28ÿ
2ÿ63,2ÿ3/3+/2/ÿ1-/:ÿ65/ÿB6D+*.ÿ6ÿB2563ÿ
6ÿ>6*./52),ÿ02*83+019ÿ?-+3/ÿ21-/5,H?<
=
>/0+,+2*H>/732:ÿ12ÿ6ÿ02B361ÿI2*/4 ÿÿF*>/5ÿ1-/,/ÿ0+50)B,16*0/,9ÿ+1ÿ+,ÿ2*3:ÿ
86+5ÿ1-61ÿ6ÿ,23>+/5ÿ?-2ÿ-6,ÿ5/8),/>ÿ633ÿ21-/5ÿ825B,ÿ28ÿ,/52+0/ÿ3/ÿ>+,0-65./>ÿ9+8ÿ
6*ÿ/*3+,1/><ÿ,=J23>+/5;ÿ25ÿ/3+B+*61/>ÿ9+8ÿ6*ÿ288+0/5;ÿ?+1-ÿ6ÿ./*/563ÿ0-65601/5+I61+2*ÿ
28ÿ,/52+0/4 ÿÿA-/5/ÿ+,ÿ6ÿ,20+63ÿ,1+.B6ÿ61160-/>ÿ12ÿ6*:ÿ0-65601/5+I61+2*ÿ28ÿ,/5@
2+0/ÿ3/,+>/,ÿ6*ÿ-2*25633/ÿ>+,0-65./4<=6ÿÿ$3,29ÿ6ÿ./*/563ÿ0<=-765601/5+I61+2*ÿ28ÿ
,/52+0/ÿ3+B+1,ÿ1-/ÿ1:7/ÿ28ÿ/*1+13/B/*1,ÿ626+3633/ÿ12ÿ2/1/56*,4 ÿÿ$ÿ./*/563ÿ0-65@
ÿ
1-/3636*0/402BKB+3+165:@4),1+0/@ @7651@+++@67<C Lÿ2>ÿ2?/5,9ÿMNÿOÿPÿQÿRSTUÿVTSÿ
WXTÿYTZÿ[\ÿÿRSTÿWT\ÿÿ]T9ÿA^ÿ_$#$"`ÿ9E/34ÿJ9ÿ =;9ÿ-117,8KK???41-/ÿ
3636*0/402BK./11+*.@D+0D/>@2)1@28@1-/@B+3+165:@+*223)*165:@>+,0-65./,@JJ7<C<4ÿ
ÿ<<=4ÿWÿ$2+56B9ÿXTÿ*21/ÿJ<9ÿ61ÿ6=Lÿa/>+*69ÿXTÿ*21/ÿ 79ÿ61ÿC74ÿ
ÿ<<4ÿ33*/5ÿ/1ÿ6349ÿXTÿ*21/ÿC9ÿ61ÿ6LÿÿXTÿ*21/ÿJJÿ6*>ÿ6002B76*:+*.ÿ1/b14ÿÿ
ÿ<<C4ÿWÿXTÿG/01+2*ÿ!14_4J4ÿÿ
ÿ<=4ÿWÿa60D/:9ÿXTÿ*21/ÿ 79ÿ61ÿ6ÿ9,161+*.ÿ1-61ÿ1-/ÿ*/.61+2/ÿ02*,/c)/*0/,ÿ28ÿ5/156+*+*.ÿ,+*0/5/ÿ
02*,0+/*1+2),ÿ234/0125,ÿ+*03)>/ÿd>/.56>/>ÿ02B361ÿ/88/01+2/*/,,ÿ>)5+*.ÿB+3+165:ÿ27/561+2*,ÿ6*>ÿ+*@
05/6,/>ÿ05+B+*63ÿ6*>ÿ6>B+*+,1561+2/ÿ7520/>)5/,ÿ825ÿ,/52+0/B/B3/5,ÿ?-2ÿ5/8),/ÿ12ÿ156+*ÿ25ÿ8+.-1e;4ÿ
ÿ<=4ÿWÿXTÿG/01+2*ÿ!!!4$4ÿ
ÿ<=4ÿWÿa60D/:9ÿXTÿ*21/ÿ 79ÿ61ÿ6Jÿ9>+,0),,+*.ÿ1-/ÿ)*86+5*/,,ÿ28ÿ5/c)+5+*.ÿ,2B/ÿ,/52+0/B/B@
3/5,ÿ12ÿ02*1+*)/ÿ,/52+0/ÿ?-+3/ÿ02*,0+/*1+2),ÿ234/0125,ÿ65/ÿ>+,0-65./>;4ÿ
ÿ<=J4ÿWÿXTÿ*21/,ÿ<<7f<<ÿ6*>ÿ6002B76*:+*.ÿ1/b1LÿÿSÿPTÿ*21/,ÿ<=6f=<ÿ6*>ÿ6002B76*:@
+*.ÿ1/b14ÿ
ÿ<=64ÿWÿ2>ÿ2?/5,9ÿgQÿÿÿVTÿh\SÿWXTÿiVhWjÿÿQÿRSTkUÿ[ÿhlÿÿQÿmÿ
RSTÿQTNÿnQTTo9ÿA^ÿ_$#$"`ÿ9"224ÿC9ÿ <;9ÿ-117,8KK???41-/3636*0/402BK/ÿ
*15:@3/2/3@,/76561+2*,@?-61@+,@6*@/3,@JJ7<C<ÿ9/b736+*+*.ÿ1-61ÿ6ÿ./*/563ÿ>+,0-65./ÿd+*>+061/,ÿ1-61ÿ1-/ÿ
7/5,2*ÿ,05/?/>ÿ)7ÿ6*>ÿ.21ÿD+0D/>ÿ2)1ÿ28ÿ1-/ÿB+3+165:e;4ÿ
ÿ<=74ÿWÿJÿ̀4E44ÿpÿ 4C7 ÿ9 C;ÿ9,161+*.ÿ1-61ÿ-2*25633/ÿ>+,0-65./ÿ+,ÿ6B2*.ÿ1-/ÿ36,+0ÿ/3+.+3+3+1:ÿ
5/c)+5/B/*1,ÿ825ÿ/>)061+2*63ÿ6,,+,16*0/9ÿ825ÿ/b6B73/;LÿF4G4ÿ qAÿrEÿA^ÿ$as9ÿtF#$A!r"ÿ<J7@
9ÿ$`A!1ÿ FAsÿ"#!GA ÿ$ a!"!GA$A!1ÿG$$A!r"G9ÿuÿJf<ÿ9 /04ÿC9ÿ <;Lÿ2?/5,9ÿXTÿ
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*+,-./0*,/21ÿ22ÿ3-.4/+-9ÿ,5-19ÿ6.-4-1,3ÿ/13/1+-.-ÿ278-+,2.3ÿ2.29ÿ:18:3,ÿ-1./+5;
9-1,ÿ,5.2:<5ÿ*1ÿ5212?@.?*73-ÿ+5*.*+,-./0*,/21ÿ22ÿ3-.4/+-ÿ*1=ÿ/,3ÿ*++296*1>/1<ÿ
623,;3-.4/+-ÿ7-1-2/,34 ÿ
$ÿ2/1*3ÿ,52:<5,ÿ21ÿ,5-ÿ,.-*,9-1,ÿ22ÿ3-3-+,/4-ÿ278-+,2.3ÿ/3ÿA2.,5ÿ9-1,/21;
/1<9ÿ*1=ÿ/3ÿ.-*=/3>ÿ*663/+*73-ÿ,2ÿ278-+,2.3ÿ/1ÿ2,5-.ÿ=/3+/63/1-34ÿÿ!1ÿ,5-ÿ+:..-?1@@,ÿ
3>3,-9ÿ22.ÿ,.*=/,/21*3ÿ+213+/-1,/2:3ÿ278-+,2.39ÿ,5-.-ÿ/3ÿ*ÿ3+.--1/1<ÿ6.2+-334 ÿÿ
!1ÿ2.=-.ÿ,2ÿ,-3,ÿ,5-ÿ4-.*+/,>ÿ22ÿ,5-ÿ278-+,2.B3ÿ7-3/-239ÿ,5-ÿ3?2@3=/-.ÿ9:3,ÿ7-ÿ/1,-.;
4/-A-=ÿ7>ÿ*ÿ+5*63*/1ÿ*1=ÿ*ÿ7-5*4/2.*3ÿ5-*3,5ÿ36-+/*3/3,4 ÿÿC5-3-ÿ/1,-.4/-A3ÿ
*.-ÿ3:99*./0-=ÿ/1ÿ.-62.,39ÿA5/+5ÿ7-+29-ÿ*ÿ6*.,ÿ22ÿ,5-ÿ+213+/-1,/2:3ÿ278-+,/2?@1Fÿ
6*+D-,ÿ*1=ÿ*.-ÿ:3-=ÿ,2ÿ=-,-.9/1-ÿA5-,5-.ÿ,5-ÿ323=/-.ÿE:*3/2/-3ÿ22.ÿ,5-ÿ3,*,:34 ÿÿ
G2.ÿ,5-ÿ3-3-+,/4-ÿ278-+,2.ÿA52ÿ.-2:3-3ÿ*33ÿ22.93ÿ22ÿ*3,-.1*,/4-ÿ3-.4/+-9ÿ,5/3ÿ
6.2+-33ÿ352:3=ÿ+21,/1:-4ÿ
C5-ÿ-H/,ÿ3+.--1/1<ÿ/1,-.4/-A3ÿ+21=:+,-=ÿ7>ÿ*ÿ+5*63*/1ÿ*1=ÿ*ÿ7-5*4/2.*3ÿ
5-*3,5ÿ36-+/*3/3,I2.ÿ2,5-.ÿ/1=:3,.>;.-3-4*1,ÿ6-.3211-3IA/33ÿ3-.4-ÿ3-4-.*3ÿ
/962.,*1,ÿ*66.*/3*3ÿ2:1+,/2134ÿÿG/.3,9ÿ/,ÿ9/<5,ÿ.-4-*3ÿ,5?*,ÿ,5-.-ÿ*.-ÿ2,5-.ÿ/33:-3ÿ
*,ÿ63*>ÿ2,5-.ÿ,5*1ÿ278-+,/21ÿ,2ÿ*ÿ6*.,/+:3*.ÿ+2123/+,4 ÿÿ!?,ÿ+2:3=ÿ7-ÿ,5*,ÿ,5-ÿ
323=/-.ÿ/3ÿ7-/1<ÿ5*0-=ÿ2.ÿ7:33/-=ÿ*1=ÿ/3ÿ3--D/1<ÿ*ÿA*>ÿ2:,4 ÿÿC5-ÿ:1/,ÿ3-*=-.;
35/6ÿ9/<5,ÿ7-ÿ,2H/+ÿ*1=ÿ,5-ÿ323=/-.ÿ9*>ÿ2--3ÿ,5-.-ÿ/3ÿ12?ÿ2,5-.ÿA*>ÿ,2ÿ3-*4-ÿ,5-ÿ
:1/,ÿ2,5-.ÿ,5*1ÿ,2ÿ2/3-ÿ22.ÿ+213+/-1,/2:3ÿ278-+,2.ÿ3,*,:34 ÿÿ!33:-3ÿ3:+5ÿ*3ÿ,5-3-ÿ
A/33ÿ.-E:/.-ÿ*==/,/21*3ÿ/14-3,/<*,/219ÿ*1=9ÿ/2ÿ5*1=3-=ÿ6.26-.3>9ÿ9/<5,ÿ</4?-Jÿ,5-ÿ
A2:3=;7-ÿ278-+,2.ÿ,5-ÿ+212/=-1+-ÿ,2ÿ+21,/1:-ÿ,2ÿ3-.4-ÿ/1ÿ329-ÿ+*6*+/,>4 ÿ
ÿ

12,-ÿ?@6ÿK3,*,/1<ÿ,5*,ÿL0,523-ÿA52ÿ.-+-/4-ÿ*ÿM<-1-.*3Bÿ=/3+5*.<-ÿ*.-ÿ-3/</73-ÿ22.ÿ923,ÿ4-,-.*1ÿ7-1-2/,39ÿ
-H+-6,ÿ,523-ÿ7-1-2/,3ÿ,5*,ÿ.-E:/.-ÿ*1ÿ5212.*73-ÿ=/3+5*.<-NO4ÿ
ÿ?@?4ÿPÿJÿQ4G44ÿRÿ 4F7 4ÿ
ÿ?@@4ÿPÿS !ÿJ 4?9ÿTUÿ12,-ÿJF9ÿ*,ÿRRÿ64V6464ÿ
ÿ?@4ÿWXÿ*,ÿRÿ644ÿ
ÿ?@F4ÿWXÿ*,ÿRRÿ649ÿ646ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿYZXÿ[:3*1ÿ\4ÿ]-*,52/-3=9ÿ^_ÿÿYÿÿ`ZZaÿ`bÿWUa_cÿYÿÿ`ZZaÿ
`bÿWUa_ÿÿdUÿefÿgUÿ̀hTiÿja9ÿC]ÿk$#$"QÿK[-6,4ÿ79ÿ ?O9ÿ5,,638llAAÿ
A4,5-7*3*1+-4+29l-H/,;/1,-.4/-A;F 4ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿPÿ[,-65-1ÿ\4ÿ]-.1*1=-09ÿmÿnUÿdUoÿZÿniioÿÿ^poÿÿfÿqiU9ÿ
Jÿ\!#4ÿ#4ÿ14ÿ679ÿ6 ÿK 7OÿKL%5/3-ÿ,5-ÿ6.-4*3-1+-ÿ22ÿ5*0/1<ÿ/1ÿ,5-ÿr4[4ÿ\/3/,*.>ÿ/3ÿ:1D12A19ÿ
*1=ÿ12ÿ3,:=/-3ÿ,2ÿ=*,-ÿ5*4-ÿ7--1ÿ+21=:+,-=ÿ*921<3,ÿ,5-ÿ9/3/,*.>ÿ626:3*,/219ÿ3,:=/-3ÿ=21-ÿ21ÿ3/9/3*.ÿ
626:3*,/213ÿ3:<<-3,ÿ,5*,ÿ,5-ÿ6.-4*3-1+-ÿ+2:3=ÿ7-ÿ5/<54NO4ÿ
ÿ? 4ÿPÿQ.*/<ÿ%5/,32+D9ÿsoÿWaoÿsÿÿqiUÿPhÿtfÿsUhÿmaÿ
jU9ÿ%$[]4ÿS[CÿKu*14ÿ 9ÿ 6O9ÿ5,,638llAAA4A*35/1<,21623,4+29lA2.3=l1*,/21*3;3-+:./,>l6-1ÿ
,*<21;/14-3,/<*,/213;62/1,;,2;9/3/,*.>;3>3,-9;,5*,;6.292,-3;*7:3/4-;3-*=-.3l 6l l lJ-7-2;ÿ
@FF; -J;F?-;- 7J67-Jv3,2.>45,93w:,9v,-.9x4-?@+=72 JF=4ÿ
ÿ?J4ÿYZXÿ4-.-,,ÿ[6*/1ÿyÿk2./3ÿz.2>37-.<9ÿq{oÿ̀bÿWUa_ÿY9ÿ]$14ÿkr[4ÿ14ÿK$6.4ÿ
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*+,2-.9ÿ/-ÿ01+ÿ22.+3-ÿ432+.ÿ523,+69ÿ7/01ÿ01+/3ÿ1/81ÿ29+340/2-43ÿ0+2926ÿ
4-.ÿ2:30/93+ÿ.+932;2+-069ÿ/0ÿ,2:3.ÿ<+ÿ0140ÿ01+ÿ623./+3ÿ/6ÿ603:A8683/-8ÿ7/01ÿ260ÿ
=34:240/,ÿ*03+66ÿ/623.+3ÿ>=* ?9ÿ4-@/+0;9ÿ23ÿ.+93+66/2-4 ÿÿ!-ÿ01+ÿ,46+ÿ25ÿ
3/B40+ÿC4--/-89ÿ01+3+ÿ/6ÿ+B/.+-,+ÿ0140ÿ61+ÿ746ÿ+@9+3/+-,/-8ÿ6/8-/5/,A47-0ÿ<+D
14B/2343ÿ1+4301ÿ/66:+6ÿ0140ÿ7+3+ÿ-20ÿ+55+,0/B+3;ÿ./48-26+.ÿ4-.ÿ03+40+.4 ÿÿ@/0ÿ
/-0+3B/+76ÿ7/01ÿ4-ÿ2<E+,0/-8ÿ623./+3ÿ2/810ÿE:60ÿ3+B+43ÿ<+14B/2343ÿ1+4301ÿ,2-D
,+3-6ÿ0140ÿ43+ÿ/-ÿ-++.ÿ25ÿ5:301+3ÿ03+402+-04AAÿ
F/-433;9ÿ+@/0ÿ/-0+3B/+76ÿ25ÿ,2-6,/+-0/2:6ÿ2<E+,0236ÿ6+3B+ÿ46ÿ4ÿ1/6023/,43ÿ
3+,23.ÿ4-.ÿ612A:I3.ÿ<+ÿ3+G:/3+.ÿ3+4./-8ÿ523ÿ6+-/23ÿ2/3/043;ÿ3+4.+36ÿ4-.ÿ,/B/3/4-ÿ
923/,;24H+364 ÿÿ=1+3+ÿ/6ÿB43:+ÿ40ÿ01+ÿ60340+8/,ÿ3+B+3ÿ/-ÿ:-.+3604-./-8ÿ127ÿ
923/,;ÿ/A6ÿ/294,0/-8ÿ01+ÿ22343ÿ7+33D<+/-8ÿ25ÿ01+ÿ623./+36ÿ4-.9ÿ<;ÿ+@0+-6/2-9ÿ
62,/+0;4 ÿÿ%1/3+ÿ01+ÿ4,0/2-6ÿ25ÿ#/+:0+-4-0ÿ%404.4ÿ7+3+ÿ-+B+3ÿ82/-8ÿ02ÿ/-53:D
+-,+ÿ01+ÿ3+6/.+-0ÿ02ÿ7/01.347ÿ032296ÿ5322ÿ!34G9ÿ1/6ÿ,22934/-06J4-.ÿ0126+ÿ
ÿ

A?9ÿ100968KK1<34238K AK6K24H/-8D+@/0D/-0+3B/+76D,2:-0ÿ>5/-./-8ÿ6/2/343ÿ926/0/B+ÿ2:0,22+6ÿ/-ÿ01+ÿ
+2932;+3K+2932;++ÿ,2-0+@0?4ÿÿL!5ÿ.2-+ÿ7+339ÿ4-ÿ0+@/0ÿ/-0+3B/+7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,4-ÿ,4043;M+ÿ3+4.+36Nÿ3/60+-/-8ÿ
6H/3369ÿ3+B+43ÿ7140ÿ.2+6ÿ23ÿ.2+6-N0ÿ723Hÿ/-6/.+ÿ01+ÿ2384-/M40/2-9ÿ04-.ÿ1/813/810ÿ1/..+-ÿ,1433+-8+6ÿ4-.ÿ
299230:-/0/+6ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿ!0ÿ,4-ÿ932220+ÿ+-848+2+-0ÿ4-.ÿ+-14-,+ÿ3+0+-0/2-ÿ<;ÿ6/8-43/-8ÿ02ÿ+2932;++6ÿ0140ÿ
01+/3ÿB/+76ÿ2400+34ÿÿ$-.ÿ/0ÿ,4-ÿ0:3-ÿ.+9430/-8ÿ+2932;++6ÿ/-02ÿ,2392340+ÿ42<4664.236ÿ523ÿ;+436ÿ02ÿ
,22+4OÿÿP4ÿ
ÿA64ÿC+814-ÿ24-+ÿQÿ"4043/+ÿ/B+349ÿRSÿPTUVWÿPXYÿÿZTWÿ[\Tÿ]TXÿ
^Xÿÿ^U_ÿ`abÿcÿd_ÿeTfTÿ^__ÿÿc9ÿ7 ÿ#g4ÿ=h**9ÿijg=*9ÿ$" ÿ
!**=$=!i"*Jg$#4ÿ*=4ÿk4ÿ*$"ÿl"$ !"iÿ m ÿ>j:-+ÿ I?9ÿ10098KK6,12343723H643/<4,6:6<4+.:ÿ
K,8/KB/+7,2-0+-04,8/n430/,3+o 77IQ,2-0+@0o+0.ÿ>5/-./-8ÿ0140ÿ 47pÿ25ÿk4*4ÿ6+3B/,+ÿ2+2<+36ÿ3+0:3-D
/-8ÿ5322ÿ$5814-/604-ÿ4-.ÿ!34Gÿ6:55+3ÿ5322ÿ=* ÿ23ÿ.+93+66/2-9ÿ4-.ÿ0140ÿ01+ÿ6040/60/,ÿ2-3;ÿ,2:-06ÿ0126+ÿ
B+0+34-6ÿ712ÿ14B+ÿ62:810ÿ6:,1ÿ6+3B/,+6?4ÿ
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